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PREFACE 

 
Articles 169 and 170 of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan, 1973 read with Sections 8 and 12 of the Auditor-General’s 

(Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service) Ordinance, 

2001 require the Auditor-General of Pakistan to conduct audit of receipts 

and expenditure from the Federal Consolidated Fund and Public Account. 

The Directorates General Audit Defence Services have conducted 

the Audit of the accounts of Defence Services for Financial Year 2013-14 

on test check basis with a view to report significant findings to the 

relevant stake holders. The Report is based on audit of receipts and 

expenditure of the Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Defence 

Production. The Audit Report includes systemic issues and audit findings 

and relatively less significant issues are listed in the annexure-I & II of the 

Audit Report which shall be pursued in the Departmental Accounts 

Committees. In the cases where Principal Accounting Officer does not 

initiate appropriate action, the audit observations will be included in the 

Audit Report of the following year for consideration of the Parliament. 

The Audit findings indicate the need for adherence to the regularity 

framework besides instituting and strengthening internal controls to avoid 

recurrence of similar violations and irregularities.  

Most of the observations included in this Report have been 

finalized in the light of discussions in the DAC meetings. 

The Audit Report is submitted to the President in pursuance of 

Article 171 of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973 for 

causing it to be laid before the Parliament.  

 

 

 

 (Muhammad Akhtar Buland Rana) 

                    Auditor-General of Pakistan 

Islamabad 

Dated 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Directorates General of Audit Defence Services (North and 

South) are Field Audit Offices (FAOs) of the Department of Auditor-

General of Pakistan responsible for conducting the audit of budgetary 

grants of Defence Services (Except Pakistan Ordnance Factories Wah) and 

Federal Government Educational Institutions in Cantonments & Garrisons, 

managed by Ministry of Defence (MoD) and Ministry of Defence 

Production (MoDP). Audit of other allocations made to Defence Services 

like Special Transfer Account, United Nations Reimbursement Account 

and Defence Pension is also conducted by these FAOs. Moreover audit of 

the entities which are under these Ministries but do not get allocation from 

the Government e.g. Cantonment Boards, Frontier Works Organization are 

also under the audit purview of these offices. 

The jurisdiction of Directorates General Audit Defence Services 

(North & South) has been made on geographical basis. Audit of473 

formations of MoD and41 formations of MoDP was carried out during the 

audit year 2013-14. 

a. Scope and Objectives of Audit 

The audit was conducted in accordance with auditing standards of 

International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) 

adopted by the Auditor General of Pakistan. Overall audit objective was to 

assess compliance with financial rules and adequacy of internal controls 

and examine the issues of propriety and economy of expenditure. 

An amount of Rs. 629.642 billion was allocated to the Defence 

Services for the financial year 2013-14 under Grant No. 23. A sum of 

Rs4.005 billion was allocated under Grant No. 23 to Federal Government 

Educational Institutions in Cantonments and Garrisons and Cantonment 

Boards budget was Rs 16.145 billion in 2013-14. 

b. Recoveries at the Instance of Audit 

A recoverable amount of Rs 62.658 billion was pointed out during 

audit conducted. The executives have accepted Rs 23.629 billion as 

recoverable amount and recovered an amount of only Rs 0.823 billion. 
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c. Audit Methodology 

The Activities, policies, procedures and internal control systems of 

auditee organizations were reviewed for identifying risk areas,  where 

occurrence of irregularities and misappropriation could be possible, and 

for devising strategy for audit scrutiny. Desk audit was conducted in case 

of big projects only because of non-availability of computerized data 

online and the audit was conducted on the test-check basis with emphasis 

on high monetary value and risk areas which were prone to irregularities. 

Budgeted allocations made by Services Headquarters were compared and 

verified with the actual expenditure. 

d. Audit Impact 

The issue of unauthorized use of A-I Land by Defence Services for 

commercial purpose has been raised by Audit since 1986. The MoD 

framed in April, 2008, a Policy on the use of A-I Land for Welfare and 

other Projects of Armed Forces and Canteen Stores Department (CSD). 

This policy is in conflict with CLAR, 1937 framed under the Cantonment 

Act, 1924 and allows use of the government land for commercial purposes 

without approval of the Parliament. It was an effort to legalize misuse of 

A-I Land committed in the past. 

Audit expressed serious reservations on the provisions of the 

policy. Accordingly the Ministry of Defence constituted a committee to 

review the policy on use of A-I Land in 2013.In its meeting held in 

September, 2013 audit asked for the information such as total area of 

Class-A Land, present purpose for which the land has been used and 

income earned from commercial and other activities on this land. This 

information has not been provided to Audit as yet. 

In view of the proactive working of the Public Accounts 

Committee (PAC) and professional role of Audit, the MoD has set up 

audit committees at service headquarters and also at lower formations to 

deal with the audit observations but scope of these committees, hitherto, 

has been limited to coordination between executives and Audit for 

settlement of the observations.   
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e. Comments on Financial and Accounting Management 

i. The Appropriation Accounts  for the Financial year 2013-14 were 

not prepared and maintained on the format prescribed by the 

Auditor General of Pakistan therefore did not disclose  amounts for 

employee related expenses, operating expenses, physical assets and 

civil works in respect of three armed services  and DP 

Establishment/ISOs/Accounts Organizations. Further cases 

involving regularization from Ministry of Defence were not 

disclosed as required. 

ii. The Pakistan Military Accounts Department was unable to 

ascertain number and total amount of cheques that were not cashed 

by the payees and therefore lapsed during financial year           

2013-14. The amounts of these cheques were booked in the 

accounts of 2013-14 as expense. Fresh cheques of same amount in 

lieu of lapsed cheques were again issued from the budget of next 

financial year 2014-15 and expenditure again booked leading to 

serious financial indiscipline and mismanagement rendering the 

accounts inaccurate and misleading. 

iii. A technical supplementary grant amounting to Rs 122.273 million 

was provided to Army during the financial year 2013-14. 

However, revised budget estimates for FY 2013-14 approved by 

the Parliament did not include this amount, therefore, remained 

unauthorized by the Parliament. 

iv. MoD final grant No. 23 Defence Services for financial year 2013-

14 was Rs 629,642.280 million against which expenditure of Rs 

629,642.280 million was incurred. 
 

f. Comments on Internal Controls  

i. An elaborate structure comprising rules, regulations and 

procedures specifying internal checks regarding procurements, 

personnel payments and receipts are available in MoD, MoDP and 

MAG. An Internal Audit Department (Controller Local Audit, 

Defence Services) also exists to check irregularities and violation 
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of rules and regulations in Defence Services. Despite this 

arrangement, irregularities are repeated. 

ii. Payment function of the Pakistan Military Accounts Department is 

the most vulnerable area where unauthorized payments are made 

frequently. Post review of the payments is also not conducted 

properly by CsMA, CLA and MAG resulting in lack of 

improvement in this regard. 

iii. Scope of existing internal audit department does not include 

information system audit of Management Information Systems 

(MIS) being operated by Defence Services Organizations. 

iv. There is no internal audit structure in Military Lands and 

Cantonments therefore, occurrence of errors / irregularities and 

their persistence is very high.   

g. Key Audit Findings  

This Audit Report contains 192 audit paras (264 DPs) categorized 

as under: 

i. Recoverable / Overpayments of Rs. 49,805.254 million, US $ 

1,140.941 million UK £ 0.042 million € 6,926.98 million and DM 

31,603 million in 101 cases
1
 

ii. Loss to State valuing Rs 5,161.452 million and US $ 1.2 million, 

were observed in 23 cases
2
 

iii. Unauthorized Expenditure of Rs. 3,620.973 million in 42 cases
3
 

iv. Mis-procurement of Stores / Mismanagement of Contract of Rs. 

27,83.977  million  € 2.225 million was made in 20 cases
4
 

v. Non-production of Auditable Record of Rs. 1,112.524 million, US 

$ 13.693 million in 6  cases
5
 

  

                                                      
11.3, 2.3, 2.8, 2.11, 2.15, 2.19, 2.21 
2  1.4, 2.4, 2.9, 2.12, 2.16  
3 1.5, 2.5, 2.10, 2.13, 2.17, 2.20 
4 1.6, 2.6, 2.14, 2.18 
5 1.7, 2.7 
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h. Recommendations  

i. Misappropriation and embezzlement cases need to be investigated 

to fix responsibility and to take remedial steps including 

strengthening of internal controls, and revision of rules and 

procedures keeping in view the Government policy, to avoid 

recurrence. 

ii. The management needs to take serious practical steps to recover 

large amounts of Government dues and exercise more vigilance to 

determine clear line regarding responsibilities to recover 

outstanding dues against various firms and individuals.   

iii. Funds to MES formations should be allocated timely allowing 

sufficient time for spending allocations. The allocations should be 

made to Engineer-in-Chief instead of directly to the formations for 

proper financial discipline and control.  

iv. There is dire need to establish proper coordination between Central 

Procurement and Central Stock Depots to ensure effective 

management and utilization of procurement and supply of material 

for execution of works contracts. The supply and fixing of MES 

stores, other than the strategic stores, should be the responsibility 

of contractors for execution of works instead of the department.  

v. Scope of Internal Audit department should be reviewed and 

strengthened to include review of Management Information 

Systems (MIS) in Defence organizations and accuracy of accounts 

of Defence Services. 

vi. A proper setup of internal audit should be instituted in Military 

Lands and Cantonments Department.  

vii. Proper utilization of Annual Training Grant should be ensured 

avoiding its misuse for irrelevant purposes.  

viii. The scope of the audit committees at service headquarters should 

be widened to include fixing responsibilities for willful violations 

of the rules and occurrence irregularities and also to suggest 

amendments in the procedures where found outdated / required 
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revision. The Purchase Procedure and Instructions as well as DP-

35 should be reviewed, especially with reference to payment 

clauses regarding LCs by CMA without sufficient assurance from 

the procurement agency about receipt of stores.  

ix. The unauthorized/unlawful use of A-I land should be checked 

limiting the use to the specified purposes only.  

x. The income earned from the use of A-I land should be made 

transparent and disclosed in the public accounts and provided to 

Audit for scrutiny. 
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AUDIT STATISTICS 

Table-1: Audit Work Statistics 

 (Rs in Million) 

Sr 

# 

Description No Budget/Actual 

Expenditure 

1 Total Entities (Ministries/PAOs) in Audit 

Jurisdiction 

2 

649,649.620 
2 Total formations in audit jurisdiction 3852 

3 Total Entities (Ministries/PAOs) audited 2 
 

358,452.026 

 

4 Total Formations audited 514 

5 Audit and Inspection Reports (LTAR) 514 

6 Special Audit Reports 0 - 

7 Performance Audit Reports 0 - 

8 Other Reports 0 - 

 

Table-2: Audit Observations by Categories 
(Rs in Million) 

S # Description Amount placed under 

Audit Observation  

1 Unsound asset management 42,419.35 

2 Weak financial management 70,955.334 

3 Weak internal controls 35,182.554 

4 Others 14,622.047 

Total 163,179.285 
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Table-3: Outcome Statistics 

 (Rs in Million) 

Sr 

# 

Description Expenditure 

on 

acquiring 

Physical 

Assets  

Civil 

Works 

Others Receipts Total 

current 

year 

Total last 

year 

1 
Outlays 

Audited 
10597.447 50898.547 174683.466 122272.566 358452.026 373,827.297 

2 
Amount 

under Audit 

observation  

16200.698 34409.166 65683.457 46885.968 163179.285 173,062.489 

3 

Recoverables 

pointed out 

by Audit  

3367.575 11981.699 13983.466 33335.299 62658.038 55,884.430 

4 
Recoverables 

accepted   
36.397 147.523 5392.039 37865.151 23629.424 16,734.068 

5 
Recoverables 

realized  
2.441 7.094 794.414 19.083 823.032 2,763.913 
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Table-4: Irregularities Pointed Out   
(Rs in Million) 

S # Description Amount 

under Audit 

Observation 

1 
Violation of rules and regulations as well as principle of 

propriety and probity  
79740.823 

2 
Cases of fraud, embezzlement, thefts and misuse of public 

resources 
500.800 

3 Misclassification of expenditure and receipts. 450.391 

4 Weaknesses of internal control system 33204.485 

5 
Established recoverable and overpayments, or misappropriation 

of public money 
28297.953 

6 Non-production of record 6364.572 

7 Others, including cases of accidental loss, negligence etc. 14620.282 

Total  163179.285 

    

Table-5: Cost-Benefit Analysis  

 (Rs in Million) 

S # Description Amount 

1 Outlays audited (Item 1 of Table 3) 358,452.026 

2 Expenditure on audit  240.029 

3 Recoverable realized at the instance of audit 823.032 

4 Cost - Benefit Ratio 3:1 

 



CHAPTER-1 
 

Ministry of Defence Production 
 

1.1 Introduction 

Ministry of Defence Production deals with procurement, 

indigenous production and manufacture of defence equipment and stores. 

This Ministry negotiates agreements and Memorandums of Understanding 

(MoUs) for foreign assistance or collaboration, loans for purchase of 

military stores, technical knowledge and transfer of technology. It also 

deals with export of defence products, marketing, and promotion of 

activities relating to export of defence products and procurement and 

research & development related matters of the defence sector. Under 

Armed Forces Development Plan this Ministry has undertaken mega 

projects like JF-17, Al-Khalid Tank, F-22P Frigate and AWACS Air 

Refueling System as well asF-16 Block 52, Radar System etc.   

1.2 Status of Compliance of PAC Directives  

Status of compliance of directives of the Public Accounts 

Committee (PAC) while discussing Audit Reports from 1985-86 to 2012-

13 is given in the following table:- 

Audit 

Year 

Total Paras 

Discussed 

by the PAC 

Actionable 

Points 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Nil 

Complianc

e 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1985-86 15 1 0 0 1 

1986-87 12 0 0 0 0 

1987-88 17 13 1 0 12 

1988-89 14 5 0 0 5 

1989-90 14 2 0 0 2 

1990-91 10 2 1 0 1 

1991-92 15 4 0 0 4 

1992-93 15 3 0 0 3 

1993-94 26 4 0 0 4 

1994-95 22 0 0 0 0 



2 
 

1995-96 28 12 1 1 10 

1996-97 91 63 2 2 59 

1997-98 55 5 0 0 5 

1998-99 89 7 0 2 5 

1999-00 86 50 4 1 45 

2000-01 140 17 0 4 13 

2001-02 44 27 10 2 15 

2002-03 No Printed Paras 

2003-04 1 0 0 0 0 

2004-05 8 8 4 1 3 

2005-06 27 5 0 0 5 

2006-07 7 5 1 0 4 

2007-08 Report not yet discussed 

2008-09 16 3 0 2 1 

2009-10 Report not yet discussed 

2010-11 Report not yet discussed 

2011-12 Report not yet discussed 

2012-13 Report not yet discussed 

2013-14 Report not yet discussed 

Total 752 236 24 15 197 
 

The above position shows that the compliance of PAC directive 

was very slow and the same was required to be expedited by the Principal 

Accounting Officer.  
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Audit Paras 
 

1.3  Recoverable / Overpayments 

1.3.1 Loss to state due to releasing of payment to the 

contractor for provision of substandard stores items – 

Rs. 1.246 million 

  According to Rule-6 (a) of Financial Regulation Volume-I, 

1986 “every officer shall exercise the same vigilance in respect of 

expenditure incurred from Government revenue as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money”. 

  While examining the record at 114 AED, PAF Base 

Mushaf, it was observed that a contract bearing No. 1238/185/DMP/Air 

dated 28
th

 June, 1984 was concluded with M/s Longman Industrial Sales 

on 28
th

 June, 1994 for supply of 755 flexible Rubber Bags for Rs. 

9,547,920 @ 11,984 per bag. The contractor supplied only 104 bags till 

28
th

 November, 2008 as indicated in signal NO. QMN/4/4 communicated 

by the AHQ Islamabad (Directorate of Munitions) to DGMP, DMP (Air) 

dated 17
th

 March, 2009. The status of the bags was shown as 

unserviceable. Therefore, the cost of 104 bags Rs. 1,246,336 @ 11,984 per 

bag paid to the contractor was required to be recovered and deposited into 

Government Treasury but the authorities failed to do so. 

  When pointed out by audit in April, 2014, the executive 

authorities replied that concerned Directorate was being approached for 

final reply. However, the reply was not furnished till the finalization of 

this report.   

DAC in its meeting held on 2
nd

 January, 2015 transferred 

the para to MODP/DGMP for necessary action at their end under 

intimation to DAC in its next meeting. 

Audit requires immediately recovery of the amount to the 

stated extent besides fixing responsibility against the officers/officials 

involved.  
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DP-53-N/2014-15 

1.3.2  Overpayment to contractor – Rs. 1.532 million 

  As per Section-153 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, 

“withholding tax is required to be deducted from the payments made on 

account of supply made under contracts”. 

  During Audit of Directorate General Munitions Production 

(DGMP) Rawalpindi, it was noted that Contract bearing No. 

1246/161/DMP (Air) dated 30
th

 June, 2009 for “Indigenous development 

of C-130 Aircraft Cargo handling system (Roller Conveyor)” was awarded 

to M/s Sawana International Islamabad for Rs. 42.5 million @ Unit cost 

(per set of 20 units) of Rs. 2.0 million for prototype and Rs. 1.5 million for 

series production. It was found that although withholding tax was 

inclusive in the initial contract agreement but the final payment was made 

while including the said tax once again which tentamounts to double 

payment. In this way contractor was provided undue financial benefit of 

Rs. 1.532 million being an amount paid twice which resulted into 

overpayment to the stated extent.  

  When pointed out by Audit in June, 2013, it was replied 

that cost breakdown provided by the firm was its own management to 

describe margins for subject development. Moreover, total amount on the 

account of 3.5% Income Tax had also been deducted by CMA (ISOs). The 

reply was not tenable, as income tax was a direct tax on one‟s income and 

it is not added in cost breakup of the supply. It was also observed that in 

several similar cases tax was excluded from the cost breakup.  

The Para was discussed in DAC held on February 19, 2015. 

The DAC directed to verify the relevant documents in order to find out the 

factual position. It was transpired from the documents that overpayment 

was made as discussed above.  

Audit requires immediate recovery of the said amount 

besides fixing responsibility for negligence on the part of officers/officials 

involved.  
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DP-67-N/2014-15 

1.3.3 Non-recovery of defective Stores - DM 31,603 

According to Section-14 (2) of Auditor General‟s 

(Functions, Powers and Terms and conditions of Service) Ordinance 2001, 

“the officer in-charge of any office or department shall afford all facilities 

and provide record for audit inspection and comply with requests for 

information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable 

expedition”.  

During audit of Directorate of Procurement (DP-Navy) in 

October, 2012, it was observed that a Contract No. 529031/328079 dated 

30
th

 June, 1997 was awarded to M/s Arman Traders, Karachi, for 

procurement of spares of MTU Diesel Engine. The firm supplied the 

stores and received 90% of the cost, amounting to DM 460,572.43. 

However, during inspection, 59 items valuing DM 82,778.02 were found 

defective. Accordingly, the DP Navy adjusted 10% balance amount of the 

firm amounting to DM 51,174.72 while leaving behind an amount of DM 

31,603.30 which was still recoverable. It was further observed that despite 

lapse of 15 years when the original contract was ultimately culminated, the 

recoverable amount was still outstanding.  

When pointed out by Audit in October, 2012, it was replied 

that recovery action had been expedited. The reply was not accepted as 

actual recovery was still outstanding.  

DAC in its meeting, held on 16
th 

February, 2015 directed to 

verify the relevant documents in the light of initial reply given by the 

Directorate of Procurement (Navy) during re-verification of the documents 

in terms of directions of the DAC, the viewpoint of audit remained the 

same. 

Audit recommends immediate recovery besides fixing 

responsibility for unnecessary delay and release of 90% payment without 

prior inspection of the goods procured.  

DP-172-N/2013-14 
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1.3.4 Non-Recovery of Cost of Burnt Stores from contractor 

– Rs. 3.554 million 

According to clause-9 of contract agreement No. 16-790-

00/DP-I/P-16 dated 16-01-2006 No. 16-790-00/DP-I/P-16 dated 16-01-

2006 and contract No. 15-698-00 dated 24
th

 January, 2007, the stores was 

required to be dispatched to the consignee under Military Credit Note 

(MCN) to be issued by the Army Stores Inspection Depot (ASID) Lahore, 

under Firm‟s own arrangements. In case of any short delivery/discrepancy, 

firm would be responsible. Moreover under clause-17 of the contract, 

supplier was also responsible for making good the deficiency in supply, if 

any, warranty will remain valid for 24 months on receipt of stores by the 

consignee. 

During Audit it was observed that two contracts valuing Rs. 

34,887,618 were concluded by the DGP (Army) Rawalpindi with M/s 

Nasir-ud-Din and Sons and M/s Patriot Light Products Lahore, for the 

supply of 121526 ground sheet khaki and for the purchase of kerosene 

burners and 45 men-set quantity of 728 respectively, on FOR basis. While 

examining the contracts, it was found that stores valuing Rs. 3,555,136 

were destroyed during transit due to riots as an aftermath of ex-Prime 

Minister Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto‟s assassination. The COD Karachi 

informed DGDP (Army) Rawalpindi vide its letter No. 4830/Audit/GS 

dated 17
th

 May, 2011 that it was the responsibility of the contractor to 

provide the consignment in hundred percent serviceable / brand new 

condition. Instead of realizing the loss from the contractor as per 

agreement, a case of regularization was initiated vide COD Karachi letter 

No. 4830/Audit/GS and CSD-48/JKEN dated 22
nd

 November,2011, which 

was a clear violation of the agreement.  

Audit pointed out the matter in November, 2012. The 

executive authority stated that store was dispatched by the contractor to 

COD Karachi in the presence of inspection authority but store was burnt 

on 27
th

 December, 2007 due to assassination of ex-Prime Minister and 

store reached in COD Karachi, completely burnt. The case, therefore, is 

under process for regularization of loss. The reply was not acceptable as 
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the relevant clause of the agreement was self-explanatory and there was 

hardly any doubt about the obligations of the contractor.  

DAC in its meeting held on 19
th 

February, 2015, directed 

that case may be thrashed out in detail and be submitted before DAC in its 

next meeting. The DAC pended the para till such time.  

Audit requires immediate inquiry of the case besides fixing 

responsibility against the officers/officials involved in providing unlawful 

benefit to the contractor.  

DP-195-N/2014-15 

1.3.5 Non replacement of rejected store – US $ 62,336 

  According to Para-2 of DPL-15 of Contract Agreement No. 

453302/P-45 dated 16
th

 January, 2009 in case of contractor‟s failure to 

replace the defective store free of cost within a reasonable period the 

relevant cost in the currency/currencies in which received plus freight 

charges shall be refunded. 

  During Audit of DP (Air), Chaklala in November, 2013, it 

was observed that a quantity of 28,800 Quarters valuing US $ 62,336 of 

Jet Engine Lube Oil (OM-10) supplied by M/s World Wide Marketing 

were rejected and handed over to representative of the supplier in 

February, 2011. It was also found that despite a lapse of three years, 

neither the store was replaced nor its cost, including freight and insurance 

were recovered. 

  Audit pointed out the matter in November, 2013, it was 

replied that during sample testing of received Engine Lube Oil at Pak 

Army Lab, Karachi, the Flash Point was found less than specified limit 

and the whole quantity of received oil was rejected. Supplier argued that 

testing of Flash Point depends on the operator, apparatus, surroundings 

and testing procedure. The supplier requested for re-testing. The Army 

authorities did not accept the request of the supplier. The supplier‟s further 

request for testing of the said oil from independent lab was also denied by 

the Army lab. Subsequently, the firm agreed to deliver the complete stores 
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upto 28
th

 February, 2014, accordingly, delivery period was extended with 

1% LD. The reply was not satisfactory as the replacement of stores was 

not made till November, 2013.  

The matter was discussed in DAC meeting held on 19
th 

February, 2015 and the concerned authorities were directed to get the case 

regularized within three months. 

Audit requires immediate action in deference to the 

directions given by the DAC besides fixing responsibility for negligence 

and abnormal delay in finalizing the case. 

DP-255-N/2014-15 

1.3.6 Un-authorized payment on account of imported stores – 

US $ 3.577 Million 

  According to Special Condition to the Contract No. 15, 

payment of foreign exchange element on account of supply of imported 

store was subject to provision of import documents including Airway Bill, 

packing lists and invoice. 

  While examining the accounts of Directorate General 

Munitions Production (DGMP) Rawalpindi, it was observed that Contract 

bearing No. 05/ET/2008-09/Army dated 30
th

 June, 2009 for “Scale Down 

Model of Digitized SCR System of Army Air Defence – (Prototype)” was 

awarded to M/s CARE Islamabad in collaboration of M/s SIFAAL UAE 

and an amount of US$ 5.306 million was paid to the contractor. However, 

import documents in respect of stores valuing US$ 3,577,252 were not 

available on record. 

  When pointed out by Audit in June, 2013, the executive 

authorities replied that 100% stores were delivered by the firm as per 

contract to Pak Army and same were received by COD Rawalpindi. 

Moreover, AAD Directorate and COD Rawalpindi rendered a certificate 

regarding correct receipt of all the stores as per contract. The reply 

furnished was not acceptable, as requisite import documents were not 
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provided by the supplier. The Audit demanded provision of above 

mentioned documents which were not provided during discussion. 

The matter was discussed in DAC held on February 19, 

2015, which recommended that requisite documents be produced to Audit 

for verification. The relevant documents, however, have not yet been 

produced for verification till the finalization of this report.  

Audit requires immediate action in deference to the 

directions given by the DAC besides fixing responsibility for negligence 

and abnormal delay in finalizing the case. 

DP-266-N/2014-15 

1.3.7 Non recovery of cost of rejected stores US $ 320,732 and 

non-encashment of BG US $ 37,474  

  According to Para-2 of DPL-15 of above contract, in case 

of contractor‟s failure to replace the defective store free of cost within a 

reasonable period the contractor shall refund the relevant cost as the case 

may be in the currency/currencies in which received plus freight charges.  

Further para-4 stipulates that warranty period will remain valid for 12 

months on receipt of the stores by the consignee. 

  While examining the accounts of DP (Air) Chaklala, in 

November, 2013 it was noticed that contract No. 7199A02095/458871/P-

45 dated 23
rd

 June, 2008 was concluded for supply of 914 No of FNP 9 

Pistols at total cost of US$ 395,725 which includes freight and insurance 

charges. The Defects were reported within the warranty period in January, 

2010 and AHQ Directorate in June, 2010 stressed for replacement or 

recovery of cost of defective pistols. Balance payment of the supplied 

stores (20%) was also stopped by AHQ as stores were not replaced by the 

supplier. Further recovery of payments made against defective stores and 

freight / insurance charges were also not effected from the supplier. The 

total recoverable amount from the supplier was US $ 320,732 ($ 

299,792+$ 20,940 freight & insurance).  
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  It was also observed that Bank Guarantee amounting to US 

$ 37,474 valid upto 30
th

 June, 2011 was neither extended nor en-cashed 

within the validity period and the same was expired. 

  When pointed out by audit in November, 2013, it was 

replied that firm delivered the stores in terms of contract after the expiry 

of date on which firm was required to supply the stores.  During warranty 

period user informed that stores were defective. Therefore, supplier was 

approached within warranty period and maintenance was carried out by 

technical representative who reported that stores were not as per 

specifications.  However, firm offered delivery of latest model of pistol at 

its own arrangement and provided 10 pistols for test & trial. During test 

and trial user informed that pistol provided by the firm for test and trial 

were also rejected due to defects. Complete test and trial report was 

dispatched to firm which did not respond. Firm was also stressed for 

providing extended Bank Guarantee. Further, 20% balance payment of the 

firm was stopped from bank and AHQ Directorate of EOD & Grd Armt 

had requested to close the subject contract.  

  The reply was not accepted as Cost of stores was not 

recovered and BG had expired during warranty period. Advice of AHQ for 

closure of contract without risk and cost of supplier was not justified as it 

was required to be cancelled on risk and cost of supplier.   

The matter was discussed in DAC held on February, 19, 

2015. DAC recommended that requisite documents be got verified from 

Audit besides fixing responsibility against the concerned. 

Audit suggests a thorough investigation into the matter 

besides replacement of defective stores.  

DP-290-N/2014-15 

1.3.8  Non-replacement of rejected stores US $ 12,035,789.44 

  According to Rule-6(a) of Financial Regulation (Volume-I) 

“every officer should exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure 
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incurred from Government revenue as a person of ordinary prudence 

would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money”.   

  While examining the accounts of CP Branch (HIT) Taxila, 

it had been observed during scrutiny of contract no. CNP/HRF(T)/2006/ 

Al-Zarrar/CP-1/proc dated 10
th

 September, 2006 for procurement of spares 

for Al-Zarrar kits signed with M/s NORINCO China that as per contract, 

92 x kits (T-59 Tank Al-Zarrar) were required to be delivered upto 20
th

 

December, 2011. When stores were received, it was found that 28 

numbers out of 92 were defective. The firm was approached for 

replacement of the rejected stores but it had not responded. It is pertinent 

to mention that the entire payment of the stores was made to the firm. 

  When pointed out by audit in November, 2013, the 

executive stated that rejected stores were replaced by the firm. Inspection 

Note, CRV and Account Card were demanded for verification. The same 

were not provided till finalization of the report. 

Neither any DAC was held nor was any reply received till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit suggests that requisite documents regarding 

replacement of rejected stores be got verified from the Audit. 

DP-292-N/2014-15 

1.3.9 Excess payment of US $ 11,788.30 and non-recovery 

from contractor on account of defective stores US $ 

13,789 

  According to para-2 to DPL-15 of Contract No 434970-

B/P-43 dated 29.06.2002 concluded with M/s Vertex Enterprises for 

supply of AN/TPS-43G Radar Spares “in case of failure of supplier to 

replace the defective stores free of cost within a reasonable time period he 

will refund the cost in currency in which received”. 

  While examining the accounts of DP (Air) Chaklala in 

November, 2013, it was observed that initial terms of payment were 60% 

on shipment of store and 40% on issuance of CRV which was amended 
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vide Amendment No-1 dated 16.12.2002 to 80% on shipment of store and 

remaining 20% on issuance of CRVs. Supplier failed to supply the stores 

free of cost and 05 items (different quantities) having total value of US $ 

12,913.04 were rejected. Supplier failed to replace these stores even after 

lapse of more than 5 years. BG submitted by the supplier was expired on 

11.04.2004 and Bank refused to extend the same. DP (Air) also 

approached supplier to replace the defective stores or reimburse the 

overdrawn amount of US $ 13,789.30. 

  When pointed out by audit it was replied that total value of 

contract was $ 75,927.44 and cost of delivered storeswas US $ 46,080.41. 

However, CMA (DP) informed that payment made to the firm was US $ 

57,868.71.The firm had, therefore, overdrawn US $ 13,788 against subject 

contract.  DP (Air) approached supplier and firm was ready to resolve the 

issue. 

  The reply was not tenable as excess payment was made to 

the contractor and cost of freight and insurance was also not recovered. 

P.B.G. of US $ 7,592.74 had also expired.   

  The matter was discussed in DAC held on February, 19, 

2015. DAC directed to hold a Board of Inquiry for effecting recovery. 

Audit requires immediate recovery of the said amount 

besides fixing responsibility for negligence on the part of officers/officials 

involved.  

DP-304-N/2014-15 

1.3.10 Overpayment due to non-recovery of cost of deviation 

from contract – Rs. 2.544 million 

  According to Clause-13 of Contract Agreement No. 

220/2010/5126/CP/P-885/Proc dated 20
th

 June, 2010, the cost of deviation 

@ 1% (Rs. 43,000) per blank will be deducted by the HIT against the 

contracted blanks. 

  While examining the accounts of CP Branch HIT Taxila, it 

was observed that Contract Agreement No. 220/2010/5126/CP/P-885/Proc 
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dated 20
th

 June, 2010 valuing Rs. 258,774,000 was concluded by the 

Central Procurement Branch of HIT with M/S People Steel Mills Karachi 

for development of 51 Gun Barrel Blanks for 125 mm smooth bore Tank 

Gun. During scrutiny of contract, it was observed that deviation 

amounting to Rs. 2.544 million was made by the contractor, but the same 

was not replaced or recovered. 

  When pointed out by the audit in November, 2013, the 

executive stated that amount would be recovered after conducting life 

cycle test of Barrels. Copy of life cycle test needed to be provided to audit 

along with recovery of objected amount from contractor / firm. 

Neither any DAC was held nor was any reply received till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that recovery from the contractor be 

ensured and copy of life cycle test be provided to Audit.  

DP-305-N/2014-15 

1.3.11 Non-recovery of cost of defective short landed stores 

from contractor – UK £ 8,855.463 

  According to the provisions of DPL-15 in respect of CA 

No. 458830/P-45 dated 28.06.2007, the contractor undertook that in case 

of failure to replace the defective/short landed store the relevant FOB cost 

plus freight and insurance charges would be refunded to Government.  

  While examining the accounts of DP (Air) Chaklala, 

Rawalpindi, it was noticed that above contract was concluded for supply 

of Aircraft Seat Spares with M/S SICAMB Spa Italy. 40 no. CO2 

Cylinders were provided in packing. On receipt, 04 items were found 

deficient. Even after lapse of five years the supplier failed to provide the 

short landed store. Supplier also claimed 100% payment of said store on 

shipment. An amount of UK £ 8,237.64 was overdrawn. Recovery of UK 

£ 8855.463 including freight and insurance charges needed to be effected 

from the contractor.  
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  When pointed out by Audit in January, 2014, it was replied 

by the executive that the Firm was approached for delivery of 06 partial 

line items and for providing extended Bank Guarantee. However, no 

response was provided by the firm. Resultantly PAF had stopped awarding 

contracts to the firm since, 2009. Further, 1% LD was also required to be 

imposed in the contract. 

  The reply was not agreed to as recovery was outstanding 

against supplier as BG was also not en-cashed during validity period.  

The matter was discussed in DAC held on February 15, 

2015. DAC directed that recovery of 04 stores, freight and insurance be 

ensured within 30 days time. 

Audit emphasizes the immediate implementation of the 

DAC decision regarding the issue besides thorough investigation.  

DP-335-N/2014-15 

1.3.12 Non-recovery of LC opening charges from defaulting 

firm – US $ 33,568 

  According to Clause-30 the contracts were to become 

effective after signing by both the parties, issuance of export approval by 

US Government and establishment of Letter of Credit by the purchaser.  

Moreover, according to MOU between HIT and M/s PCA (Pacific Con 

Aviation Limited) Switzerland Firm undertook that in case contracts and 

sale Agreements were not executed/signed as per agreed terms and 

conditions, M/s PCA Pacific Con Aviation will reimburse an amount of 

US $ 33,568 spent on the opening of letters‟ of credit by the HIT. 

  While examining the accounts of CP Branch HIT Taxila, it 

was observed that four contracts valuing EURO 30 million and US$ 

16.562 million were concluded in 2006 with M/s PCA Pacific Con 

Aviation Limited Switzerland for Procurement of used APC and their 

spares subject to approval by US and Swiss Government. But due to non-

issuance of Export Permit by the Swiss Government, the contracts were 

not materialized. Due to failure of firm LC opening charges US$ 33,568 
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were required to be recovered from the firm according to the MOU but 

HIT authorities failed to do so. A period of seven years has lapsed but 

noting has been done so far in this regard. 

  When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013, the 

executive stated that Secretary MODP had taken serious view of the 

situation and ordered to hold an inquiry and fixing responsibility against 

the concerned officers/staff. The same was under process. They further 

stated that case was also in the court of law. The reply was not satisfactory 

as Letter of Credit was required to be opened after issuance of export 

permit but instead the same was opened before issuance of export permit 

which was not correct. This resulted into loss to the stated extent. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was any reply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit suggests that recovery against LC opening charges be 

affected immediately.  

DP-344-N/2014-15 

1.3.13 Non-deduction of income tax – US$ 1.842 million and 

Euro 0.665 million 

According to section-152 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001, 

every prescribed person making a payment in full or Part to non-resident 

person on execution of contract or sub contract or installation Project in 

Pakistan including a contract for supply of supervisory activities in 

relation to such project shall deduct tax from gross amount payable under 

the contract at the rates specified in Division – III Part-II of first schedule 

of Income Tax Ordinance 2001. Moreover, under sub-Section-5 of 

Section-152 of above Ordinance “where a person intends to make a 

payment to a nonresident person without deduction of Tax under this 

section, the person shall, before making the payment, furnish to the 

commissioner a notice in writing setting out, (a) the name and addresses of 

the non-resident person; (b) the nature and amount of the Payment. 
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The commission on receipt of notices shall within 30 days 

pass an order accepting the contention or making the order under sub 

section”. 

While examining the accounts of CP Branch HIT Taxila, it 

was observed that contract was signed in September, 2006 valuing US $ 

95.612 million with M/S NORINCO China for Procurement of KITs of 

Al-Zarrar. During scrutiny of contract, it was observed that an amount of 

US$ 52,619,304 was released by the Bank to the firm but documentary 

evidence showing deduction of income tax was not available on record. 

This resulted into less recovery of income tax. 

Moreover, contract was concluded by CP Branch of HIT 

was concluded with M/S Galileo Italy valuing EURO 19.001 million 

during June, 2008, for Procurement of CKD Kits. During scrutiny of 

contract it was observed that maximum amount had been paid to the firm 

against delivered stores but documentary evidence was not available. 

When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013, the 

executive stated that defence stores against FOB contracts were exempted 

from all such taxes till 30
th

 June, 2011. They further stated that income tax 

was not involved in FOB contracts. The reply was not satisfactory as case 

of non-deduction of Income Tax against FOB contracts needed to be 

referred to FBR for clarification. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was any reply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit suggests that clarification from FBR be taken or 

recovery may be effected on immediate basis.  

DP-348-N/2014-15 

1.3.14  Overpayment due to application of custom duty and 

income tax in rates by the contractor – Rs. 8.420 million 
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  According to Rule-47 (e) FR Vol-1 1986 most careful 

supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on no account money 

shell be spent simply because it is available. 

  A Contract was concluded during June, 2012 with M/S 

Khyber Autos, Rawalpindi for Procurement of 492 Batteries amounting to 

Rs. 33,679,368. During scrutiny of the contract it was observed from 

commercial offer that contractor had charged 20% on account of custom 

duty and 5% on account of Income Tax in rates which was not correct and 

resulted into overpayment to contractor amounting to Rs. 8,419,842 

(33,679,368 x 25%).  

  When pointed out by Audit, the executive stated that on 

opening commercial offer Custom duty, Income Tax and Sales Tax was 

included in the bid price. Later on case was taken up with the firm for 

clarification that Custom duty and Income Tax is applicable only in FOB 

contracts and in this case store is being procured through FOR contract. 

Further, firm stated that only 16% GST is included in offer rates. The 

reply was not tenable asrates accepted and applied in FOR contracts were 

inclusive of 20% Custom duty and 5% Income Tax. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

  Audit recommends that recovery action be affected 

immediately.  

DP-409-N/2014-15 

1.3.15 Procurement of Hino and Volvo vehicles instead of 

Mercedes Benz as contracted and non-raising of claim 

of price difference of vehicles – US$ 5,874,906 

  Under Rule-47 (e) FR Volume-I, 1986, most careful 

supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on no account money 

shall be spent simply because it is available. 
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  A Contract was concluded during June, 2007 by the DGDP 

with M/S CETC International China for procurement of 47 Radar system 

and 47 Mercedes Benz vehicles. 

  During scrutiny of contract it was observed from para-150 

dated 30
th

 April, 2011 of minute file that contractor provided Hino and 

Volvo vehicles instead of Mercedes Benz, thus violating the contractual 

obligations. Further, it was directed by the Financial Advisor that 

difference in cost of vehicles may be recovered from firm but recovery 

action was not initiated despite lapse of more than four years period. Later 

on GHQ GS Branch W&E Directorate also directed that price difference 

of vehicles may be recovered from the firm but no recovery was effected. 

Thus, an amount of US$ 5,874,906.00 as per following detail was required 

to be recovered from the firm:-  

Cost of Mercedes Benz Cost of Hino veh Diff US$ Qty Total Diff US$ 

US$ 106666 US$ 65000 41666 141 5,874,906 

 

   When pointed out by Audit, the executive stated that 

M/Benz vehicles were required to be supplied by the firm as per clause-

4.2 of the contract. However, as per clause-4.3, if M/Benz vehicle was not 

possible to be supplied due to inevitable reasons then purchaser would 

select vehicle out of Volvo, BMC or Hino. 

   In the light of clause-4.2, M/S CETC provided model of 

Mercedes Benz vehicles and asked to coordinate with Mercedes Benz or 

German Government to send all vehicles to China directly. 

   This Directorate General intimated W&E Directorate that 

Pakistan Embassy at Germany was contacted for obtaining permission for 

shipment of Mercedes Benz to China for shipment of radars and 

accessories but German Government did not agreed to deliver the vehicles 

to China due to European Union embargo imposed on China. 

   Thereafter, ITD Directorate, GHQ recommended 

VolvoFM-400 and Hino GTIJHPA vehicles. 

   Further during meeting held in March, 2012 attended by 

Mr. Yan Lijin, President of CETC, China, CGS, VCGS (A) and DGWE, it 
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was decided that CETC would provide each set of RADAR vehicles in 

manual configuration at the contract cost of US$ 320,000.00. Moreover, 

firm was also asked to install the winch on 47 x vehicles which was not 

there in original contract. Therefore, change of vehicle was justified by 

this office and there was nothing outstanding in the contract. The reply 

was not satisfactory as GHQ W&E Directorate had directed that price 

difference of agreed and supplied vehicles may be recovered from the 

firm.  

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit stresses that recovery against price difference of 

vehicles be affected from the firm immediately besides fixing responsibility 

to the officers.  

DP-416-N/2014-15 

1.3.16 Non-recovery of cost of winch from firm – US$ 2.039 

million 

  Under Rule-47 (e) Financial Regulations Volume-I, 1986, 

most careful supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on no 

account money shall be spent simply because it is available.  

  A contract was concluded during June, 2007 by the DGDP 

with M/s CETC International China for procurement of 47 Radar system 

and 141 related vehiclesvaluing US$ 300 million. During scrutiny of 

contract, it was found that firm had delivered 47 Volvo vehicles without 

winch.The cost of winch amounting to Rs. 2,039,000 (43,383 x 47) was 

required to be recovered from the firm.  

   When pointed out by audit, the executive stated that the 

case of settlement of winch issue was under progress. In this regard, a 

meeting was scheduled with W&E Directorate on 16
th

September, 2014 at 

DGDP. However, due to non-availability of firm rep, same meeting was 
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scheduled in next week. The reply was not tenable as recovery action had 

not been completed and further evidence of above meeting has not been 

provided to Audit. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit recommends that recovery be effected under 

intimation to audit. Moreover, responsibility for un-necessary delay 

towards effecting recovery may also be fixed.  

DP-417-N/2014-15 

1.3.17 Non-recovery of liquidated damage charges – Euro 

1.345 million 

 According to clause 13 of Contract Agreement No. 

1366/285/DGDP/PC-5 dated 30
th

 June 2007, if the delivery of equipment 

is delayed solely as a result of the supplier, liquidated damages (LD) shall 

be recovered @ 1% maximum; LD thus imposed shall not exceed 10% of 

the value of store delivered late by the firm. 

 A contract was concluded during June, 2007 by the DGDP 

with M/s Selex Sistemi integration Ltd for Procurement of ATC Radar 

System. During scrutiny of contract, it was observed that delivery of 

certain items relating to RADAR System were delayed by the firm. LD 

amounting to Euro 1,344,677 was calculated and suggested by the 

financial advisor.  

  When pointed out by the audit the executive stated that LD 

Euro 1,344,677 was advised by the financial advisor. As per DGDP 

calculation actual LD amounts to Euro 553,897 and the same was also 

concurred by the Military Finance. The reply was not satisfactory as 

requisite documentary evidence was not provided with regard to recovery 

of liquidated damages. Further, the approval of competent authority was 

not provided to audit. 
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The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit stresses that sanction of competent authority be 

provided to audit or recovery against liquidated damages be effected 

immediately.  

DP-419-N/2014-15 

1.3.18 Non-Recovery of cost of rejected stores – UK Pound 

33,770 

  According to Para-02 of DPL-15 of Contract Agreement 

No. 912-500171/11628/A/P-2 dated 24
th

 June, 1993, in case the supplier 

fails to replace the defective stores free of cost within a reasonable period, 

he will refund the relevant cost in the currency in which received plus 

freight charges. 

  During audit of Directorate General Procurement (Army) 

Rawalpindi in July, 2012, it was observed that above mentioned contract 

was concluded with M/s AECO Traders Lahore for supply of genuine 40 

numbers of injection pumps and 88 numbers of fuel filters amounting to 

UK Pound 40,214. The supplier received the 90% cost of the stores on 

provision of shipment documents. It was however observed that the entire 

stores was rejected being reconditioned/non-genuine as evident from the 

inspection report of Central Ordinance Depot. Audit observed that neither 

the stores were replaced nor recovery of UK Pound 33,770, paid as 

advance including freight charges, was effected despite lapse of 19 years. 

  It was replied that case was taken up with CMA (DP) for 

recovery of overdrawn amount. CMA (DP) intimated that an amount of 

Rs. 684,542 had been recovered and an amount of Rs. 1,870,387 was still 

lying outstanding. 

  The reply was not satisfactory as recovery of entire amount 

in relevant foreign currency was required to be effected which had not 

been done. 
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DAC in its meeting dated 6
th

 March, 2014 directed the 

executive to get the court of inquiry completed and finalize the case within 

five weeks for recovery of outstanding amount. No action has been taken 

by the executive till finalization of this report.  

Audit suggests that rejected stores be replaced or recovery 

against the same be effected under intimation to audit. 

DP-160- N-13-14 

1.3.19 Irregular award of contracts in violation of Public 

Procurement Rules – Rs 36,746.027 million, Euro 

98.094 million, SEK 6,924.97 million and US $ 54.963 

million   

  According to Rule-12(1,2) of PPRA-2004, all procurements 

over one hundred thousand rupees and upto the limit of Rs. 2.00 million 

shall be advertised on the authority‟s website. Further procurement over 

Rs. 2.00 million should be advertised on the authority‟s website as well as 

in two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. Further, 

PPRA Rule-51, stipulates that “the provisions of these rules shall have 

effect not withstanding anything to the contrary contained in any other 

rules concerning Public Procurements; provided that the prevailing rules 

and procedures will remain applicable only for the procurement of goods, 

services and works for which notice for invitation of bids had been issued 

prior to the commencement of these rules unless the procuring agency 

deems it appropriate to re-issue the notice for the said procurement after 

commencement of these rules.” 

Furthermore, according to Rule-38 of Public Procurement 

Rules, 2004, “the bidder with the lowest evaluated bid, if not in conflict with 

any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Government, shall be 

awarded the procurement contract, within the original or extended period of 

bid validity”. 
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 Following units/formations concluded contracts without 

observing laid down procedure of Public Procurement Rules 2004. Details 

of mis-procured amounts is given below: 

(Rs. in million)  

S 

No. 

DP No. Name of Unit / 

Formation 

Amount  Nature of Violation 

1 01/N/14-15 DGP (A)  US$ 16.728 Rule 42 (C) of PPRA 2004 

2 99/N/14-15 DGMP (Rwp) 42.90 Rule 10 & 12 of PPRA 2004 

3 227/N/14-15 MVRDE  10.40 Rule 12 of PPRA 2004 

4 311/N/14-15 
CP Branch HIT 

Taxila 
258.774 

Rule 12 (2)  of PPRA 2004 

5 331/N/14-15 
GE DP 

Construction Kamra 
28.571 

Rule 12 (1) & (2) of PPRA 2004 

6 339/N/14-15 GE DP ARF Kamra 15.497 Rule 12 (1) & (2) of PPRA 2004 

7 340/N/14-15 CMES (DP) Kamra 15.478 Rule 12 (1) & (2) of PPRA 2004 

8 345/N/14-15 
CP Branch HIT 

Taxila 

480            35                 

4.8  

Rule 12 (2) of PPRA 2004 

9 349/N/14-15 
CP Branch HIT 

Taxila 
31.622 

Rule 40 & 50 of PPRA 2004 

10 403/N/14-15 DGP Army 
24,216.121   

US$ 5.114 

Rule 51of PPRA 2004 

11 405/N/14-15 DGP Army 926.348 Rule 8 & 9 of PPRA 2004 

12 406/N/14-15 DGP Army 

10,020.561    

US$ 33.121     

EURO 2.394 

Rule 51, 8, 9, 12, 14, 42 and 50 

of PPRA 2004 

13 408/N/14-15 DGP Army 276.556 Rule 12 (2) of PPRA 2004 

14 410/N/14-15 DGP Army 72.900 Rule 12 (2) of PPRA 2004 

15 411/N/14-15 DGP Army 293.437 
Rule 12 (2) of PPRA 2004 

16 412/N/14-15 DGP Army 17.062 
Rule 12 (2) of PPRA 2004 

17 415/N/14-15 DGDP 

US$  

1060.131  

Euro 95.70  

SEK 6924.97 

Rule 51, 8, 9, 12, 14, 42 & 50 of 

PPRA 2004 

 

The violation of Public Procurement Rules were pointed out in 

respect of above mentioned formations against which executive 

formations submitted different replies which were not convincing as 

PPRA Rules were not followed during procurement process.  

DAC in its meetings held during the month of January and 

February, 2015 directed the executives concerned to hold fact finding 
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inquiries besides regularization from the competent authority. However, in 

some cases DAC could not be held despite requests lodged by Audit.  

Audit desires prompt action for regularization of mis-procured 

amount besides fixing responsibility on concerned officers/officials.   

DP-01,99,227,311,331,339,340,345,349, 403,405,406,408,410,411,412&415/2014-15 

1.4  Loss to State 

1.4.1 Loss to state due to payment to agent commission on the 

contract price – Rs. 50.770 million 

  According to Rule-6 (a) of Financial Regulation Volume-I, 

1986 “every officer shall exercise the same vigilance in respect of 

expenditure incurred from Government revenue as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money”. 

  While examining the accounts of 114 AED, PAF Base 

Mushaf, it was observed that a contract was concluded during the year 

2005 by the DGDP (Air) Rawalpindi regarding Procurement and up 

gradation of AIM-9L/1-1 Missile System with M/S DRM Germany 

without payment of any agent‟s commission. In the year 2008-09, 2010-11 

and 2011-12, three different contracts were concluded with the same 

company for up-gradation, refurbishment of same Missile System and 

Paid agent‟s commission @ 0.5% of the total amount of the contract 

which resulted into irregular payment of Rs. 50,770,294.  

  When pointed out by audit in April, 2014, the executive 

authorities replied that concerned Directorate was being approached for 

final reply. The reply was not satisfactory as outcome of the case was not 

intimated to Audit and recovery action was not completed. 

DAC in its meeting held on 2
nd

 January, 2015 transferred 

the para to MODP/DGMP for necessary action at their end under 

intimation to DAC in its next meeting. 
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Audit requires immediate recovery of the amount to the 

stated extent besides fixing responsibility against the officers/officials 

involved.  

DP-114-N/2014-15 

1.4.2 Un-authorized payment of Rs. 14.587 million to 

contractor not covered under CA clause 

  According to Rule-6 (a) of Financial Regulation Volume-I, 

1986 “every officer shall exercise the same vigilance in respect of 

expenditure incurred from Government revenue as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money”. 

  It was observed from the record of 114 AED, PAF Base 

Mushaf Sargodha that a contract was concluded during the year 2005 by 

the DGDP (Air) Rawalpindi with M/S DRM Germany regarding 

procurement and up gradation of Missile System. As per contract, an item 

was incorporated regarding provision of technical publications in hard and 

soft form against the payment of Rs. 14,587,034.98 which was not 

justified as user manual is normally provided without any cost. 

  When pointed out by audit in April, 2014, it was replied 

that concerned Directorate was being approached for final reply. The reply 

was not accepted as huge amount was paid to the contractor without 

authority.    

DAC in its meeting held on 2
nd

 January, 2015 transferred 

the para to MODP/DGMP for necessary action at their end under 

intimation to DAC in its next meeting. 

Audit emphasizes for immediate recovery of the amount to 

the stated extent besides fixing responsibility against the officers/officials 

involved.  

DP-116-N/2014-15 

1.4.3 Loss to state due to non-finalization of Arbitration case 

– Euro 22.970 million 
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A Contract was concluded by DGDPwith M/s Thales 

Underwater System, France during June, 1993 for supply of 2 x Active 

Towed Array Sonar System at a cost of FRF 93.000 million (US $17.508 

equivalent to € 14.198 million.  

The system was delivered in May, 1995. However, Sea 

Acceptance Tests (SATs) of both systems were conducted after March 

1996.Further the trials remained inconclusive.Arbitration claim amounting 

to € 22.97 million was lodged in ICC during February, 2013,which 

includes interest and LD charges. Moreover, other losses like damages, 

legal & other expenses incurred, werealso included in the claim. 

Audit was of the view that substantial amount was stuck up 

since long besides continuous expenditure. When pointed out by Audit, 

the executive replied that at present an arbitration case is under process at 

ICC London. The reply was not satisfactory as final outcome of the case 

was not provided to audit and no regularization action was taken. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

  Audit suggests that instant case be pursued vigorously in 

order to safeguard the recurring expenditure and further loss to National 

exchequer be avoided.  

DP-413-N/2014-15 

1.4.4 Unjustified expenditure due to procurement of 

unserviceable spare parts – US$ 1.2 million 

According to Rule-47(e) Financial Rules Volume-I 

1986,“most careful supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on 

no account money shall be spent simply because it is available”. 

A Contract was concluded by the DGDP with Royal 

Jordanian Air Force (Government of Jordan) during February, 2014, 

valuing US$ 75 million for procurement of 13used F-16 Air Crafts. While 
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examining the contract, it was observed that an amount of US$ 1.2 million 

was paid for unserviceable spare parts without any requirement as such. 

The procurement to the stated extent was accepted merely on the ground 

that PAF was capable of making these unserviceable spare parts 

operational. The plea on the basis of which procurement was accepted did 

not have any propriety therefore, the expenditure incurred tantamounts to 

loss to the State.  

When pointed out by audit, the executive stated that 

unserviceable assets worth US$ 1.2 million were part of Jordanian 

Package worth US$ 75.000 million, which was agreed to be bought as a 

whole. It was a conditional contract in terms of Article-1 Clause-1.1(a). 

The reply was not tenable as procurement of unserviceable parts was not 

covered under the rules.   

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit suggests a fact finding inquiry besides fixing 

responsibility for procurement in violation of prevalent rules of financial 

propriety.  

DP-418-N/2014-15 

1.5  Un-authorized expenditure 

1.5.1  Misuse of Al-Mizan fund – Rs. 400.307 million 

According to Rule-47 (e) of Financial Regulation Volume-I 

1986, “most careful supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on 

no account money shall be spent simply because it is available”. 

  While examining the accounts ofCP Branch HIT Taxila, it 

was observed that Budget Marketing and procurement Branch HIT Taxila 

allocated an amount of Rs. 342.365 million to DESCOM Factory out of 

Al-Mizan Fund. Again in financial year 2010-11, an amount of Rs. 53.973 

million was allocated out of Al-Mizan fund making total amount worth 
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Rs. 396.338 million.During the audit, following financial irregularities 

were noticed:- 

(i) Release of payment by making fake CRVs inspection notes 

Rs. 36.494 million 

Different contracts valuing Rs. 40.501 millionwere checked 

and it was found that two contracts valuing Rs. 24.019 million 

were concluded on 18
th

 June, 2010, Inspection Note and CRVs 

against these two contracts were prepared on the same day i.e. 

18
th

 June, 2010 showing receipt of store despite the facts that 

stores was not received. Full payment against these seven 

contracts was released to the contractors in June, 2010 on 

Inspection Note, CRVs and posting on relevant ledgers / 

account cards. Record however indicated that stores amounting 

to Rs. 36.494 million, was not received by that time as evident 

from contracts related correspondence. This suggests that 

payment was made based on fake documents leading to fraud. 

Overall error comes to 349.117 in against total spending of Rs. 

400.00 million. Proper Court of Inquiry is needed to be held to 

ascertain that:-  

i. As to how these CRVs, Notes and Ledger Cards were 

prepared when no stores were received. 

ii. What is actual status of stores i.e. whether received 

subsequently or not? 

(ii) Un-authorized release of payment from CMA (RC) Rs. 

400.307 million 

All the payment of Rs. 400.307 million was made through 

CMA (RC) un-authorizedly despite the fact that contracts were 

concluded out of Normal budget head / allocation and 

payments under those contracts was mandated to CMA HIT 

Taxila. Unauthorized drawl/payment of Rs. 400.307 million 
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from by CMA (RC) needed investigation at appropriate level 

alongwith regularization from Government of Pakistan. 

(iii)Expenditure in excess of allotment Rs. 3.969 million 

As against allocation for Rs. 396.338 million to the DESCOM 

Factory an expenditure of Rs. 400.307 million was made 

causing excess of Rs. 3.969 million over allotment. This was 

recorded in Para 13/N of minutes file. Irregular / unauthorized 

spending of Rs. 3.969 million in excess of allotment exposes 

hollowness of internal controls and requires fixation of 

responsibility against those entrusted with the job of watching 

the same and also needs regularization from Government of 

Pakistan. 

(iv)  Spending of funds on purposes for which those were not 

provided for Rs. 207.506 million 

An amount of Rs. 396.338 was allocated to the DESCOM 

Factory for up-gradation of Tank Al-Zarar but an amount of 

Rs. 207.508 million was expended for purposes other than 

those allotted as evident from Para 13/N of minute file. This 

speaks of financial indiscipline. Irregular / Un-authorized 

spending of Al-Mizan fund for purposes other than those 

allotted needed regularization from Government of Pakistan. 

(v)  Non-recovery of L.D charges Rs. 3.5434 million 

LD @10% amounting to Rs. 3534900 against undelivered store 

valuing Rs. 35.349 million may also be recovered under 

intimation to audit. 

  When pointed out by audit the executive, stated that case 

was under process for regularization.The reply was not satisfactory 

aspayments were made based on fake documents and recoveries against 

illegal payments were not made.  
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The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit requires that besides making recoveries a thorough 

investigation may be conducted to fix responsibility on the concerned 

officers / officials.  

DP-317-N/2014-15 

1.5.2 Infructuous expenditure due to non-installation/ 

commissioning of 30 mm guns and EOD system by the 

defaulting firm – EURO 4.974 million and UK Pound 

4.344 million 

According to Rule-47 (e) Financial Regulations Volume-I 

1986 “most careful supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on 

no account money shall be spent simply because it is available”. 

Two Contracts valuing € 6.884 million and UK £ 4.585 

million were concluded by the DGDP in 1995 with M/s SAGEM, France 

and M/s MSI for procurement of EOD System and 30mm Guns. Both the 

contracts were interlinked as the EOD Systems were to be integrated with 

30mm Guns. EOD Systems were delivered by the firm in April, 2000 and 

an amount of € 4.974 million was released to the firm. M/s MSI delivered 

the Guns in 1998 and an amount of UK £ 4.344 was released to the firm, 

however, despite lapse of 19 years period acceptance, Integration, 

Installation and Commissioning of the Systems was still lying 

pending.Maximum payment was released to the firm, however, 

Performance Bank Guarantee was not obtained in order to safeguard the 

interest of State.  

  When pointed out by audit, the executive stated that issue 

of installation of Guns and EOD system was under deliberation at 

NHQ.Further, bank guarantees of M/s MSI and M/s SAGEM are still 

intact. The reply was not satisfactory as relevant record pertaining to 

performance bank guarantees were not provided to the Audit and 
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regularization of € 4.974 million and UK £ 4.344 million was not 

obtained. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit suggests that regularization action from Government 

of Pakistan be completed besides fixing responsibility.  

DP-414-N/2014-15 

1.6 Mis-procurement of stores / mismanagement of 

contracts 

1.6.1 Irregular conclusion of contract amounting to – Rs. 

59.555 million 

  According to Rule-6 (a) of Financial Regulation Volume-I 

1986, “every officer should exercise the same vigilance in respect of 

Expenditure incurred from Government revenue as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money”.  

  During audit it was observed that a contract was concluded 

with M/S Shaheen Aero Traders by DP (Air) for procurement of 

Generator Sets of different voltages. Fifteen firms were short listed for this 

procurement and nine firms quoted their rates. It was revealed that M/s 

Siemens was excluded from the tender process,but later tender was issued 

to it. During technical evaluation, M/s Siemens was included in first six 

firms. Despite technical acceptance M/s Siemens was excluded from CST 

on commercial quotes. Exclusion of M/S Siemens rendered the entire 

procurement process as non-transparent and had resulted into mis-

procurement which needed further investigation. Further, financial 

concurrence was conditional and subject to provision of authorization of 

Gen, Sets in TO&E. 

  When pointed out by Audit in February, 2013, it was 

replied that required copy of TO&E was shown by user directorate to 
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Financial Advisor (FA) (AF) at the time of endorsement of contract and 

same was accepted by Ministry of Finance and contract was endorsed. 

Copy of TO&E shall be provided on receipt of the same. It was also 

replied that technical scrutiny report of M/S Siemens was accepted by 

AHQ in December, 2011, on a condition that their already supplied 

unserviceable generators be recovered. Further, the firm was already 

rejected on poor performance, as they could not provide any satisfactory 

response. Hence, due to exclusion of 01 firm because of poor 

performance, complete tender process could not be postponed/extended.  

  The reply was not satisfactory as on demand no TO&E was 

produced and exclusion of technically accepted supplier in CST made 

whole procurement process as non-transparent.  

The Draft Para was discussed in DAC held on February, 

19, 2015. The DAC directed to verify the facts regarding poor 

performance of the firm besides justification for excluding the lowest firm 

from tender process. 

Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report. Audit suggests that contract documents mentioned in executive 

reply may be produced to examine the poor performance of the firm.   

  DP-35-N/2014-15 

1.6.2 Un-authorized conclusion of contract on proprietary 

basis – Rs. 132.00 million 

  According to Rule-42 (C) (1) of Public Procurement Rules, 

2004 a contracting agency shall only engage in direct contracting in the 

following circumstances: -. 

(i) The procurement concerns the acquisition of spare parts or 

supplementary services from original manufacturers or 

supplier provided that the same are not available from 

alternative sources. 

(ii) Only one manufacturer/supplier exists for the required 

procurement. 
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During Audit of DP (Air), Chaklala in November, 2013, it 

was noticed that a contract was concluded in May, 2013 with M/s 

SARWAN Ltd for purchase of 12 APCs (Armoured Personnel Carriers) 

on proprietary basis, despite the fact that Armoured Personnel Carrier 

vehicles were being manufactured in HIT Taxila too. In presence of 

Government owned manufacturing unit, procurement of APCs from a 

private firm on proprietary basis on the approval of CA instead of PAO 

was irregular. Since this facility was established to meet the requirement 

of Armed Forces of Pakistan and requirements of Army were also being 

met from the same factory, therefore, above procurement stood un-

authorized. 

When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013, it was 

replied that due to current security scenario, PAF required APCs 

(Armoured Personnel Carriers) on priority. For that purpose, Specialist 

Directorate approached Heavy Industries Taxila.Further rates quoted by 

HIT, Taxila were quite exorbitant and beyond the allocated budget of 

PAF. Therefore, it was decided to award the contract to M/s SARWAN 

Ltd. Therefore, in order to save the public money the concerned PSO 

recommended for procurement of proprietary object after due diligence. 

The justification was not acceptable because it was not a 

case of single manufacturer as another manufacturing agency viz HIT was 

available besides M/s Sarwan. Further, approval of Secretary was also not 

obtained to dispense with the applicability of PPRA‟s 2004.  

The Draft Para was discussed in DAC held on February, 

19, 2015. The DAC directed the formation to regularize the case within 10 

days. 

Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit suggests for immediate regularization and matter may be 

investigated under intimation to Audit.  

DP-254-N/2014-15 
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1.6.3 Loss to state due to mis-management – Rs. 58.038 

million 

  According toRule-47 (e) of Financial Regulation Volume-I 

1986, most careful supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on 

no account money shall be spent simply because it is available. Moreover 

under Rule-12 (2) of Public Procurement Rules 2004, All Procurement 

opportunities over 2 million Rupees should be advertised on the 

Authority‟s website as well as in other print media or newspaper having 

wide circulation. The advertisement is newspaper shall principally appear 

in at least two national dailies one in English and the other in Urdu. 

  While examining the accounts ofCP Branch HIT Taxila, it 

was observed that Contract Agreement No. 220/2010/5126/CP/P-885/Proc 

dated 20
th

 June, 2010 valuing Rs. 256.581 million was concluded with M/s 

People Steel Mills Karachi for procurement of Gun Barrel Blanks Qty 51 

@ Rs. 4,988,000 per Barrel. During scrutiny of contract it was observed 

that quotations were obtained from three contractors M/s People Steel 

Mills quoted rate Rs. 3,850,000 per Barrel as evident from quotation dated 

9
th

 June, 2008 with validity period upto 30
th

 September, 2008 but contract 

was not concluded during the period of validity of offer. Later on instead 

of generating competition revised quotation was obtained from the same 

firm and contract was awarded @ Rs. 4,988,000 per barrel, which was not 

correct and resulted loss to state amounting to Rs. 58,038,000 [(4,988,000-

3,850,000=1,138,000x51)]. The same needed regularization from PPRA. 

  When pointed out by the audit in November, 2013, the 

executive stated that People Steel Mill is Government owned organization. 

The item developed was of complex nature which required number of 

clarifications from both sides. A No. of meetings were held with the firm 

as directed by the GHQ vide letter dated 15
th

 January, 2009. Therefore 

contract was concluded at revised rates as agreed by the firm. Reply 

furnished by the executive was not satisfactory. It was a series 

production/procurement contract as evident from Para 2-B-3 and 24-F-1 of 

minute file. Contract was required to be concluded during validity period 

of offer but was not done. Later on, instead of generating competition 
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fresh quotation was obtained which was not correct and resulted into loss 

to state. The same needed regularization from Government of Pakistan. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was any reply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit suggests that regularization action of above irregularity be 

expedited besides fixing responsibility against concerned 

Officers/Officials. 

DP-312-N/2014-15 

1.6.4 Loss to state due to award of contract at higher rate – 

Rs. 50.755 million 

  According to Rule-47 (e) of Financial Regulation Volume-I 

1986, “most careful supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on 

no account money shall be spent simply because it is available”. 

  While examining the accounts ofCP Branch HIT Taxila, it 

was observed that a contract was concluded during June, 2010 with M/s 

People Steel Mills Karachi valuing Rs. 253.581 million for procurement of 

51 Gun Barrel Blanks @ Rs. 4,988,000 per barrel despite the facts, that 

lowest rate Rs. 3,992,800 was received from M/S Aubert & dual France 

Due to non-acceptance of lowest offer Government sustained a loss of Rs. 

50,755,200 as per following detail: -  

S.No Rate accepted 

per barrel 

Lowest Rate per 

barrel 

Difference in 

(RS) 

No. of 

Barrels 

Total Loss 

1 Rs. 4,988,000 Rs. 3,992,800 995,200 51 50,755,200 

 

The same needed regularization from Government of 

Pakistan. 

  When pointed out by audit in November, 2013 the 

executive stated that clarifications regarding development item were 

needed for which meetings were held in 2009. Therefore, contract was 
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concluded at the rate as agreed by the firm. The reply was not satisfactory 

asit was a series production andcontract was required to be awarded to 

lowest bidder which was not done. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit suggests that prompt regularization action be taken under 

intimation to Audit.  

DP-313-N/2014-15 

1.6.5 Blockage of Government money – Rs. 36.274 million 

  Under Rule-47 (e) of Financial Regulation Volume-1 1986, 

“The most careful supervision over expenditure shall be exercised and on 

no account shall money be spent simply because it is available”. 

  While examining the accounts ofDESCOM Factory HIT 

Taxila, it was observed that different stores valuing Rs. 36,274,635 were 

purchased in 2009-10 from different contractors out of Al-Mizan fund.The 

stock ledger indicated that all the stores were lying in stock unconsumed 

even after lapse of three years period which proved that stores was 

procured without real necessity and just to exhaust the funds. This resulted 

into blockage of Government money without requirement which requires 

regularization from Government of Pakistan.  

S.N Contract No 

& Date 

Particulars of 

Store 

Qty 

(TON) 

Firm Name Amount 

(RS) in 

million 

Taken on 

charge  (Date) 

1. No. 33/2009  
dt 17/08/09 

Calwax-126 1.750 M/S Trojans 13.259 06.01.2010 

2. No. 51/2009  

dt 27/10/09 

Femo 1 M/S AH Traders 4.455 07.06.2010 & 

15.06.2010 

3. No. 193/2010  
dt  18-06-2010 

2Q Sn 6-6-3-130  
 

 

1 
 

 
 

 

M/S 
TorteckInternatio

nal 

 
 

 

18.560 

 
 

 

18.06.2010 

2Q Sn 6-6-3-140 

2Q Sn 6-6-3-150 

2Q Sn 6-6-3-160 

2Q Sn 6-6-3-20 

2Q Sn 6-6-3-30 

2Q Sn 6-6-3-70 

2Q Sn 6-6-3-80 
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  When pointed out by audit in October, 2013, executive 

stated that stores were purchased keeping in view of future rebuild and 

manufacturing programmes. The reply was not acceptable as executive 

failed to provide documentary evidence pertaining to above mentioned 

irregularity. Further, procurement of stores without real necessity stood 

irregular and needed regularization from Government of Pakistan. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit suggests that prompt regularization action be taken under 

intimation to Audit.  

DP-318-N/2014-15 

1.6.6 Loss to state due to non-reduction of rate according to 

amendment in contract – Rs. 24.546 million 

  According to Rule-47 (e) of Financial Regulation Volume-I 

1986, “most careful supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on 

no account money shall be spent simply because it is available”. 

  While examining the accounts of DESCOM Factory HIT 

Taxila, it was observed that 2000 quantity of part No. Wz 120-12-01F3 

Flat Solid Type valuing Rs. 42.822 million were procured from M/s 

Service Industries Lahore @ Rs. 18300 + tax each during June, 2010. This 

part No.Wz 120-12-01 F3 was changed with Part No. Wz 120-12-01 F2 

through contract amendment during July, 2011 without cost reduction 

despite the fact that rate of amended part was 7810 + Tax as evident from 

Contract No. 8600/202/Dev.Gp/DESCOM/P-711 dated 20
th

 August, 2007 

which resulted into a loss to state amounting to Rs. 24,546,000 (21,411 – 

9,138 = 12,273 x 2000). 

When pointed out by audit, the executive stated that Part 

No. wz 120-12-01 F3 was erroneously written in contract and correct Part 
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No. wz 120-12-01 F2. The reply was not tenable asrate of part as per 

original contract was Rs. 18300 plus tax whereas rate of amended part i.e. 

wz 120-12-01 F2 in a parallel contract was Rs. 9810 plus tax. Further, the 

amendment required reduction in rates. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

 Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit suggests that prompt regularization action be taken under 

intimation to Audit.  

DP-319-N/2014-15 

 

 

1.6.7 Loss to state due to award of contract at higher rate – 

Rs. 3.903 million 

  According to Rule-47 (e) of Financial Regulation Volume-I 

1986, “most careful supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on 

no account money shall be spent simply because it is available”, Moreover 

under Para-8(c) of chapter-VI of Purchase Procedure and Instructions 

2002,“cases should be processed within the validity period originally 

given by the suppliers rather than asking them to extend the validity”. 

Further under Para-6(e) of above purchase procedure and Instructions 

when the quoted price of first lowest firm is 20% more than indent of LPR 

the Price negotiation with concurrence of Military Finance is admissible. 

  While examining the accounts ofAl-Mizan fund of 

DESCOM Factory, it was observed that for procurement of part No.WZ-

120-12-0-01 F3 through M/S Services Industries, firm quoted two rates. 

First rate amounting to Rs. 16,632 excluding GST and SED had validity 

period of 30 days and second rate amounting to Rs. 18,300excluding GST 

and SED had validity period of 90 days. 
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  DESCOM Factory management, instead of accepting 

lowest rate with validity period of 30 days or seeking extension in this bid 

validity, accepted higher rate with validity of 90 days which was not 

correct and resulted into loss to State amounting to Rs. 3,903,120. 

Moreover, storeswere procured at rates more than 200% higher than LPR 

which was also not covered under any Rule.  

  When pointed out by audit in October, 2013 the executive 

stated that validity period against lowest rate was only for 30 days and it 

was not possible to conclude the contract with in thirty days, therefore 

higher rate with validity period of 90 days was accepted and contract was 

concluded accordingly. The reply was not acceptable asaward of contract 

at higher rate resulted into loss to Statewhichneeded to be justified.  

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report. Audit suggests that prompt regularization action be taken under 

intimation to Audit.  

DP-320-N/2014-15 

1.6.8 Loss to state due to purchase of store from 2
nd

 lowest 

bidders – Rs. 2.46 million 

  According to Rule-47 (e) of FR Volume-I 1986 “most 

careful supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on no account 

money shall be spent simply because it is available”. 

 While examining the accounts ofAircraft Rebuild Factory 

(ARF), PAC, Kamra that Tender Inquiry during October, 2012 was issued 

to different firms for procurement of 148 items. After technical 

vetting/scrutiny commercial offers were opened and M/s AXIOM stood 

first lowest bidder in 82 items but contract was not awarded to the Firm. 

When pointed out by Audit, the executive stated that ten contracts 

amounting to Rs. 857,200 were lying outstanding against the firm which 
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had adversely effected production of Aircraft due to which contract was 

not awarded to the Firm. They further stated that contract was awarded to 

the 2
nd

 lowest bidder with the concurrence of Member Finance.    

The reply was not acceptable asin terms of Rule-29 of 

PPR‟s 2004, evaluation criteria for bid evaluation was required to be 

determined and incorporated in the bid documents. As no such debarring 

provisions were there the lowest evaluated bid could not be rejected as per 

rules.  

The para was discussed in DAC held on February, 19, 

2015. The DAC directed to doregularization action within 10 days. 

Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report. Audit recommends that justification for awarding contract to 2
nd

 

lowest firm be provided besides conducting fact finding inquiry. 

DP-330-N/2014-15 

1.6.9 Loss to state due to purchase of stores at higher rate – 

Rs. 3.056 million 

  According to Rule-29 of PPR‟s 2004 bidding documents of 

each procurement proposal must contain the evaluation criteria for the bid 

evaluation and as per Rule-30 of the Rules ibid, the bids shall be evaluated 

in accordance with that criteria.   

  While examining the accounts ofAircraft Rebuild Factory, 

PAC, Kamra that tender inquiry was issued to different firms for 

procurement of 172 items during October, 2012. After technical 

vetting/scrutiny, commercial offers were opened and M/s AXIOM stood 

first lowest in 75 items but contract was not awarded to the Firm. 

 When pointed out by Audit, the executive stated that ten 

contracts amounting to Rs. 857,200 were lying outstanding against the 

firm which had adversely effected production of Aircraft due to which 

contract was not awarded to the Firm. They further stated that contract 

was awarded to the 2
nd

 lowest with the concurrence of Member Finance. 
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The reply was not correct asawarding the contract to second lowest bidder 

caused loss to the State. 

The para was discussed in DAC held on February, 19, 

2015. The DAC directed to doregularization action within 10 days. 

Audit stresses immediate regularization of the said amount 

besides fixing responsibility for negligence on the part of officers/officials 

involved. 

DP-333-N/2014-15 

1.6.10  Unauthorized expenditure due to procurement of 

alternative store instead of as contracted Euro 2.225 

million  

  According to para-4(b) chapter-X of purchase procedure 

and instructions 2002, after placing a contract, no variation in the 

specifications affecting the rates should be made. 

  Contrary to the above, it was observed from the record held 

with DGP(Army) that two contracts valuing € 11.2 million were 

concluded with M/s INDENTO in June 2007 for procurement of 

Ammunition. An amount of Euro 2.225 million as an advance payment 

was released to the firm in 2007. Ammunition was required to be 

delivered by the firm up to June 2009 but due to repeatedly failure of 

ammunition in test/trials, firm failed to deliver the ammunition till date. 

Resultantly, contracts were required to be cancelled at risk and expense 

and BG were required to be en-cashed but instead of it alternative 

ammunition for € 2.225 million (already paid to the firm in 2007 as an 

advance payment) was procured through POF which was not admissible 

under rule. Therefore, irregular/unauthorized expenditure of € 2.225 

million may be got regularized from Government of Pakistan 

  When pointed out by Audit the executive, stated that 

ammunition of the firm could not qualify in test / trails. Later on team of 

POF Wah visited Bosnia and forwarded report to Secretary (DP) that 

alternative ammunition can be procured from the firm against advance 
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paid amount. Firm provided alternative ammunition to POF Wah for test / 

trails. After test / trails alternative ammunition of the firm had been 

recommended for induction in Pak Army. The reply was not tenable as 

procurement of alternative ammunition without generating any 

competition was not covered under rules. Therefore, advance payment € 

2.225 million made to the firm in 2007 was required to be recovered 

alongwith interest.    

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit is of the view that objected amount be regularized 

from Government of Pakistan. 

DP-400-N/2014-15 

 

1.6.11 Loss to state due to purchase of store without useful 

return – Rs. 8.157 million 

  According to Rule-47 (e) FR Vol-1 1986 most careful 

supervision over expenditure is to be exercised and on no account money 

shall be spent simply because it is available. Further, as per para-4 of 

DPL-15 of contract Agreement No. 07-549-5-00 dated 29
th

June, 2001 and 

contract agreement No.07-709-04-01 dated 26
th

 May, 2005, the warranty 

of storeswas valid for 12 months on receipt of stores by the consignee. 

  Contrary to the above, it was observed from the record held 

with DGP (Army) that above mentioned contracts valuing Rs. 7,469,747 

and Rs. 9,108,000 respectively were concluded with M/S precision 

engineering Karachi for procurement of mechanical components for 

manufacturing of night vision devices through IOP Chaklala with delivery 

period upto 12 months after signing of each contract. During scrutiny of 

contracts it was observed that firm supplied only 300 items valuing Rs. 

5,121,588 upto April, 2005 and failed to supply the remaining items of 

objective assembly till date against first contract. Similarly, firm provided 
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only 200 items valuing Rs. 3,036,000 upto June, 2007 against second 

contract and failed to provide remaining items of eyepiece assembly till 

date.Due to failure of firm and poor performance both of the contracts 

were required to be cancelled at risk and expense and bank guarantees 

were required to be en-cashed which was not done. Further, warranty of 

stores valuing Rs. 8,157,588 partially supplied by the firm had expired 

  When pointed out by Audit the executive, stated that 

different meetings have been conducted to settle the issues regarding 

amendment / acceptance of the test procedures. It was further stated that 

bank guarantees encashment notices had already been issued to the CMA 

(DP) Rawalpindi and to the concerned bank. The reply was not 

satisfactory aswarranty of the stores valuing Rs. 8,157,588 had already 

been expired which resulted into loss to State.  

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit is of the view that objected amount be regularized 

from Government of Pakistan. 

DP-401-N/2014-15 

1.7  Non-production of records 

1.7.1  Non-production of auditable record 

According to section-14 of the Auditor General (Function, 

Power and Term & condition of service) ordinance 2001, “the Auditee 

Departments are bound to produce any account, books, papers and any 

other document which deal with, or from the basis of or are otherwise 

relevant to the transaction to which the duties of an auditor extend to such 

place as he may direct for his inspection. Any person or authority 

hindering the auditoral function of Auditor General regarding inspection 

of accounts shall be subjected to disciplinary action.  
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While examining the accounts of F-22P Frigates Ships 

during December, 2013, inspection notes, CRVs, warranty claims against 

M/s CSTC and bank guarantees and other pertaining record in respect of 

Z9EC helicopter, ammunition and Missiles was demanded but the same 

was not provided:- 

  When pointed out by Audit in December, 2013 the 

executive stated that Inspection Notes and CRVs were not held by MoDP.  

The same were procedurally handled at field/depot level.  The reply was 

not satisfactory as it was responsibility of the executive to provide 

complete record. 

The Draft Para was discussed in DAC held on February, 19 

2015. The DAC recommended that complete record be provided to Audit. 

Audit stresses that complete record be provided and 

compliance report be submitted under intimation to Audit. Further, 

disciplinary action against the responsible officers/officials be initiated.   

DP-284-N/2014-15 

1.7.2 Non production of auditable record – Rs. 1,071.805 

million US$ 13.693 million 

  According to Para-14 of Auditor-General‟s Functions, 

Powers and Terms and Conditions of Service Ordinance No. XXIII of 

2001, the officer in charge of any office or department shall afford all 

facilities and provide record for audit and comply with requests for 

information in as complete a form as possible and with all reasonable 

expedition. Any person or authority hindering the auditorial functions of 

the Auditor-General regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to 

disciplinary action under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules.    

 While examining the accounts ofDP (Navy) in July, 2013, 

Audit team demanded 80 C.A Files out of which 25 cases of different 

Sections with significant contract value i.e. Rs. 859,655,121 and US $ 

1,369,321 were not provided to audit team despite several written and 
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verbal requests.Although, sufficient time was available with each section 

to arrange the requisite files for audit but no response was given.   

 Similarly, audit team demanded Contract register/list of 

Contract Agreements, list of cancelled contracts on RDC, R/E from each 

section but requisite record was not provided.  

When pointed out by Audit, the executive replied that the 

files were in circulation at NHQ for some other purposes. Therefore, 

during audit, these files were not made available to Audit. The instructions 

were also noted for future compliance. The reply was not tenable aseach 

section had enough time to get these files and make those available to 

Audit. 

The Draft Para was discussed in DAC held on February, 

19, 2015. The DAC directed DP (Navy) to write a letter to DG for 

conducting audit. No reply from the DP(Navy) was received till 

finalization of the report. 

Audit recommends that requisite record be provided to 

Audit besides conducting thorough investigation. 

DP-336-N/2014-15 
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CHAPTER-2 

Ministry of Defence 

2.1 Introduction 

Ministry of Defence (MoD) deals with all policy and 

administrative matters pertaining to the three armed forces, defence 

treaties, defence agreements with other Governments and military 

assistance to foreign countries. MoD also administers Inter Services 

Organizations, Pakistan Military Accounts Department, Military Lands & 

Cantonments and Federal Government Educational Institutions in 

Cantonments and Garrisons.  

2.2 Status of Compliance of PAC Directives  

The status of compliance of Public Accounts Committee (PAC) 

directives for the Audit Reports from 1987-88 to 2013-14 discussed during 

its various meetings held from July, 1992 to December, 2013 is given 

below:- 

Audit 

Year 

Paras 

Discussed 

by PAC 

Actionable 

Points 

Full 

Compliance 

Partial 

Compliance 

Nil 

Compliance 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1985-86 76 5 0 2 3 

1986-87 36 6 2 1 3 

1987-88 17 13 1 0 12 

1988-89 48 15 2 1 12 

1989-90 69 3 0 0 3 

1990-91 63 4 1 0 3 

1991-92 65 5 0 1 4 

1992-93 91 12 5 0 7 

1993-94 198 83 17 4 62 

1994-95 91 0 0 0 0 

1995-96 102 9 1 2 6 

1996-97 106 104 58 15 31 

1997-98 651 5 0 0 5 

1998-99 Report not yet discussed 

1999-00 443 222 78 25 119 

2000-01 699 85 34 5 46 
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2001-02 570 12 0 0 12 

2002-03 Report not yet discussed 

2003-04 Report not yet discussed 

2004-05 54 41 16 6 19 

2005-06 138 60 6 8 46 

2006-07 95 29 9 7 13 

2007-08 Report not yet discussed 

2008-09 29 8 0 3 5 

2009-10 Report not yet discussed 

2010-11 Report not yet discussed 

2011-12 Report not yet discussed 

2012-13 Report not yet discussed 

2013-14 Report not yet discussed 

Total 3641 721 230 80 411 

 

MoD fully complied only 230 PAC directives out of 721 which 

indicates that compliance of PAC directives was very slow and the 

Principal Accounting Officer should take serious steps to expedite 

compliance of PAC directives.  
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Pakistan Army 

Audit Paras 

2.3  Recoverable / Overpayments 

2.3.1 Non-recovery of BTS towers fee – Rs. 19.676 million 

 According to Rule-14(3) of Cantonment Land 

Administration Rule-1937, land in class “A” shall not be used or occupied 

for any other purpose other than those stated in sub Rule-(i) of Rule-5 

without the previous sanction of the Central Government or such authority 

as they may appoint in this behalf. According to Rule-10(2) (viii) and 

Note (ii) below Rule-14(5)(b) of CLA Rules, 1937 Military Estate Officer 

is responsible for watching that Department of Government and 

Administration make no encroachment beyond the boundaries of their 

belongings. The MEO is solely responsible for the detection and removal 

of encroachment. According to Rule-26 Note-ix (a) of CLA Rules, 1937 

encroachment is an unauthorized occupation of Government land and 

should not be permitted to remain in existence under any circumstances 

unless it is properly regularized.   

  Further a policy for installation of Towers Base 

Transmission Station in Cantonment area was circulated through Ministry 

of Defence ML&C Department Rawalpindi during June, 2005. An 

agreement was to be executed with the cellular companies to install Base 

Transmission Station towers/antennas in Cantonment areas after issuance 

of NOC. The cellular companies were required to pay antenna / tower fee 

@ Rs. 20,000 per month (in C Land) and Rs. 40,000 per month (in A-I 

Land) with 10% increase per annum. 

  Contrary to above, it was observed from the record held 

with the Units/formations that BTS Towers of various cellular companies 

were installed on A-1 land but no rent / revenue was being deposited into 

Government treasury. The detail of amount recoverable is given below:- 
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(Rs. in million) 

S # DP # Name of Unit / 

Formation 

Amount  Nature of Violation 

1 62/N/14-15 Military Farm Lahore 9.370 
Non-recovery of Tower Fee installed 

on A-1 land into Government treasury. 

2 103/N/14-15 NDU, Islamabad 1.851 
Non-recovery of Tower Fee installed 

on A-1 land into Government treasury. 

3 269/N/14-15 

AGE (Army) / 

Artillery Centre 

Attock 

2.227 

Non-recovery of Tower Fee installed 

on A-1 land into Government treasury. 

Total 19.676 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2013-14, the executive 

replied that efforts were being made to recover the amount. The reply was 

not tenable as no concrete steps were taken by the executive departments 

to recover the dues.  

DAC in its meetings held in January and February, 2015 

directed the quarters concerned to recover the dues and deposit into 

Government treasury. 

Audit requires immediate recovery of the amount to the 

stated extent besides fixing responsibility against the officers/officials 

involved.  

DP-62, 103 and 269-N/2014-15 

2.3.2 Non-recovery of House Rent Allowance – Rs. 5.067 

million 

  According to Rule-26 and 44 of Quarters& Rent 1985, 

“house rent Allowance is not admissible to Government servant provided 

with married accommodation” and according to Para-4 of Government of 

Pakistan Ministry of Housing and Works Islamabad office memorandum 

No. F.11 (330/2012-Policy dated 17
th

 May, 2013, this Ministry does not 

support any proposal made by Ministry of Defence as it will lead to 

disparity between the Civil and Military establishments. Therefore, the 

alottees belonging to armed forces may not be paid 45% House Rent 
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Allowance and 5% rent of their running basic pay should be charged to 

bring them at par with civilian setup”. 

  Contrary to above, while examining the record of the 

different units/formations, it was observed that Officers of Armed forces 

were living in MOQs but House Rent Allowance was not being deducted 

from their pay. This resulted into an overpayment of Rs. 5.067 million. 

The recoverable amount on account of HRA in respect of different CMH 

setups is detailed below:-  
(Rs. in million) 

S # DP # Name of Unit / 

Formation 

Amount  Nature of Violation 

1 183/N/14-15 CMH Kharian 2.653 Non deduction of HRA 

2 189/N/14-15 CMH Lahore 1.334 Non deduction of HRA 
3 177/N/14-15 CMH Sialkot 1.080 Non deduction of HRA 

Total 5.067 
 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2013-14, the executive 

agreed to recover the amount i.e. 5% of basic pay only. The reply was not 

accepted as payment of HRA was unauthorized as the concerned officers 

were living in MOQs and house rent was to be deducted in the light of ibid 

letters. 

DAC in its meetings held in January and February, 2015, 

pended the draft para till finalization of House Rent Policy by the MoD. 

Audit desires immediate finalization of the policy.  

DP-183, 189 & 177-N/14-15 

2.3.3 Non-recovery of allied charges from JCOS/Soldier – Rs. 

2.509 million 

  According to Para-442 of MES Regulations 1998, “GE is 

responsible for making of all revenue and taking steps for its prompt 

realization”. 

  Contrary to above, it was observed from the record held 

with GE (Services) Sialkot Cantonment that a huge amount was lying 

outstanding against the JCOs/Soldiers on account of allied charges for the 
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period 2012-13. The omission resulted into loss to Government amounting 

to Rs. 2,509,101. 

  When pointed out by Audit in March, 2014, the executive 

replied that efforts were being made to recover the amount. The reply was 

not accepted as GE was responsible for prompt recovery of allied charges 

which was not made. 

DAC in its meeting dated 28
th

 January, 2015, DAC was 

apprised that out of Rs. 2.509 million a sum of Rs 0.895 million has been 

recovered from the user concerned. DAC directed that balance amount of 

Rs. 1.614 million be recovered and produced to audit for verification 

within one month‟s time. 

Audit requires immediate recovery of the said amount 

besides fixing responsibility for negligence on the part of officers/officials 

involved. 

DP-56- N-2014-15 

2.3.4 Non-recovery of allied charges from Officers –            

Rs. 4.079 million 

  According to Para-442 of MES Regulations 1998, “GE is 

responsible for making of all revenue and taking steps for its prompt 

realization”. 

  It was observed from the record held with GE (Services) 

Sialkot Cantonment that a huge amount was lying outstanding against the 

Army officers on account of allied charges for the period from 1
st
 July, 

2012 to 30
th

 June, 2012. The omission resulted into loss to Government 

amounting to Rs. 4,079,190. 

  When pointed out by audit in March 2014, the executive 

replied that efforts were being made to recover the amount. The reply was 

not accepted as GE was responsible for prompt recovery which was not 

made. 
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DAC in its meeting dated 28
th

 January, 2015, directed that 

balance recovery be verified within one month. 

Audit requires immediate recovery of the said amount 

besides fixing responsibility for negligence on the part of officers/officials 

involved. 

DP-60-N/2014-15 

2.3.5 Non-recovery of Government dues – Rs. 87.132 million 

  According to Rule-6 (a) of Financial Regulation Volume-I, 

“every officer should exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure 

incurred from Government revenue as a person of ordinary prudence 

would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money”. 

  During the scrutiny of land cultivation record it was 

observed that Government land was leased out to tenants for cultivation 

but the tenants of Government land to Chak No. 39 and 44 were not 

depositing Government share up to 30
th

 June, 2013, which resulted in loss 

to Government of Rs. 87,132,493. 

  When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013 it was 

replied by the executive that all possible efforts were in hand to recover 

the outstanding amount. The reply was not satisfactory as concrete efforts 

were not made to recover the amount. 

DAC in its meeting dated 28
th

 January, 2015, pended the 

para as the case is subjudiced in Court. 

Audit emphasizes immediate recovery of the said amount 

besides fixing responsibility for negligence on the part of officers/officials 

involved. 

DP-63- N-2014-15 

2.3.6 Non-recovery of rent from Golf Club / Marriage Halls 

constructed on A-1 land– Rs. 4.405 million 

  According to the Para-2 (b) of Policy on use of A-I land for 

welfare and other projects of the Armed Forces issued vide Government of 
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Pakistan Ministry of Defence Rawalpindi letter No. F.2/5/D-12/ML&C/99 

dated 2
nd

 April, 2008, the rent shall be charged @ 6% per annum of 

existing revenue rate (earlier known as DC Rate) of the said land and 25% 

of the calculated rent would be deposited into Government Treasury. 

  While examining the record of Headquarter 10 Div, it was 

observed that 11 Marriage Halls constructed at the compound of Golf and 

Country Club were running their commercial business but rent of Rs. 

4,405,275 as required under above policy was not deposited into 

Government Treasury.  

  When pointed out by audit in March, 2014, the executive 

authorities replied that amount of Rs. 2,400,000 was deposited while 

remaining amount would be recovered shortly. The reply advanced by the 

executive was not accepted as no evidence regarding recovery / deposit of 

rent of Marriage Halls was produced to audit.    

DAC in its meeting dated 28
th

 January, 2015, decided to 

pend the para and directed that rent be recovered in accordance with A-I 

land policy. 

Audit requires immediate recovery of the said amount 

besides fixing responsibility for negligence on the part of officers/officials 

involved. 

DP-107-N/2014-15 

2.3.7  Non recovery of hire charges of government machinery 

– Rs. 1.076 Million  

  According to para-5(n)(c) of MES Routine Instruction No. 

401/04, hire charges from Defence Department shall be charged according 

to the rates recorded in the Log Book of the equipment. 

  While examining the accounts of AGE (Army) EMP 

Rawalpindi, it was observed that Government machinery was issued to 

MES formations/Government institution on hire charges. Recovery 

vouchers of hire charges worth Rs. 1,076,322 for the period from 2007-08 

to 2012-13 were initiated by the AGE (EMP) Rawalpindi on case to case 
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basis for effecting recovery. However, despite lapse of considerable time 

recoveries were not affected which was against the aforementioned 

Government Orders.  

  When pointed out by Audit in May, 2014 the executive 

stated that recovery pointed out pertained to various MES formations/units 

which were being further pursued. As and when full recovery was affected 

audit authorities would be intimated. The reply submitted by executive 

was not satisfactory as recoveries were not affected.  

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

29
th

January, 2015. The DAC directed that hire charges amounting to Rs. 

1,076,322 be recovered from units/formations within six months. A 

certificate for compliance of DAC directions be submitted after affecting 

recovery. 

  Audit suggests that matter may please be taken up with 

higher authorities for finalization of Government dues expeditiously.  

DP-287-N/2014-15 

2.3.8 Overpayment to the contractor for carrying out work 

not existed at site – Rs. 2.384 Million 

 Criteria……………………… 

  While examining the accounts of GE (A) Hospital 

Rawalpindi, it was observed that a contract was concluded with M/S 

Abdul Samad during the year 2010 for construction of 1 x 75 men cook 

house at OFH CMH. The work was required to be completed by 9
th

 

August, 2010 however, it was observed from record that 2
nd

 RAR was 

paid in June, 2011 without getting extension in time for completion. Audit 

desired that evidence for actual quantum of work carried out at site be 

shown alongwith progress reports. Further justification for delay of the 

work was also demanded but requisite record was not provided. 

  When pointed out by Audit in September, 2012, the 

executive authorities replied that work had been fore closed due to 

changes in the master plan of CMH. 
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  The plea put forth by the executive was not convincing as 

Government has suffered loss due to ill management. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

29
th

January, 2015. The DAC pended the para and directed that 

regularization action be completed within one month. 

  No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report.  

  Audit requires immediate recovery of the said amount 

besides fixing responsibility for negligence on the part of officers/officials 

involved. 

DP-264-N/2014-15 

2.3.9 Overpayment to the contractor – Rs. 9.11 million 

  According to Rule-6 (a) of Financial Regulation Volume-I, 

1986, “every officer should exercise the same vigilance in respect of 

expenditure incurred from Government revenue as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money”. 

While examining the accounts of GE (Hospital), 

Rawalpindi, it was observed from the scrutiny of CA No. CEA-MZ-

205/2012 dated 5
th

 June, 2013 that an amount of Rs. 28,952,000 was paid 

to the contractor as per Sch „A‟. In this connection, it was pointed out that 

the cost at par of the work was shown as Rs. 17,569,910 as evident from 

P-15 of subject CA and contractor percentage at P-7 was shown as 12.95 

%.On the basis of this percentage the cost of work payable was calculated 

as Rs. 19,845,213. In this way, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 

9,106,786 (Rs. 28,952,000 - Rs. 19,845,213) was excessively paid to the 

contractor. 

  When pointed out by audit in August, 2013, no reply was 

furnished by the executive authority. It was, however, proposed that 

amount of Rs. 9,106,786 may be recovered from the contractor and 

deposited into Government treasury besides fixing responsibility against 

the responsible for giving undue benefit to the contractor.   
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  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 29, 2015. The DAC directed that verification of relevant 

documents be got completed from Audit and regularization action be done 

under intimation to Audit. 

  No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. 

DP-324-N/2014-15 

2.3.10 Non-Deposit of rent in Government Treasury – Rs. 

5.252 Million 

  According to Para-2(b)(1&2) of Policy on use of A-1 Land 

for welfare and other projects of the Armed Forces and canteen Stores 

Department issued by Ministry of Defence on 2
nd

 April, 2008,the rent 

shall be charged in the light of 1980 Policy Guidelines i.e. @ 6% per 

annum of existing Revenue Rate (earlier known as DC Rate) of the said 

land (commercial use of A-1 land), notwithstanding the tenancy / rent 

agreements of the military authorities. 25% of the above calculated rent 

will be deposited into Government treasury and 75% balance will be 

utilized by the respective formation / establishment as per policy to be laid 

down by respective chief i.e. COAS / CAS / CNS. Further, as per Para-2 

(b-4) all use of A-1 land for any purpose shall be auditable. 

  During audit of MEO Peshawar in October, 2012, it was 

observed from G.L.R for A-1 land that a piece of land measuring 1.225 

Acres comprising Survey No. 119 situated at Sir Syed Road Peshawar was 

occupied by the Army authorities. A super market was running under the 

management of CSD, however, it was observed that no amount on account 

of rent was being deposited by the CSD management as the record was not 

available. Further, no Government sanction for commercial use of A-I 

land was obtained. Audit, therefore, is of the view that the following rent 

is recoverable from the CSD: 

i. Area of Plot  1,225 Acres (9.8 Kanal /196 Marlas) 

ii. Rate per Marla  Rs. 1,787,500 

iii. Total Amount (196 Marlas x Rs. 1,787,500) Rs. 350,350,000 

iv. 6% of Rs. 350,350,000 Rs. 21,021,000 
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v. 25% of Rs. 21,021,000 Rs. 5,252,250 

 

  When pointed out by Audit in October, 2012, the executive 

stated that as per policy letter on use of A-I land the CSD and its released 

activities comes under category “B” for which no rent is required to be 

deposited  into Government treasury. 

  The executive reply was not satisfactory as commercial 

activities being carried out at Super Market are not purely for welfare of 

troops. 

The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 

February, 16, 2015. The DAC decided that relevant record be got verified 

from Audit.  

  Audit requires immediate recovery of the said amount. 

Further, in addition to regularization from Government of Pakistan the 

detailed accounts of super market be provided to Audit to ascertain 

whether profit is being generated by CSD shop. 

 DP-180-N/2013-14 

2.3.11 Non-realization of rent and allied charges – Rs. 198.703 

million 

  According to Rule-442 of DSR 1998, GE is responsible for 

demand of all revenue and taking steps for its prompt realization. 

a)  In six MES Army formations, an amount of Rs. 

156,034,248 was outstanding on account of rent and allied charges against 

various consumers during the financial year 2002-03 to 2013-14. 

 When pointed out by Audit from February 2013 to 

September 2014, the executive stated that as and when recovery was 

affected Audit would be informed.  

 DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 directed for 

verification of recovery by Jan 30, 2015.  Further progress was not 

intimated till finalization of this report. 
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 Audit desires expeditious recovery of outstanding rent and 

allied charges. 

DP-S-06, 13, 46, 50, 102 & 169/2014-15 

b) In four MES Army formations, an amount of Rs. 

32,406,165 on account of excess consumption of Sui Gas beyond 

authorization was outstanding for the financial years 2011-12, 2012-13 

and 2013-14 against various Army units, which required to be recovered.  

 When pointed out by Audit from November, 2013 to 

September, 2014, the executive stated that Rs. 3,373,144 had been 

recovered and efforts were in hand for remaining recovery.  Outstanding 

amount of excess gas consumption needs to be recovered immediately. 

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 directed that the matter regarding 

recovery of gas charges may be reconciled with Audit and gas charges be 

deposited by Jan 30, 2015 and produced to Audit for verification.  Further 

progress was not intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directives. 

DP-S-56, 118, 138 & 166/2014-15 

c) In three MES Army formations, an amount of Rs. 

10,263,282 was outstanding for the years 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-

14,on account of electricity charges against contractors and 

commercial/private/civil consumers.  

 When pointed out by Audit from November 2013 to 

January 2014, the executive stated that a sum of Rs. 7,890,625 had been 

recovered.  Recovery as reported is yet to be verified from the original 

record of formation and CMA.  DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 

directed that electric charges may be recovered by Jan 30, 2015 and 

produced to Audit for verification.  Further progress was not intimated till 

finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious recovery of outstanding electric 

charges. 
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DP-S-140, 163, 188/2014-15 

2.3.12 Irregular conclusion of contracts without obtaining 

Bank guarantee – Rs. 11.434 million or insurance 

guarantee – Rs. 22.868 million 

 As per Government of Pakistan Ministry of Defence 

Rawalpindi letter No. 7016/PAFW-2249/Rev/1/58/D-3 A-III/2000, dated 

21
st
 February,2008, in case of contracts amounting to Rs. 10.00 million or 

more, the contractor will deposit a performance bond/bank guarantee 

equal to 10% of value of contract with a scheduled Bank of Pakistan or 

Insurance Guarantee equal to 10% of value of contract with a reputed 

Insurance Company of “AA” rating and above, registered with Securities 

and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) and acceptable to the 

department for due performance/completion of contract. This shall be 

submitted before acceptance of the contract agreement and shall be 

returned on satisfactory completion of the work. 

 In HQ ACE-5 Corps, 19 contracts each costing Rs. 10 

million or more were concluded during the financial year 2012-13without 

obtaining bank guarantee equal to 5% of the value of each contract 

amounting to a total of Rs. 11.434 million or insurance guarantee equal to 

10% of value of each contract from the contractors in violation of rule 

quoted above. By not obtaining the guarantees Rs. 22.868 million from 

contractors‟ undue favor was extended to the contractors at the risk of 

Government funds. 

 When pointed out by Audit in September, 2014 the 

executive stated that insurance guarantee @ of 10% of contract value was 

obtained from all the contractors.  The reply was not acceptable, as no 

documentary evidence was produced for verification.   

 DAC in its meeting held on 6
th

January, 2015 directed to get 

the irregularity regularized from the competent Authority. Further 

progress was not intimated till finalization of this report. 
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 Audit desires expeditious regularization of irregular 

expenditure. 

DP-S-217/2014-15 

2.3.13 Irregular execution of works without obtaining 5% 

bank guarantee – Rs. 6.082 million 

 According to Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence 

letter No.1/58/D-3(A-III)/2000 dated 21-02-2008 regarding Provision of 

performance bond/bank guarantee/insurance guarantee by the contractor, 

in case of contracts amounting to Rs. 10 million or more, the contractor 

will deposit a performance bond/bank guarantee, duly pledged in favour of 

the accepting officer before acceptance letter is issued to him, as under: 

 Bank Guarantee equal to 5% of value of contract with a schedule 

bank of Pakistan. 

 Insurance Guarantee equal to 10% of value of contract with a 

reputed insurance company of „AA‟ rating and above registered 

with securities exchange commission of Pakistan (SECP) 

  In GE Army-I, Quetta Cantonment, 5 different works 

amounting to Rs. 121.640 million were executed during the financial year 

2013-14 without obtaining 5% bank guarantee amounting to Rs. 6.082 

million (121.640 x 5%) because each work was of more than 10 million, 

therefore, 5% of contractual value as bank guarantee was required to be 

deposited by contractor as per above mentioned Government orders. 

 When pointed out by Audit in August, 2014 executive 

stated that contracts were concluded by DGW&CE (A) GHQ Rwp and 5% 

Bank Guarantee had been obtained by them. After completion of work the 

same would be issued by DGW&CE (A). Either the Bank Guarantees may 

be produced for verification or amount in question may be regularized.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 directed to get the irregularity 

regularized from the competent Authority. Further progress was not 

intimated till finalization of this report. 
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 Audit desires expeditious regularization of irregular 

expenditure. 

DP-S-37/2014-15 

2.3.14 Illegal operation of different commercial activities on  

A-1 land without deposit of Government share – Rs. 

2.415 million 

 According to Para 5 of A-1 Land Policy 2008, all the 

activities undertaken so far on A-1 lands shall be governed by this policy 

with immediate effect. The rent shall be fixed for the current financial year 

and accounted for in the light of the above policy.  According to Para 9(b) 

of A-1 Land Policy 2009, 25% Government share of rent of A-1 land 

(Category „A‟ Activities) will be deposited by the Admin Authority within 

one month of its receipt on Treasury Receipt (TR). TRbe sent to the 

respective Controller of Accounts under intimation to the MEO concerned 

and the respective Service Headquarters. 

 In HQ Div. (SFS) Petaro, A-1 land was used for commercial 

activities since 2007 in violation of rule mentioned above. Also, the 

revenue generated was not deposited into government treasury as 

estimated below: 

Name Area (in 

Sq 

Yard) 

Rent per 

month 

(Rs) 

@ 25%  of rent to 

be Deposited in to 

Government 

treasury per month 

(Rs) 

84 Months        

(2007 to 2013) 

Amount            

(Rs) 

PSO Petrol 

Pump 
1000 75000 18750 84 months 1,575,000 

Askari Bank 120 20000 5000 …do… 420,000 

Allied Bank 120 20000 5000 …do… 420,000 

Total 2,415,000 

 

 Audit recommends that government revenue of Rs. 

2,415,000, may be deposited into government account, besides 

disciplinary action may be taken against those responsible under 

intimation to Audit. 
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 When pointed out by Audit in February, 2014, the 

executive did not furnish reply. DAC was apprised that forward 

branches/small campus of Askari and Allied banks were established at 

Petaro to facilitate troops for disbursement of pay and allowances. In view 

of huge consumption of POL and to ensure storage facilities, a petrol 

pump has been established to meet the requirement of all under command 

units. DAC in its meeting held on 6
th

 January, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents and facts by 30
th

January, 2015. Further 

progress was not intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious recovery of Government share. 

DP-S-104/2014-15 

2.4  Loss to State 

2.4.1 Loss to state due to non-recovery of Market Rent from 

civilians living in Government Accommodation – Rs. 

2.215 Million 

  According to Rule-65 (a) of the Quarter & Rent 

Regulations 1985, “as and when surplus army accommodation is hired out 

to a private person then occupant has to pay the assessed rent of the 

accommodation or the market rent, whichever is more”. 

  While examining the accounts of GE (Services) 

Gujranwala Cantonment, it was observed that certain civilian were living 

in Government accommodation but not paid the rent of building/quarters. 

Due to this omission Government suffered a loss of Rs. 2,215,000 during 

financial year 2012-13.  

  When pointed out by Audit in February, 2014, the 

executive replied that case would be initiated with concerned authorities. 

The reply advanced by executive was not accepted as executive paid 

utility bills but not recovered from the user. 
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DAC in its meeting dated 28
th

 January, 2015, DAC directed 

that Draft Para to be settled subject to verification of recovery of balance 

amount within one month. 

DP-154- N-2014-15 

2.4.2 Non-disposal of stores through open tenders  

  According to Rule-197 of General Financial Rules (GFR) 

Volume-I, “surplus or obsolete or unserviceable goods of assessed residual 

value above Rupees Two Lakh should be disposed of:(a) by obtaining bids 

through advertised tender or (b) by public auction. 

While examining the accounts of G.E (A) Rawalpindi-I in 

September, 2013, it was observed that 11 Government buildings of 

Inspection of Armament at Range Road Rawalpindi were demolished by 

MES authorities for extension of CMH Rawalpindi.  The structure and 

demolished building materials of the building taken on charge by MES 

authorities. 

  During audit it was pointed out in July, 2013 that the stores 

were neither auctioned nor amount deposited into Government Treasury. 

  The executive authorities replied that an amount of Rs. 

2,497,750 against cost of unserviceable demolished materials has been 

deposited on 7
th

 August, 2013 vide TR No. V-784045.  

  The reply was not acceptable as action taken by the 

executive authorities for depositing the amount was not in line with the 

procedure laid down under Rules. Further, the material was not auctioned 

through open tenders. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

29
th

January, 2015. The DAC directed that facts/finding inquiry may be 

held and fix responsibility on responsible. Report may be provided to 

Audit/MoD. 

  Audit suggests that proper justification be provided to 

Audit for not calling open tenders for the demolished materials and a fact 
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finding inquiry be initiated to fix responsibility against concerned 

officers/officials.  

DP-282-N/2014-15 

2.4.3 Loss to state due to non-recovery of Market Rent from 

civilians living in Government Accommodation – Rs. 

3.320 million 

  According to Rule-65 (a) of the Quarter & Rent 

Regulations 1985, “as and when surplus army accommodation is hired out 

to a private person then occupant has to pay the assessed rent of the 

accommodation or the market rent, whichever is more”. 

  While examining the accounts of GE (Services) Lahore 

Cantonment, it was observed that certain civilian were living in 

Government accommodation but no rent was recovered from them. This 

omission resulted into a loss of Rs. 3,220,200 during financial year 2012-

13.  

  When pointed out by Audit in January, 2014, the executive 

replied that the recovery of rent was the responsibility of Station Head 

Quarter. The reply advanced by executive was not agreed and suggested to 

liaison with Station HQ and produce recovery certificate to audit. 

The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held 

on February 16, 2015. The DAC directed that remaining recovery be 

effected. 

DP-161-N/2014-15 

2.4.4 Loss to State due to purchase of stores on exorbitant 

rate – Rs. 14.491 Million 

According to Rule-6 (a) of Financial Regulation (Vol-I), 

1986, “every officer should exercise the same vigilance in respect of 

expenditure incurred from Government revenues as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money”. 
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During audit of Combined Military Hospital (CMH), 

Rawalpindi in March, 2013 it was observed that the hospital was provided 

Cotton Wool Absorbent Rolls (500 grams) procured by Directorate 

General Procurement (DGP Army). The documents related to procurement 

of this stores revealed that DGP (Army) entered into contract with M/s 

Cotton Craft (Pvt) Ltd, Lahore for procurement of 150,000 rolls of said 

stores at cost of Rs. 35,491,500 @ 236.61 per roll in June, 2011. The 

supply of the stores was to be completed by 1
st
 week of December, 2011.  

However, it was observed that the same stores were locally 

purchased by CMH, Rawalpindi from M/s Malik Traders @ Rs. 140 per 

roll. Audit holds that the stores were purchased by DGP (Army) at 

exorbitant rate which was Rs. 96.61 (69%) higher than that locally 

purchased by the CMH, Rawalpindi. This higher rate resulted in loss to 

state amounting to Rs. 14,491,500. 

It was replied by the executive that rates of cotton roll was 

negotiated when M/s Cotton Craft was unable to deliver the item within 

stipulated period. Further, purchase from M/s Malik Traders was made 

after approval by GHQ Medical Directorate. CMH Rawalpindi Medical 

store had saved the public money by purchasing at a lower rate. The reply 

was not satisfactory because the stores were purchased by DGP (Army) at 

excessive rate which resulted in to loss to the state. 

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was any reply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit requires immediate recovery of the said amount 

besides fixing responsibility for negligence on the part of officers/officials 

involved.  

DP-173-N/2013-14 

2.4.5 Loss to state due to enhancement of contract rate –     

Rs. 1.200 million  
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 According to Para-89(a)(1) of Financial Regulations 

volume-I 1986, “contracts must be sanctioned by competent Authority and 

once sanctioned no contract rates may be increased without the sanction of 

the next higher Authority”. 

 Contrary to above it was observed during audit of Military 

Farm Malir Cantonment, (MFM) that a contract was concluded with M/s 

Premier Dairies Pvt Ltd Lahore by GHQ during June, 2013 for purchase 

of 1,000 Tons whole milk powder (WMP) @ Rs. 405 Per Kg, in which the 

share of MFM was 140 Tons. The Premier Dairies Pvt Ltd Lahore 

supplied 503 Tons WMP to various military farms all over the country 

upto December 2013 @ Rs. 405 per Kg. Subsequently, on the request of 

the firm the GHQ enhanced the rate of WMP from Rs. 405 to Rs. 435 per 

Kg .Therefore, 100 Tons WMP were supplied @ 405 but remaining 40 

Tons WMP were supplied at enhanced rate of Rs. 435 per kg.  As a result, 

extra payment of Rs. 1,200,000 was made, although rules did not permit 

for enhancement of rates. 

 When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, executive 

replied that the rates were revised by GHQ QMG Br after request of the 

contractor. So, the case was referred to GHQ Rwp for its opinion/decision. 

The clarification as and when received from competent authorities would 

be communicated. The reply submitted by the executive was not tenable as 

regularization action has not been done against extra amount paid.  

  DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 directed to get the 

irregularity regularized from the competent Authority.  Further progress 

was not intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires that final decision be taken from concerned 

forum and regularization of irregular expenditure be made under 

intimation to audit. 

DP-S-85/2014-15 

2.5  Unauthorized expenditure  
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2.5.1 Unauthorized transfer of A-1 land to Housing 

Directorate – Rs. 493.600 million 

According to Rule-14 (3) of CLA Rules, 1937 “class A-1 

Land shall not be used or occupied for any purpose other than authorized 

purpose”. 

a)  Contrary to above, it was observed from the record held 

with MF Lahore that 16 Acres A-I land bearing Survey No. 126 was 

transferred to the Housing Directorate by HQ 4 Corps Lahore for 

establishing office of the Director Housing & Botanical Garden but no 

recovery was made for the cost of land. Neither any Lease Agreement was 

concluded nor re-appropriation was accorded by the Government for this 

stated purpose. This omission resulted into an irregular transfer of A-I 

Government land amounting to Rs. 265,600,000 without fulfilling the 

requirements. 

b)  It was observed from the record held with Military Farm 

Lahore that 02 Acres 07 Kanals & 15 Marlas A-1 land was transferred to 

the Project Director, GHQ AGs Branch (Housing Directorate) for 

construction of Link Road Askari-IX by HQ 4 Corps Lahore but no 

recovery was made for the cost of land.Neither any lease agreement was 

concluded nor re-appropriation was accorded by the Government for the 

stated purpose. This omission resulted into an un-authorized transfer of  

A-1 Government land amounting to Rs. 228,000,000 without fulfilling the 

requirements.  

When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013, it was 

replied by the executive authorities that case was under correspondence 

with MEO / Project Director Housing Directorate Office Lahore for 

reclassification of land. The reply was not acceptable as a considerable 

time had elapsed without any fruitful results and no sanction was accorded 

by Ministry of Defence. 

  The paras were discussed by the DAC in its meeting held 

on 16
th

February, 2015 had directed to conduct the fact finding inquiry and 

physical verification in respect of case (a) and to pend the case (b). 
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  Audit suggests that concerned quarters be approached for 

soliciting sanctions regarding reclassifications of land. Further, 

responsibilities be fixed for stated omissions.  

DP-61 and 65-N/2014-15 

2.5.2 Unauthorized conclusion of contracts in piecemeal – Rs. 

423.547 Million 

  According to Para-27 of Defence Services Regulations for 

MES 1998, “no project will be split up merely to bring it within the 

powers of an approving authority”. Further, according to Government of 

Pakistan MoD letter issued during June, 2006, the power of QMG for 

granting Admin sanction to a particular project/work is Rs. 30.00 million. 

  Contrary to above, it was observed from the record of 

different formations that various contracts of Rs. 470.277 million were 

concluded in piecemeal just to avoid the sanction of higher authority. 

Therefore, amount utilized through splitting of contracts to avoid sanction 

from competent financial authority in different formations is detailed 

below:- 

(Rs. in million) 

S 

No. 

DP No. Name of Unit / 

Formation 

Amount  

 

Nature of Violation 

1 46/N/14-15 
GE (Services) Okara 

Cantt 
13.108 

Para 27 of DSR for MES 1998 

2 58/N/14-15 
AGE (Army) 

Khanewal 
27.872 

Para 27 of DSR for MES 1998 

3 153/N/14-15 
GE (Services) 

Gujranwala 
3.441 

Para 27 of DSR for MES 1998 

4 04/N/14-15 
GE (Army) 

Construction, Rwp 
186.00 

Para 27 of DSR for MES 1998 

5 268/N/14-15 
GE (Construction-I) 

Rawalpindi 
96.590 

Para 27 & 71 of DSR for MES 1998 

6 20/N/14-15 DW&CE (A) Rwp 123.266 Para 27 of DSR for MES 1998 

Total   423.547 
 

  When pointed out by audit in 2013-14, the executive 

replied that works were executed after issuance of separate admin 

approvals from QMG and executed at different locations.The replies 
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advanced by executive departmentswere not tenable as all the CAs 

pertained to one project which needed regularization from CFA. 

  The paras were discussed by the DAC in its meetings 

heldduring January and February, 2015. The DAC directed that 

regularization action be completed within one month under intimation to 

Audit. 

  No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. Audit suggests that requisite documents be got verified from Audit 

and regularization action be expedited. Moreover, fact finding inquiries be 

conducted to fix responsibility on concerned officers/officials. 

DP-46, 58, 153, 04, 268 and 20-N/2014-15 

2.5.3 Un-authorized construction of Marriage Halls near Golf 

Club 

  According to Para-6 of Policy on use of A-I land for 

welfare and other projects of the Armed Forces issued vide Government of 

Pakistan Ministry of Defence, Rawalpindi No. F.2/5/D-12/ML&C/99 

dated 2
nd

 April, 2008. In future, no welfare project shall be established 

without prior approval of the respective Service Chief. 

  While examining the accounts of HQ 10 Div Lahore, It was 

observed that 11 Marriage Halls of Golf & Country Club were constructed 

after 2
nd

 April, 2008, as evident from contract agreements made between 

management Marriage Halls i.e. HQ 10 Div and the tenants. The marriage 

Halls were constructed without the prior approval of C.O.A.S and contrary 

to Policy on use of A-I land for welfare and other projects of the Armed 

Forces. 

  When pointed out by Audit in March, 2014, it was replied 

by the executive authorities that an ex-post facto sanction was obtained 

from GHQ. The reply was not agreed as verification of relevant 

documentswas required which was not obtained. 
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DAC in its meeting held on dated 28
th

 January, 2015 

recommended that verification of relevant documents be got completed 

from audit. 

Audit suggests that sanction from Government of Pakistan 

be taken besides fixing responsibility against the concerned 

Officers/Officials. 

DP-170- N-2014-15 

2.5.4 Un-authorized payment for Computer Lab out of 

Defence Fund – Rs. 1.404 Million 

  According to terms of Articles 169 and 170 of the 

constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan read with the Auditor 

General Ordinance 2001 and present order of the Supreme court of 

Pakistan passed in CMA‟s 3330, 3471, 3594/13 in constitution petition 

No. 105-12 audit is constitutional mandated process and after 18
th

 

amendment in constitution there is no room for denial of disclosure and 

withholding of accounts from Auditor General of Pakistan for Audit. 

  While examining the accounts of HQ 11 Div Lahore, it was 

observed that a sum of Rs. 1,404,434 was paid to Mr. Nadeem Durrani for 

Computer Lab, out of defence fund amount maintained in Askari Bank 

vide Account No. 11-01-165-1329-2. The documents i.e. PVs Cash Book, 

Bank statement and allotment letter pertaining to above transaction were 

demanded by the Audit but the same were not made available. 

  When pointed out by Audit in January, 2014, the unit 

authorities did not forward any reply. Despite special visit to the unit after 

audit, the record was not made available to the representative of this 

office. 

DAC in its meeting held on dated 28
th

 January, 2015, 

directed that verification of relevant documents be got completed from 

Audit. 
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Audit suggests that complete record be provided to Audit 

and reasons for non-production of record be communicated besides 

conducting thorough investigation. 

DP-171-N/2014-15 

2.5.5 Non production / less disbursement of funds allocated 

under the head of Defence fund – Rs. 1.189 million 

  According to Articles 169 and 170 of the constitution of the 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan read with the Auditor General Ordinance 

2001 and present orders of the Supreme court of Pakistan passed in 

CMA‟s 3330,3471,3594/13 in constitution petition No. 105-12 audit is 

constitutional mandated process and after 18
th

 amendment in constitution 

there is no room for denial of disclosure and withholding of accounts from 

Auditor General for audit. 

  While examining the accounts of HQ 11 Div Lahore, it was 

observed that an amount of Rs. 28,671,231 was received by the 11 Div for 

further disbursement.It was further scrutinized that only Rs. 27,482,157 

was disbursed to other / subordinate units and remaining amount Rs. 

1,189,074was transferred to the saving head. 

  When pointed out by Audit in January, 2014, the unit 

authorities did not forward any reply. Audit concluded that amount 

involved was paid without any legal authenticity.Despite special visit to 

the unit after audit, the record was not made available to the representative 

of audit authorities. 

DAC in its meeting held on dated 28
th

 January, 2015, 

recommended that verification of requisite documents be got completed 

from audit. 

Audit suggests that besides providing relevant record the 

recoverable amount against saving be deposited into Government treasury.  

DP-175-N/2014-15 
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2.5.6 Provision of electricity to Army units/formations offices 

free of cost – Rs. 464.214 Million 

  According to Rule-6 of Financial Regulation Volume-I 

1986, “every officer should exercise the same vigilance in respect of 

expenditure incurred from Government revenue as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money”. 

  While examining the accounts of GE (Services) 

Gujranwala Cantonment it was observed that a sum of Rs. 464,214,364 

was paid to WAPDA on account of electricity charges during the year 

2012-13, whereas nothing was recovered from Army units/formations as 

meters installed at 178 units/buildings were out of order. Therefore, total 

consumption of electricity could not be work out.  

  When pointed out by Audit in February, 2014, the 

executive replied that units and formations were entitled for the free 

consumption as per the Board of Officers. The reply advanced by 

executive was not accepted as in the absence of electricity meters actual 

electricity units consumed could not be measured. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

29
th

January, 2015. The DAC directed that verification of relevant 

documents be got completed from audit. 

  No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. Audit suggests that total consumption of electricity be worked out 

and recovery action be ensured by units/formations. 

DP-157-N/2014-15 

2.5.7 Un-authorized sanction of work – Rs. 10.947 million on 

other works 

  According to Para-16 (a) of Defence Services Regulations 

(DSR) for MES 1998, “no works will be executed without administrative 

and technical sanction having first been obtained from the appropriate 

authority in each case and without funds being available to meet 

expenditure on it”. 
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  Further, as per para-17 of DSR for MES 1998, 

“notwithstanding anything laid down in these regularizations un-expected 

circumstances may arise which make it imperative to short circuit normal 

procedure. Such circumstances may arise from operational military 

necessity or on urgent medical grounds when reference to the appropriate 

CFA would entail dangerous delay”. 

  During audit of GE Construction-I, Rawalpindi it was 

observed from the record that a sanction of QMG for provision of external 

services to officers flats (5 x blocks), (G+7) Rawalpindi was issued by 

QMG‟s Branch under para-17 which did not come under the 

circumstances for its applicability. Thus, conclusion and execution of 

contract stood un-authorized. It was also observed that sanction was 

accorded for provision of external services to officer flat whereas contract 

was concluded for  provision of external electricity, L.T. supply to E type 

flats, B type flats and SD house at Gracy line, Rawalpindi at a total cost of 

Rs. 10,947,152.00. Thus contracts regarding construction of five Blocks 

were un-authorized. 

  When pointed out by Audit, it was replied that work was 

carried out after issuance of approval from competent authority. As the 

contract was concluded by the competent technical authority, therefore, 

this office was bound to execute the work as per approval. Further, the 

case would be regularized through project estimate after completion of 

work and final bill of contractor. The reply was not convincing as 

sanctioning of expenditure against para-17 was not correct.  

The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

29
th

 January, 2015. The DAC directed that irregularity may be regularized 

under the orders of C.F.A. 

  No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. Audit stresses to regularize the same from competent financial 

under intimation to Audit. 

DP-234-N/2014-15 
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2.5.8 Unauthorized payment to contractor – Rs. 12.395 

Million 

  In terms of para-542 (a)(i) read with Rule-13 of Financial 

Regulations 1986, Volume-II, “every bill is to be pre-audited by U.A. and 

cheque issued to the party is to be recorded in cash book”. 

  While examining the accounts of Pak Works Section, 701 

(PWS) Muzaffarabad, it was observed that two cheques bearing No. C-

286952 & 286953 for Rs. 12,395,264.00 respectively were issued by the 

O.C. during September, 2009 without pre-audit of UA posted in GE office 

and without entering them in the cash book and schedule-III. This amount 

was not compiled in defence account through P.M. 

  When pointed out by Audit in August/September, 2013, it 

was stated that this issue related to the year 2008-09 and was not covered 

under the period of audit and that the matter was already under 

investigation. The reply was not acceptable because despite 

recommendations of action by the MAG to the Engineer in Chief against 

the officials, no action was taken. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

29
th

January, 2015. The DAC directed to hold facts finding inquiry and to 

fix responsibility besides regularization. 

  No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report.Audit suggests that regularization action be completed at the earliest 

under intimation to audit. 

DP-250-N/2014-15 

2.5.9 Un-authorized expenditure on POL of vehicles held in 

excess of authorization – Rs. 4.631 million 

  According to provisions contained in Annex-A to Rule-9 of 

Financial Regulations Volume-I, TO&E approved by the Government of 

Pakistan is the maximum ceiling and any revision in the TO&E requires 

prior approval of Government of Pakistan. 
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  While examining the accounts of Defence Company HQ 11 

Corps, Peshawar, it was observed that holding strength of vehicles in 

respect of HQ 11 corps was in excess of authorization during FY 2011-12 

and 2012-13. This resulted into un-authorized expenditure on POL valuing 

Rs. 4,631,500.00. 

  When pointed out by Audit, it was replied that vehicles 

were held in excess because Corps operates in front line of terrorist 

stations and all those efforts were being made by the Military leader ship 

and civil setup to curb the terrorist activities and a number of officers in 

the rank of Brig and Col had been inducted to overcome the additional 

responsibility assigned to their HQ. The reply was not acceptable as 

vehicles held in excess were in the category of staff cars, Suzuki Vans and 

Buses and were not the field operational vehicles. Buses were used for 

pick and drop of staff and school/college going children.  

The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

February 16, 2015. DAC pended the case and directed that revised TO&E 

be got approved from Government of Pakistan / Ministry. 

No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. Audit stresses that justification for excess vehicles be submitted to 

audit besides giving copy of revised TO&E. 

DP-251-N/2014-15 

2.5.10 Un-authorized payment of Internal Security Allowance 

– Rs. 1.052 million 

According to Rule-29(c)(2) of Financial Regulations 

Volume-I 1986,“sanction of expenditure which is liable to establish a new 

rule or practice involving further expenditure in the future is prohibited”.  

Further, according to rule-143 Para-C Pay & Allowances Vol-I, Daily 

allowance which will be admissible to service officers and all the 

categories of personnel at normal rates for the entire period of their 

employment in Aid of civil Power and will be regulated according to sub 

paras, a,b&c there under.  
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While examining the accounts of CMH Cherat, it was 

observed that an amount of Rs. 1,052,400 was paid to all 

officers/JCOs/soldiers and civilians on account of Internal Security 

allowance in the month of April and June 2010 as per detail given below:- 

S.No Month PV No & Date Amount (Pak Rs) 

1 6/2010 121 dt 29.06.2010 256,730 

2 6/2010 122 dt 29.06.2010 433,081 

3 4/2010 96 dt 01.04.2010 362,589 

Total Rs 1,052,400 

  

  It was further observed that MO Directorate and HQ 11 

Corps were not authorized for the said allowance and bills were prepared 

at full rate instead of ½ rate. Moreover, bills were prepared at full rate for 

the first 30 days instead of 20 days for continuous period of service 

exceeding 30 days.  

  As officials of CMH Cherat were not posted in operational 

area by M.O Directorate, therefore, payment of Rs. 1,052,400 on account 

of I.S allowance stood un-authorized. 

  When pointed out by Audit in April 2014, the executive 

could not provide convincing reply. The amount paid was unauthorized 

because officials of CMH Cherat were not posted in operational area. 

The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

February 16, 2015. DAC directed that recovery action be expedited. 

No further progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. Audit suggests that recovery action be expedited. 

DP-270-N/2014-15 

2.5.11 Irregular sanctioning of work under Para-17 – Rs. 41.00 

million 

  According to Para-17(a) of Defence Services Regulation 

(DSR) for MES 1998, “notwithstanding anything laid down in these 

regulations unexpected circumstances may arise which make it imperative 

to short circuit normal procedure. Such circumstances may arise from 
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operational military necessity or on urgent medical grounds when 

reference to the appropriate CFA would entail dangerous delay”. 

  Contrary to above orders, the work regarding “re-

Construction of College Auditorium at Military College Murree” was 

sanctioned by Chief of Army Staff (COAS) during May, 2012 at an 

estimated cost of Rs. 41,000,000 under Para-17 of DSR and debited to 

Major Head of Defence Services Estimates and accordingly DG W&CE 

(A) GHQ Rawalpindi concluded the contract. Thus sanctioning of 

expenditure was irregular as re-construction of an Auditorium does not 

attract, the situation depicted in Para-17 of DSR being a normal 

construction work. 

  When pointed out by Audit in April, 2013, it was replied 

that the necessity of work was established due to the dilapidated condition 

of building and there was dire requirement by the military authorities on 

account of war against terrorism as per Para-17(b). Therefore, 

reconstruction of building was undertaken as the building was constructed 

in 1952 and had outlived its life. 

  The reply was not cogent as reconstruction of auditorium 

building does not attract the conditions given in Para-17. 

The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

February 16, 2015. DAC pended the para. 

Audit suggests that unauthorizely spent funds be got 

regularized from Government of Pakistan under intimation to Audit.  

DP-19-N/2014-15 

2.5.12 Doubtful Expenditure on Repair & Maintenance – Rs. 

4.950 Million 

According to Rule-47 (e) Financial Regulation (Volume-I), 

1986 careful supervision over expenditure shall be exercised and on no 

account shall money be spent simply because it is available. According to 

Para-5 (b) of Routine Instruction No. 641/4, where Running Account 
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Receipts (RARs) are called for check by CsMES, the check will be 

physical and not merely an office arithmetical check. 

During audit of Junior Leaders Academy (JLA), Shinkiari 

on May, 2013 it was noticed that an amount of Rs. 4,950,000 was paid 

during June, 2012 for purchase of different kinds of building material, 

repair/maintenance and up gradation of Low Intensities Conflict (LIC) and 

training facilities out of budget head “cost of war”. Further, Audit 

observed that work was not got executed from MES authorities and tender 

inquiry for purchase of material was published in newspaper prior to 

receipt of non-availability certificate from MES authorities. Moreover, the 

ambiguities regarding material taken on charge existed and work was 

shown as completed within a day. The supplier was also found to be un-

registered with Government of Pakistan. Therefore, the entire expenditures 

were deemed to be un-authorized.  

The executive replied that a huge work of repair/ 

maintenance and up gradation of LIC training facilities was required to be 

done for which amount was allotted. Supplier was called to supply the 

items and MES was approached to undertake the projects, but they 

provided non-availability. Therefore, work was got completed through 

civil contractor. Bricks and iron in huge quantities was used as per 

requirement. 

The reply was not satisfactory because MES was 

approached for supply of materials and machinery and not for execution of 

works. The utilization of brick, iron bars and cement and payment of 

labour charges were also irrational.  

The matter was reported to the Ministry in December, 

2014. Neither any DAC was held nor was anyreply furnished till 

finalization of this report.  

Audit suggests that matter may be substantiated through 

inquiry and un-authorized payments be regularized under intimation to 

Audit.  
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DP-177-N/2013-14 

2.5.13 Irregular final payment before physical completion of 

works – Rs. 649.911 million  

 According to Rule-408 to 417 of DSR 1998, there is no 

provision of advance payment to contractor except secured advance. 

Further according to Rule-47 (c) of FR Volume-I 1986, on no account 

shall money be spent simply because it is available.  

 During audit it was observed that in five MES (Army) 

formations, fifty contract agreements for different works were concluded 

in financial year 2012-13 and 2013-14. Final payments amounting to Rs. 

649,911,194 were made in June, 2013/2014 before physical completion of 

works as evident from undated completion certificates. Physical 

verification by the audit team and weekly/monthly progress report 

revealed that hardly 5% to 65% works were completed.   

 When pointed out by Audit in December, 2013 the 

executive stated that funds were allotted for the said works out of CSF 

head, which was a lapsable grant.  To avoid lapse of funds, final bills were 

prepared and cheques were issued to the contractors.  But the whole 

amount was received back from the contractors in the form of CDRs (Cash 

Deposit Receipts) duly pledged in favour of GE. The same would be 

issued after completion of work.  This action was taken in the best interest 

of the state and for early completion of the work and also to facilitate the 

troops.  DAC in its meeting held on 6
th

January, 2015 directed that facts 

may be got verified from Audit.  Further progress was not intimated till 

finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious regularization of irregular 

expenditure. 

DP-S-02, 07, 09, 28 & 77/2014-15 

2.5.14 Irregular execution of works out of operation Al-Mizan 

grant – Rs. 327.926 million 
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 As per Para 1(v) of Ministry of Defene letter No.7/6/2004-

05/D-21(Budget) dated Nov 30, 2004, the releases from “Special Transfer 

Account” shall be used for replenishment of stores and for procurement. 

According to Standing Operating Procedure of AL-Mizan Package-2008 

Para 1(a) issued by GHQ Chief of Logistics Staff Secretariat Monitoring 

and Budget Cell “This fund is utilized only for the procurement of 

store/equipment required for the troops deployed in operation AL-Mizan”  

 In seven MES Army formations an amount of Rs. 

327,926,191 was allocated to execute 30 works out of grant of Cost of 

War “OP Al-Mizan”. The expenditure stood as unauthorized, because said 

grant could be used for procurement of Defence Stores only and not 

construction works.   

 When pointed out by Audit in 2013-14, the executive 

replied that MoD letter bearing No. 7/7/2004-05/D-21(Budget) dated  27
th

 

November, 2004 had been amended by the MoD letter No. 07/01/2008-

09/UN/Msn/D-39(B) dated 27
th

 March, 2009 according to which 

following could be funded out of UNRA “Expenditure on projects 

approved by COAS and financially concurred by Finance Secretary on 

case to case basis”. Since the project in the question had been executed as 

per amended Government rules vide letter given above, hence, there was 

no irregularity in the execution of the work out of grant of Cost of War 

“OP Al-Mizan” funds. Reply is not acceptable because the quoted MoD 

letter describes the procedure of expenditure only. Al-Mizan grant can 

only be used for procurement of stores and not for other purposes, 

therefore, the expenditure needs to be regularized.  DAC in its meeting 

held on Jan 6, 2015 directed that the previous letter issued by the MoD 

may be got cancelled.  Further progress was not intimated till finalization 

of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directives. 

DP-S-31, 32, 55, 80, 89, 134 & 136/2014-15 
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2.5.15 Irregular technical sanctions of works – Rs. 123.730 

million 

According to Para-71 of DSR-1998 read with Government 

of Pakistan Ministry of Defence Rawalpindi letter No 2/12/D-15/2001 

dated 12 June 2006, power of technical sanction of CMES is Rs. 

4,000,000.   According to Para 11 of Annex A to Rule-9 of FR Vol-I 1986 

(Army & AF), relaxation of rules and regulation laid down by the 

Government should be obtained with prior reference to the government.  

In GE Army-1 Quetta Cantonment, 17 different works were 

executed and amount of Rs. 123.73 million was incurred during the 

financial year 2012-13.  The contracts were concluded by ACE SC Quetta 

but technical sanctions thereto were accorded by QS CMES Quetta, which 

was irregular because technical sanctions were beyond the power of 

CMES. 

 When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013, the 

executive stated that Government had already amended Technical 

Sanction in DSR 1998 vide Government of Pakistan letter No. 2/12/D-

15/2011 dated 12
th

June, 2006. Thereply furnished by the executive is 

irrelevant. Technical sanctions should have been given by the appropriate 

Authority as per financial powers delegated by Government of Pakistan.  

DAC in its meeting held on 6
th

January, 2015 directed that irregularity may 

be got regularized from the competent Authority. Further progress was not 

intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious regularization of expenditure. 

DP-S- 186/2014-15 

2.5.16 Un-authorized installation of air conditioning system – 

Rs. 18.720 million 

According to Chapter-I, Para-1 of Defence Services 

Accommodation Scales 2000, in buildings where copious clear cool air is 

required the adoption of modern means of air treatment should be 

considered. It is more economical (though less effective) to provide 
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ventilating and evaporative cooling plant which will cause clear air and 

considerably reduce its temperature, depending on the initial moisture 

content of the outside air. All proposals for air-conditioning require the 

approval of Government of Pakistan. 

In GE (Army) II Malir Cantonment, two contracts i.e. CA 

No. ACE-5 Corp 52/14 and CA No. ACE-5 Corp 56/14 were concluded 

for provision of air conditioning system for 3 x Igloos at Ammunition 

Depot, Malir Cantonment out of allocation CSF Fresh during the year 

2013-14, without the approval of Government of Pakistan, in violation of 

the above quoted rule.  

 When pointed out by Audit in August 2014, executive 

replied that case would be referred to higher authorities for obtaining 

Government sanction.  Expenditure of Rs18.720 million needs to be 

regularized from the Government.  DAC was apprised that the project 

estimate of air conditioning of igloos was processed to QMG‟s branch 

who on behalf of Government of Pakistan sanctioned the work, as per 

practice in vogue.  DAC in its meeting held on 6
th

January, 2015 directed 

that ex-post-facto approval of the competent Authority may be obtained 

and produced to Audit for verification by 30
th

January, 2015. Further 

progress was not intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious regularization of irregular 

expenditure. 

DP-S-71/2014-15 

2.5.17 Procurement of store in piecemeal to avoid sanction of 

higher Authority – Rs. 16.000 million 

According to Rule-19 of Financial Regulation Volume-I, 

1986 “the limit which has been set in each case extends to each separate 

sanction. The criterion in any case is the total cost of measures and no 

measure, which requires the sanction of superior authority, shall be 

sanctioned by a sub ordinate authority in installment.  According to Rule-

43 of Financial Regulation Volume-I, 1986 as amended by Government of 
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Pakistan Ministry of Defence vide letter No.2/12/D-15/2001 dated 12
th

 

June,2006, The power of administrative Sanction of Div Comd/Log Area 

Comd/Force Comd Northern Area is Rs. 2,000,000 and according to Rule-

18 of Financial Regulation Volume-I, 1986 “the powers authorized by 

these regulations are personal and cannot be delegated to any subordinate 

officer”.  

In 53 Independent Field Coy Engrs Quetta, an amount of 

Rs. 16,000,000 was incurred on procurement of stores i.e. cement, steel, 

crush etc for construction of 5 x hardstanding helipads, protection wall and 

development of Aviation Base Turbat. All procurements were made in 

piecemeal, with gap of one or two days, to avoid the sanction from higher 

Authority. 

 When pointed out by Audit in October, 2014, executive 

stated that procurement could not be made in one go because all 

procurements were made on “as and when required” basis. Thus, there 

was no splitting.  The reply was not tenable because all the transactions 

were made with the gap of one to two days. Splitting is not allowed in any 

case therefore, regularization action is required.  DAC in its meeting held 

on Jan 6, 2015 directed to get the irregularity regularized from the 

competent Authority.  Further progress was not intimated till finalization 

of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious regularization of irregular 

expenditure. 

DP-S-43/2014-15 

2.6 Mis-procurement of Stores / Mismanagement of 

Contract  

2.6.1 Irregular Award of Contracts in Violation of Public 

Procurement Rules – Rs 958.644 million 

  According toRule-12 (1,2) of PPRA-2004, all procurements 

over one hundred thousand rupees and upto the limit of Rs. 2.00 million 
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shall be advertised on the authority‟s website. Further procurement over 

Rs. 2.00 million should be advertised on the authority‟s website as well as 

in two national dailies, one in English and the other in Urdu. 

Further,PPRA Rule-51, stipulates that “the provisions of these rules shall 

have effect not withstanding anything to the contrary contained in any 

other rules concerning Public Procurements; provided that the prevailing 

rules and procedures will remain applicable only for the procurement of 

goods, services and works for which notice for invitation of bids had been 

issued prior to the commencement of these rules unless the procuring 

agency deems it appropriate to re-issue the notice for the said procurement 

after commencement of these rules.” 

Furthermore, according to Rule-38 of Public Procurement 

Rules, 2004, “the bidder with the lowest evaluated bid, if not in conflict 

with any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Government, 

shall be awarded the procurement contract, within the original or extended 

period of bid validity”. 

 Following units/formations concluded contracts without 

observing laid down procedure of Public Procurement Rules 2004. Details 

of mis-procured amounts is given below: 

(Rs. in million) 

S 

# 

DP # Name of Unit / 

Formation 

Amount  Nature of Violation 

1 155/N/14-15 
GE (Services) GRW 

Cantt 
11.041 

Rule 12 (2) of PPRA 2004 

2 285/N/14-15 MF Peshawar 17.953 Rule 12 (2) of PPRA 2004 

3 211/N/14-15 
501 EME Central 

Workshop RWP 
12 

Rule 38, 42 &12 of PPRA 2004 

4 213/N/14-15 
501 EME Central 

Workshop RWP 
44.275 

Rule 12 of PPRA 2004 

5 247/N/14-15 
GE (A) Hospital, 

RWP 
866 

Rule 12 of PPRA 2004 

6 163/N/14-15 
AGE (Air), Sakesar 

GE (Air) Mianwali 
7.375 

Rule 12 (2) of PPRA 2004 

Total 958.644 
 

 The violation of Public Procurement Rules were pointed 

out in respect of above mentioned formations against which executive 
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formations submitted different replies which were not convincing as 

PPRA Rules were not followed during procurement process.  

DAC in its meetings held during the month of January and 

February, 2015 directed the executives concerned to hold fact finding 

inquiries besides regularization from the competent authority. However, in 

some cases DAC could not be held despite requests lodged by Audit.  

Audit desires prompt action for regularization of mis-procure 

amount besides fixing responsibility on concerned officers/officials.   

 DP-155, 285, 211, 213, 247 and 163-N/2014-15 

2.6.2 Irregular conclusion of contracts due to violation of 

Public Procurement Rules – Rs. 602.760 million 

a) According to Rule-12 (1) & (2) of Public Procurement 

Rules 2004, procurements over one hundred thousand rupees and up to the 

limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the authority‟s website. 

These procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if 

deemed necessary by the procuring agency.  Procurement over two million 

rupees should be advertised on the PPRA website as well as in other print 

media or newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the 

newspaper shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in 

English and the other in Urdu. 

 In six MES Army formations, 116 Contracts valuing Rs. 

469.407 million were concluded during 2012-13 without advertising on 

PPRA website as well as print media, which stood as irregular. 

 When pointed out by Audit from September 2013 to 

January 2014, the executives replied that MES had its own procedure and 

rules for advertising, issue of tenders to MES enlisted contractors through 

a healthy competition.  However, the point regarding notice of tender on 

PPRA website had been noted for strict compliance in future.  Reply is not 

tenable as PPRA rules 2004, superseded all previous rules.   

 DAC in its meeting held on 6
th

January, 2015 directed to 

hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action against responsible 
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and submit report to MoD/Audit and regularize the irregularity from the 

competent Authority.   

 Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC directives. 

DP-S-119, 124, 139, 151, 167 & 172/2014-15 

b) According to Rule-12(1) of Public Procurement Rules, 

procurements over one hundred thousand rupees and up to the limit of two 

million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority‟s website in the 

manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to 

time. 

  In five MES Army formations, 62 contracts valuing Rs. 

91,831,520 were concluded without advertising on PPRA website during 

the financial year 2012-13 and 2013-14, which stood as irregular. 

  When pointed out by Audit from December 2013 to 

September 2014, the executive replied that the Para 386 of DSR 1998 

mentioned that tender would be called by public notice on PAFW-2162 

(A) Tenders for all works costing Rs. 2.5 million and over would be 

advertised. In future, contracts would be advertised on PPRA website.  

Reply is not tenable as PPRA rules 2004, superseded all previous rules, 

however, advertisements were required to be made in accordance with 

PPRA Rules 2004.   

 DAC in its meeting held on 6
th

January, 2015 directed the 

department to hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action 

against the responsible, submit report to MoD / Audit and regularize the 

irregularity from the competent Authority.   

 Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC directive. 

DP-S-10, 12, 29, 36, 54 & 123/2014-15 

c) According to Rule-13(1) of PP Rules 2004, under no 

circumstances the response time shall be less than 15 days for national 
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competitive bidding.  According to PP Rule-35, procuring agencies shall 

announce the results of bid evaluation in the form of a report giving 

justification for acceptance or rejection of bids at least ten days prior to the 

award of procurement contract. 

  In three MES Army formations, 18 contract agreements 

valuing Rs. 35,985,017 were awarded allowing response time of less than 

15 days.  Results of bid evaluation were not posted on PPRA website.  As 

the process was in violation of PP Rules, hence expenditure stood as 

irregular. 

 When pointed out by Audit from June 2014 to September 

2014, executive replied that instructions were received for applying PPRA 

Rules from the competent Authority and now being adhered to strictly.  

Compliance of PPRA Rules is mandatory from the date of issuance of 

PPRA Rules.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 6
th

January, 2015 directed the 

department to hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action 

against the responsible and submit report to MoD / Audit and regularize 

the irregularity from the competent Authority.   

 Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC directive. 

DP-S-47, 72 & 84/2014-15 

d) In SCARP-VI Rahim Yar Khan, two contract agreements 

valuing Rs. 3,894,722 were awarded allowing response time of less than 

15 days.  Results of bid evaluation were not posted on PPRA website.  As 

the process was in violation of PP Rules, hence expenditure stood as 

irregular. 

 When pointed out by Audit inJune 2014, executive replied 

that instructions were received for applying PPRA Rules from the 

competent Authority and now being adhered to strictly.  Compliance of 

PPRA Rules is mandatory from the date of issuance of PPRA Rules.  
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 DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 directed the 

department to hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action 

against the responsible and submit report to MoD / Audit and regularize 

the irregularity from the competent Authority.   

 Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC directive. 

DP-S-68/2014-15 

e) According to Rule-10 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, 

specifications shall allow the widest possible competition and shall not 

favour any single contractor or supplier nor put others at a disadvantage. 

Specifications shall be generic and shall not include references to brand 

names, model numbers, catalogue numbers or similar classifications. 

However if the procuring agency is convinced that the use of or a 

reference to a brand name or a catalogue number is essential to complete 

an otherwise incomplete specification, such use or reference shall be 

qualified with the words “or equivalent”.  According to Rule-40 of PPRA 

Rules 2004, Save as otherwise provided there shall be no negotiations with 

the bidder having submitted the lowest evaluated bid or with any other 

bidder:  

 In SCARP-VI Rahim Yar Khan during the financial year 

2012-13, tenders were invited for Major Repair / Overhauling of Plant.  In 

response to invitation to tender, two (2) firms quoted their rates in which 

M/s Himmeltek International quoted lowest rate of Rs. 1,379,900 but the 

contract was awarded to M/s Al Saeed Engineering Works who quoted 

second (2) lowest rate of Rs. 1,642,200.  Over writing / cutting of rates 

was found in the tender form which was irregular. As a result, M/s Al 

Saeed Engineering Works which had quoted the rate of Rs. 1,642,200 was 

awarded the contract at Rs. 1,350,000 and the lowest bidder did not get the 

contract.  

 When pointed out by Audit in June 2014, executive replied 

that the contract was awarded to the lowest and technically sound 

workshop on the recommendation of Technical Board. The firm proprietor 
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had made amendments himself in his tender form before opening of 

tender. However, a certificate was obtained on tender form from the said 

firm as a guarantee for his amendment and works accordingly, which was 

not contrary to any rules.  Audit opines that the whole process has been 

carried out in violation of the rules. The recommendations of the technical 

board were not produced to Audit. Furthermore over-writing / cutting in 

tender form of the successful bidder made the procurement process 

doubtful.  

  DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 directed the 

department to hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action 

against the responsible and submit report to MoD / Audit.    

 Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC directive. 

DP-S-220/2014-15 

f) According to Rule-36 (a) of PPRA Rules 2004, Single 

stage – one envelope procedure.-  Each bid shall comprise one single 

envelope containing, separately, financial proposal and technical proposal 

(if any). All bids received shall be opened and evaluated in the manner 

prescribed in the bidding document.  

  In SCARP-VI Rahim Yar Khan, tenders were invited for 

purchase of spare parts for tube wells and pumping stationduring the 

financial year 2012-13.  In response, three firms quoted their rates in 

which M/s Dubai Traders quoted lowest rate of Rs. 10,535,311 but 

contract was awarded to 2
nd

 lowest M/s Himmeltek International for Rs. 

10,943,557, which resulted in loss to state for a sum of Rs. 408,246. 

 When pointed out by Audit in June 2014, executive replied 

that M/s Himmeltek International was awarded the contract on the 

recommendation of technical board on technical grounds, being nearest to 

estimate. M/s Dubai Traders was non-technical firm and had no license 

from concerned department or registration from PEC.  The reply was not 

tenable as single financial tender was called. If it was technical tender, 
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PPRA defines single stage two envelopes tender to be invited consisting of 

separate technical and financial proposals. Minutes of meeting for opening 

of tender were also not produced.   

 DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 directed the 

department to hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action 

against the responsible and submit report to MoD / Audit.    

 Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC directive. 

DP-S-184/2014-15 

g) In SCARP-VI Rahim Yar Khan during the financial year 

2012-13, tenders were invited for rehabilitation of damaged tube wells.  In 

response, three firms quoted their rates in which M/s Noor Hussain & 

company quoted lowest rate of Rs. 5,638,400.  The contract was awarded 

to M/s Muhammad Azam, who quoted second lowest rate of Rs. 

6,600,000, which resulted in loss to state for a sum of Rs. 961,600 

 When pointed out by Audit in June 2014, executive replied 

that M/s Noor Hussain& company quoted lowest rate but due to 

substandard performance in the past for the same work (Rehabilitation of 

Damaged Tube wells), M/s Noor Hussain was not awarded work. M/s 

Noor Hussain & company quoted low bid for spoiling the rates / works. 

M/s Muhammad Azam, the second lowest bidder, was awarded the 

contract on the recommendation of technical board on technical grounds 

being nearest to estimate and workable.   The reply was not tenable as 

minutes of meeting for opening of tender as well warning letters for 

substandard work of contractor were not produced. Excess amount may be 

recovered from beneficiaries.   

 DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 directed the 

department to hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action 

against the responsible and submit report to MoD / Audit.    

 Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC directive. 
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DP-S-185/2014-15 

2.6.3 Irregular conclusion of contracts – Rs. 61.270 million 

According to Para-389(d) of DSR-1998 read with 

Government of Pakistan Ministry of Defence Rawalpindi letter No 

2/12/D-15/2001 dated 12
th

June, 2006, contractual power of GE is Rs. 

2,000,000, CMES is Rs. 5,000,000 and DW & CE is empowered up to Rs. 

30,000,000. According to Para-11 of Annex-A to Rule-9 of Financial 

Regulations Volume-I 1986 (Army & AF), relaxation of rules and 

regulation laid down by the Government should be obtained with prior 

reference to the Government.  

a) In CMES Pano Aqil, four different contracts, each more 

than Rs. 5.000 million, were concluded by CMES amounting to Rs. 

25.723 million, which were beyond his financial power, during the 

financial year 2012-13.  

  When pointed out by Audit in September 2013, the 

executive stated that sanction under Para 381 (b) MES Regulation & 

Annex „A‟ to Routine Instructions 621/04 for conclusion of lump-sum 

contracts was accorded by ACE 5 Corps against each work. Therefore, 

CMES concluded the contracts as per sanctions accorded by ACE 5 Corps.  

The reply of the executive was not tenable as neither quoted Rule-381(b) 

of DSR was relevant nor as per DSR ACE had financial powers. Further 

concurrence from Assistant Financial Advisor (Military) was required to 

conclude the contracts exceeding to 5.00 million.  

DAC in its meeting held on 6
th

January, 2015 directed that 

irregularity may be got regularized from the competent Authority.   

Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit desires expeditious regularization of expenditure. 

DP-S-212/2014-15 

b) According to Para 389 (d) of DSR-1998 read with MoD 

letter No. 2/12/D.15/2001 of dated 12-6-2006, DW & CE is empowered to 

accept tender costing Rs. 30 million and above. 
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In GE Army-1 Quetta Canonment, two contracts costing 

Rs. 23.818 million each more than 10 million were concluded by ACE-

SC-Quetta during the financial year 2012-13. As the ACE-SC-Quetta was 

not empowered to conclude each of the above contracts as these contracts 

were within the financial power of DW&CE. 

When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013, the 

executive stated that Technical Sanction in DSR 1998had already been 

amended vide Government of Pakistan letter No. 2/12/D-15/2001 dt12-06-

2006.  The reply furnished by the executive is not tenable. The contracts 

should have been accepted by the appropriate Authority as per financial 

powers delegated by Government of Pakistan.   

DAC in its meeting held on 6
th

January, 2015 directed to get 

the irregularity regularized from the competent Authority. 

Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit desires expeditious regularization of expenditure. 

DP-S-187/2014-15 

c) In CMES Pano Aqil, two separate contracts amounting to 

Rs. 11.729 million for construction of Overhead Tank capacity of 50,000 

gallon each amounting to Rs. 5.864 million were concluded by CMES 

beyond its financial power during the financial year 2010-11. 

When pointed out by Audit in September 2013, the 

executive stated that admin approval and sanction of works were issued 

separately by the Qtg& Land Directorate GHQ Rawalpindi and same were 

concluded separately. The plea of the executive is not tenable. CMES was 

empowered to conclude contracts upto Rs. 5 million and in this case the 

DW& CE was the appropriate Authority as the work was of similar nature 

and at the same site and contract concluded on the same date. Therefore 

regularization action may be initiated.   

 DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 directedto get the 

irregularity regularized from the competent Authority.  
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  Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit desires expeditious regularization of expenditure. 

DP-S-150/2014-15 

2.6.4 Irregular expenditure of Defence Work – Rs. 16.000 

million 

According to Rule-228 of DSR 1998, Estimates for Works 

of defence will be prepared by the agency executing the work. If the work 

is to be carried out by an agency other than the MES the estimates will be 

prepared in consultation with the CMES or other engineer officer 

specially nominated by the Formation Commander or higher Authority. 

According to Rule-2 of DSR 1998, Engineer Services comprise Capital 

Services, i.e. provision and replacement of buildings, landing grounds and 

defence works, together with the accessory services such as roads, E/M 

services, water supply, drainage, ranges, furniture, etc, and also the 

internal fixtures generally.  According to Rule-12 of Public Procurement 

Rules, 2004, all procurement opportunities over two million rupees 

should be advertised on the Authority‟s website as well as in other print 

media or newspapers having wide circulation.  The advertisement in the 

newspaper shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in 

English and the other in Urdu. According to Rule-13(1) of Public 

Procurement Rules, 2004, under no circumstances the response time shall 

be less than fifteen days for national competitive bidding from the date of 

publication of advertisement or notice.  According to Rule-1(a)(1)&(2) of 

Appendix F to DSR 1998, GHQ may, on account of the situation actually 

prevailingdeclare any area an "Operational Works Area" and the 

provision ofthe following will be put into effect in such an 

area.Operational Works should be of a temporary nature actually 

neededfor the prosecution of operations and are restricted to the 

following. 

53 Independent Field Coy Engrs Quetta was allocated Rs. 

16,000,000 by GHQ, in March 2014 out of Defence Works Fund for 

financial year 2013-14.  Bids were invited from three contractors vide 
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letter dated 22
nd

May, 2014 without mentioning any date upto which bids 

were required to be received in the unit. Bidders quoted their rates on 

May 24, 2014 with response time of 2 days and M/s Abdullah Enterprises 

stood as the lowest bidder. Following irregularities were noticed;   

i) Construction of military buildings etc was the mandate of MES 

as per Rule-2 of DSR 1998, therefore, construction of 

Hardstanding Helipads, Protection wall and Development of an 

Aviation Base Turbatwas beyond their mission and 

responsibility.  

ii) According to Rule-228 of DSR, estimate was required to be 

prepared by the Army authorities. No such estimates were 

produced to Audit. Neither drawings nor detailed 

measurements were available. In the absence of fundamental 

requirements of a project it is not understood how quantities 

were estimated and work executed.  Hence the local purchase 

of said store was neither justified nor legal. 

iii) Construction of Helipad and Protection wall which were 

permanent structure was not permissible. Moreover, 

declaration of “operational works area” was also not produced. 

iv) Advertisement was neither published in any newspaper nor 

hosted on PPRA website, which resulted in mis-procurement.   

v) According to PPRA Rules 2004, minimum 15 days response 

time was required whereas no time period was mentioned in 

the letter inviting bids. 

 When pointed out by Audit in October 2014, executive 

stated that work was not done by MES since it was beyond their mission 

and responsibility.  Helipads were essential for carrying out long term 

operation which could not be disclosed due to its secret nature. The 

urgency of work determined the time limitation.  Border defence work 

committee had its own schedule of inspection and would be intimated as 

and when received. The reply was not tenable because all prescribed 

rules/procedure were violated/ignored while incurring expenditure of 

allocation of Rs. 16 million. Therefore, regularization action needs to be 

taken.   
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 DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 directedto get the 

irregularity regularized from the competent Authority.   

 Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this 

report.Audit desires expeditious regularization of irregular expenditure. 

DP-S-44/2014-15 

 

2.7  Non Production of Auditable Records  

2.7.1 Un-authorized payment made to HQ 4 corps out of 

defence fund – Rs. 8.479 Million 

  According to terms of Articles 169 and 170 of the 

constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan read with the Auditor 

General Ordinance 2001 and present order of the Supreme court of 

Pakistan passed in CMA‟s 3330, 3471, 3594/13 in constitution petition 

No. 105-12 audit is constitutional mandated process and after 18
th 

amendment in constitution there is no room for denial of disclosure and 

withholding of accounts from Auditor General for Audit. 

  While examining the Cash Book of HQ 11 Div Lahore for 

July, 2011,it was observed that loan of Rs. 8,479,674 was returned to HQ 

4 Corps out of Defence Fund Account maintained in Askari Bank. As 

there was no provision of such transaction in Financial Regulations, 

therefore, it stood unauthorized. 

  When pointed out by Audit in January, 2014, the unit 

authorities did not submit any reply. Audit stressed for provision of 

document relating to the transaction but same was not provided. Despite 

special visit to the unit after audit, the record was not made available to 

the representative of this office. 

DAC in its meeting dated 28
th

 January, 2015 decided that 

verification process of the record be got completed. 
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No progress was reported till finalization of the report. 

Audit emphasizes that complete record regarding above transaction be 

provided to audit besides thorough investigation into the matter. 

DP-172- N-2014-15 

2.7.2 Un-authorized transfer of defence fund into Command / 

Private Fund Account – Rs. 15.597 Million. 

  According to terms of Articles 169 and 170 of the 

constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan read with the Auditor 

General Ordinance 2001 and present order of the Supreme court of 

Pakistan passed in CMA‟s 3330, 3471, 3594/13 in constitution petition 

No. 105-12 audit is constitutional mandated process and after 18
th

 

amendment in constitution there is no room for denial of disclosure and 

withholding of accounts from Auditor General for Audit. 

  While examining the accounts of HQ 11 Div Lahore, It was 

observed that a sum of Rs. 15,597,045 was transferred to 

Command/Private fund, out of Defence Fund account maintained in 

Askari Bank.When pointed out by Audit in January, 2014, the unit 

authorities did not forward any reply. Audit stressed for provision of 

documents relating to the transaction during January, 2014 but same were 

not provided. Despite special visit to the unit after audit, the record was 

not made available to the representative of this office. 

DAC in its meeting dated 28
th

 January, 2015, decided that 

irregularity pointed by Audit may be got regularized from the C.F.A. 

DP-173-N/2014-15 

2.7.3 Un-authorized payment for BX stadium and 

Gymnasium out of defence fund – Rs. 16.643 million 

  According to terms of Articles 169 and 170 of the 

constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan read with the Auditor 

General Ordinance 2001 and present order of the Supreme court of 

Pakistan passed in CMA‟s 3330, 3471, 3594/13 in constitution petition 

No. 105-12 audit is constitutional mandated process and after 18
th
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amendment in constitution there is no room for denial of disclosure and 

withholding of accounts from Auditor General of Pakistan for Audit. 

  While examining the accounts of HQ 11 Div Lahore, It was 

observed that a sum of Rs. 16,643,748 was paid to HQr 106 Bde for 

construction of BX-Stadium and Gymnasium, out of Defence Fund 

account maintained in Askari Bank which was irregular as the same could 

not be incurred from Defence Fund. 

  When pointed out by Audit in January, 2014, the unit 

authorities did not forward any reply. Audit stressed for provision of 

document relating to the transaction during January, 2014 but the same 

was not provided. Despite special visit to the unit after audit, the record 

was not made available to the representative of this office. 

DAC in its meeting dated 28
th

 January, 2015 decided that a 

facts/finding inquiry be conducted and be regularized accordingly. 

DP-174-N/2014-15 

 

2.7.4  Non production of record in view of A-1 Land policy 

According to Ordinance No. XXIII of 2001, dated 17
th

 May 

2001,  (1) The Auditor-General shall, in connection with the performance 

of his duties under this Ordinance, have authority (a) to inspect any office 

of accounts, under the control of the Federation or of a Province or of a 

district, including treasuries, and such offices responsible for the keeping 

of initial or subsidiary accounts; (b)  to require that any accounts, books, 

papers and other documents which deal with, or form, the basis of or 

otherwise relevant to the transactions to which his duties in respect of 

audit extend, shall be sent to such place as he may direct for his 

inspection; and (c) to enquire or make such observations as he may 

consider necessary, and to call for such information as he may require for 

the purpose of the audit.  (2) The officer incharge of any office or 

department shall afford all facilities and provide record for audit 

inspection and comply with requests for information in as complete a form 
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as possible and with all reasonable expedition. (3)  Any person or 

authority hindering the auditorial functions of the Auditor General 

regarding inspection of accounts shall be subject to disciplinary action 

under relevant Efficiency and Discipline Rules, applicable to such person.  

According to A-1 land policy issued vide Government of Pakistan 

Ministry of Defence letter No. F.2/5/D-12/ML&C/99 dated 02-04-2008. 

All use of A-1 Land for any purpose shall be auditable. 

During audit of HQ 18 Div, Hyderabad for financial year 

2010-11 to 2012-13, following record was requisitioned vide requisitions 

dated 31
st
 December, 2013, 7

th
 January, 2014 and 9

th
 January, 2014. 

a. Category A, B, C land 

b. Revenue generated from the lands classified since the activities 

carried out. 

c. Contract Agreements (To sort out the actual area utilized). 

d. Details of amount deposited in to Government Account.  
 

  However, the requisite record was not produced till the 

close of Audit. The executive vide letter No.601/36/Gar-1XLQXY 

dated10-01-2014, informed that the record would be produced after 

instructions/clearance from GHQ which had not been received yet.    

 When pointed out by Audit in February, 2014, no reply was 

given by the executive. The DAC was apprised that the record as 

demanded by Audit is ready. The DAC in its meeting held on Jan 6, 2015 

directed that record may be got verified from Audit.  Further progress was 

not intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious production of requisitioned 

record. 

DP-S-63/2014-15 
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Military Lands and Cantonments 
 

Audit Paras 

2.8  Recoverable / Overpayments 

2.8.1 Non-deposit of development charges by PTCL authority 

amounting to – Rs. 9.680 million 

  According to Government of Pakistan, Ministry of 

Defence, Military Land & Cantonment Headquarters Lahore Region 

Lahore Cantonment letter No. 11/1652/Khn/RD/LR/71, dated 2
nd

 March, 

2012, “Ministry of Defence may kindly be approached to release Rs. 

9,680,000 as per their guarantee vide letter No. 55/189/lands/ML&C/2005, 

dated 29
th

 August, 2011”. 

  During Audit, it was observed that Rs. 9,680,000 on 

account of “Development Charges” was not deposited by PTCL authority 

or Ministry of Finance even after lapse of six months. 

  When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013 the 

executive replied that keeping in view the time limitation, lease in 

Schedule IX-A of the CLA Rules, 1937 was executed for registration 

purposes but PTCL authorities had not provided copy of registered lease 

deed despite issuance of reminders. Furthermore, this office has taken up 

the matter with HQ ML&C Department to approach Ministry of Finance 

to release amount of agreed Premium being guarantor. Once, amount is 

received audit authorities will be intimated accordingly. The reply 

submitted by the executive was not tenable as copy of registered lease 

deed was not provided to the Audit.  

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015. DAC was apprised that Ministry of Finance is guarantor 

for payment of PTCL dues. However, the Finance Division has intimated 

that the amount will be released in the next financial year i.e. 2015-16 
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DAC directed that the amount in question be recovered under intimation 

to Audit. 

  Audit suggests that requisite documents be produced to 

Audit and recovery action be expedited.  

DP-06-N/2014-15 

2.8.2 Loss to cantonment fund due to non-compliance of 

Government orders – Rs. 201.610 million 

According to Para-2 (a&b) of Ministry of Defence, Military 

Land and Cantonment (ML&C) Department UO No. 2/30/DP/IE&P 

Section/ML&C/04-05, dated 5
th

 June, 2012, “In order to resolve the issue 

between ML&C Department and DHAs Lahore and Karachi a meeting 

was held under the Chairmanship of AS-1 in MoD during June, 2010. It 

was decided in the meeting that the hoarding charges would be recovered 

by respective Cantonment Boards, while DHA could levy the ground rent 

for the use of their land only. Subsequently, another meeting was held 

during August, 2010 under the Chairmanship of AS-I MoD regarding non-

recovery of advertisement / hoarding charges from Units / Formations. It 

was decided during the meeting that in case of installation of 

Advertisement / Bill Boards on A-I land, ground rent will be recovered by 

respective MEOs and sky charges by the respective Cantonment Boards”. 

It was observed from the record held with Cantonment 

Board Walton Lahore that certain hoardings remained under the control of 

S.W.O.L (Soldiers Welfare Organization Lahore). As per above orders 

amount collected by S.W.O.L was required to be deposited into 

Cantonment Fund. However, during 2012-13, no amount on account of 

Ground Rent was deposited by SWOL. Thus, Government sustained a loss 

of Rs. 201,610,000. 

When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013 the 

executive replied that Army authorities were being approached to refund 

the said amount. The reply given by executive authorities was not tenable 

and recovery action was required under intimation to audit. 
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The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. The DAC pended the para. 

Audit suggests that recovery action be expedited and 

responsibility be fixed through a facts finding inquiry.  

DP-07-N/2014-15 

2.8.3 Non-recovery of premium from PTCL authority 

amounting to – Rs. 768.000 million 

  According to section-280 of the Cantonment Act, 1924, 

“this indenture made on the 27
th

 day of February, 2012, between the 

president of Pakistan through Cantonment Executive Officer, Kharian 

Cantonmenton the one part and PTCL through Khawaja Faisal Mushtaq, 

Senior Business Manager (Rural), Gujrat Cantonment Board Kharian in 

consideration of the Premium of Rs. 768,000,000 with the confirmation of 

Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence, Rawalpindi letter No. 

55/189/Lands / ML&C / 2005, Dated 29
th

 August, 2011”. 

  Contrary to above, it was observed that a plot of land 

measuring 2 Acres or 9,680 Sq. yards located at Survey No. 1/4 Iftikhar 

Janjua Colony Kharian Cantonment was transferred to PTCL under above 

lease agreement but a sum of Rs. 768,000,000 on account of premium was 

not deposited by PTCL authorities thus violating above Government 

orders. 

  When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013 the 

executive replied that as per sanction limitation, lease in Schedule IX-A of 

the CLA Rules, 1937 was executed for registration purposes, but PTCL 

authorities had not provided copy of registered lease Deed. Furthermore, 

this office had taken up the matter with HQ ML&C Department to 

approach Ministry of Finance for releasing amount of agreed Premium.  

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. The DAC was apprised that Ministry of Finance is 

guarantor for payment of PTCL dues. However, the Finance Division has 

intimated that the amount will be released in the next financial year i.e. 
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2015-16. The DAC directed that the amount in question when recovered 

be got verified from audit, accordingly. 

  Audit suggests that concerned quarters be approached 

immediately for release of PTCL dues.  

DP-08-N/2014-15 

2.8.4 Non-recovery of Entertainment Duty from DHA cinema 

– Rs. 19.857 million 

  According to SRO-469 (I) 85, dated 14
th

 May, 1985 and 

Chief Martial Law Administrator letter No. 57/i/CMLA/Sectt, dated 8
th

 

November, 1977, “Cantonment Board concerned is responsible to 

impose/collect Entertainment Duty from Cinema, Theatre running in its 

jurisdiction”. 

  Contrary to above, it was observed from the record held 

with Cantonment Board Walton Lahore that a sum of Rs. 19,857,000 for 

the period from April, 2010 to October, 2010 on account of entertainment 

duty was not recovered from the Defence Housing Authority. 

  When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013 the 

executive replied that Defence Housing Authority was being approached 

to refund the entertainment duty. The Reply was not tenable as after lapse 

of three years, no concrete steps were taken by the Cantonment Board to 

recover the said amount. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
 January, 2015. However, the DAC pended the para and directed that 

efforts be made to recover the dues under intimation to Audit.   

DP-09-N/2014-15 

2.8.5 Non-recovery of BTS towers fee – Rs. 22.042 million 

  According to Para-92 (i) of the Cantonment Act 1924, “if a 

person liable of the payment of any tax does not pay within 30 days from 

the receipt of notice of demand the amount due or show sufficient cause of 

non-payment of the same to the satisfaction of the Cantonment Executive 
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Officer such sum with all costs of recovery may be recovered under 

warrant”. 

  It was observed from the record held with the Cantonment 

Board Walton Lahore that a sum of Rs. 22,042,000 for the year 2012-13 

was required to be recovered from BTS Towers Agencies but Cantonment 

Board had not taken any step to recover the dues.  

  When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013 the 

executive replied that the efforts were being made to recover the amount. 

The reply was not tenable as no concrete steps were taken by the 

Cantonment Board to recover the dues. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. The DAC decided to pend the para as the case was 

Subjudiced in court. 

Audit suggests that recovery action be expedited and 

responsibility be fixed through a fact finding inquiry.  

DP-12-N/2014-15 

2.8.6 Non-recovery of conversion charges – Rs. 4.189 million 

  According to Para-16(a)(3) of Government of Pakistan 

Ministry of Defence ML&C Department letter No. 

55/45/Lands/ML&C/99 dated 17
th

 February, 2011, 20% conversion 

charges from residential property into commercial one are required to be 

applied. 

  Contrary to above, it was observed from the record held 

with Cantonment Board Sargodha that 20% conversion charges were 

required to be imposed on plot bearing khewat & Khatooni No. 52, known 

as Modern Shopping Mall University Road Sargodha. While calculating 

the conversion charges the Plot was shown as contiguous to two roads and 

average of the two rates was applied. Total conversion charges were 

worked out to be Rs. 2,693,383 and it was mentioned in the CBR that the 

applicant had deposited Rs. 1,000,000 in advance as part payment. 

However, the plot was not contiguous to two Roads as the Plot was 
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situated on university road, but side street was considered by the Board as 

major road. 

  When pointed out by audit in June, 2014, it was replied by 

the executive authorities that an amount of Rs. 2,693,383 had been 

recovered. However, the subject case was placed before the board and the 

Board which considered and approved it in the light of Government policy 

issued by the Government of Pakistan MOD letter No. 3/6/D12(ML&C)/ 

97-2007 dated 31
st
 December, 2007 & ML&C department letter No. 

55/305/Land/ML&C/2007 dated 1
st
 January, 2008. The reply of the 

executive authorities was not tenable as conversion charges were required 

to be imposed. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015. The DAC directed that recovery action be completed 

within three months under intimation to Audit.  

  Audit suggests that efforts be made on war footing basis to 

recover the amount against conversion charges.  

  DP-87-N/2014-15 

2.8.7 Loss to cantonment fund due to un-due benefit to city 

school – Rs. 9.04 million 

  According to Cantonment Board Letter No. 

SC/Bldg/P/108/M.J./17 dated 11
th

 January, 2013 that outstanding amount 

was required to be recovered within seven days. 

  Contrary to above, it was observed from the record held 

with Cantonment Board Sargodha that plot bearing Khasra No. 1 to 8 and 

117 to 121 Madina Town City School that Cantonment Board dues on 

account of development charges, conversion charges, building charges etc, 

amounting to Rs. 12,039,954 were recoverable in five equal installments 

within one year i.e. upto 7
th

 February, 2014. However, a sum of Rs. 

3,000,000 could only be recovered in violation of above orders. It is 

pertinent to mention that a period of more than one year had elapsed since 
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approval of building plan which resulted into loss of Rs. 9,039,954 due to 

non recovery of charges from City School. 

  When pointed out by audit in June, 2014, it was replied by 

the executive authorities that out of total amount of Rs. 9.04 million an 

amount of Rs. 30,000,000 was already recovered. The extension of 

building plan was not made owing to this non-payment which shall be 

done upon guarantee of payment by the owner of building. The reply was 

not tenable as the school authorities were enjoying their business without 

clearing Cantonment fund dues. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015. The DAC settled the DP subject to reconciliation of 

recoverable amount, its recovery within (03) months and verification by 

Audit. 

DP-88-N/2014-15 

2.8.8 Non-recovery of rent from M.E.O – Rs 1.167 million 

  According to section-92(1) of Cantonment Act-1924, if a 

person liable of the payment of any tax does not, within 30 days from the 

service of notice of demand, pay the amount due or show sufficient cause 

of non-payment of the same to the satisfaction of the C.E.O such sum with 

all costs of recovery, may be recovered under a warrant. 

  Contrary to above, it was observed from the record of 

Cantonment Board Gujranwala that married/office accommodation was 

allotted/occupied by MEO staff. However, even after lapse of considerable 

time rent was not recovered. This resulted into non recovery of rent up to 

30
th

 June, 2013 amounting to Rs. 1,167,350.   

  When pointed out by audit in June, 2014, the Cantonment 

Board Authority agreed to recover the amount involved. The reply was not 

accepted as Cantonment Board failed to recover the dues even after lapse 

of considerable time. 
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  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. The DACdirected to recover the dues within six months 

under intimation to Audit.  

  Audit stresses immediate recovery of said dues from 

concerned officers.   

DP-92-N/2014-15 

2.8.9 Un-authorized transfer of money into QMG head of 

account and non-confirmation of QMG fund from 

Finance Division – Rs. 107.901 million 

  As per Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence 

Rawalpindi letter No. F-48/49/S/GHQ/F-2/18/49/S/GHQ/F-2/18/D-

12/2003 dated 6
th

 November, 2013, 75% of Sale of Government land will 

be deposited into QMG Account and 25% will be deposited into Federal 

consolidated Fund for construction of new GHQ Complex. Further 

according to Para-4 of the Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence 

Rawalpindi letter No. F-48/49/S/GHQ/F-2/18/D-12/2003 dated 6
th

 

November, 2003, that after the establishment of QMG Fund, its operation / 

accounting procedure will be got approved in consultation with Finance 

Division. 

  During Audit of MEO Peshawar, it was observed from 

scrutiny of account that out of the sale proceeds derived from the lease of 

plots / property as per above policy 75% amount of Rs. 17,439,874 vide 

letter No. A-7/TRs/QMG-Fund/216 dated 11
th

 November, 2011 and Rs. 

90,461,471 for the month of June, 2012 was credited into QMG Fund and 

the remaining 25% amount was credited into Government consolidated 

fund through TRs. But neither the confirmation regarding its operation 

from Finance Division was received / produced to Audit nor it‟s the 

confirmation of the amount receipts to their relevant Head of Account as 

required within 1 x week had been confirmed from CMA (RC) 

Rawalpindi. Thus total receipts if 107,901,345 of sale proceeds remained 

unconfirmed. This needed confirmation / approval from Finance Division 

and CMA (RC) Rawalpindi as laid down in Government orders. 
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  Further it had been observed from the Cash Book and other 

connected documents that above mentioned amount was deposited by the 

bidders on account of payment of premium on accounts of old grant into 

regular lease during the year 2011-12 through TRs. Amount of Rs. 

107,901,345 share of QMG was transferred to QMG Head of Account 

01/016/89 QMG Fund where as the said project i.e. GHQ complex had 

been suspended by the Government. Therefore, transfer of fund for the 

said purpose was not justified and irregular. 

  When pointed out by audit in October, 2012, the executive 

authority stated that the U.A MEO had directed to confirm & verify 

adjustment of amount deposited through TRs. 

  The reply advance by the executive was not relevant. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. The DACdirected for verification of deposited amount 

and relevant documents/factual position. 

DP-97-N/2014-15 

2.8.10 Un-authorized transfer of government money into 

QMG head of account – Rs. 119.398 million 

  As per Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence 

Rawalpindi letter No. F-48/49/S/GHQ/F-2/18/D-12/2003 dated 6
th

 

November, 2003, 75% of sale of Government land will be deposited into 

QMG Account for construction of new GHQ Complex and 25% will be 

deposited into Federal Consolidated Fund. 

  During audit of MEO Rawalpindi, it was observed from the 

Cash Book and other connected documents that an amount of Rs. 

122,137,322 was deposited by the bidders on accounts of payment of 

premium on accounts of old grant into regular lease during the year 2011-

12 through T.Rs amount of Rs. 119,398,284.50 share of QMG was 

transferred to QMG Head of Account 01/016/89 QMG Fund whereas the 

said project GHQ complex had been suspended many years back by the 
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Government. Therefore, transfer of fund for the said purpose was not 

justified and irregular. 

  Further, out of the sale proceeds derived from the lease of 

plots / properties as per above policy 75% was credited into QMG Fund 

and the remaining 25% amount was credited into Government 

Consolidated Fund through TRs. But neither the confirmation regarding its 

operation from Finance Division was received / produced to Audit nor its 

confirmation of the amount receipts to their relevant Head of Account as 

required within 1 x week had been confirmed from CMA (RC) 

Rawalpindi. This needed confirmation / approval from the Finance 

Division and CMA (RC) Rawalpindi as laid down in Government orders. 

  When pointed out by Audit in July, 2012, the executive 

authority stated that the case would be taken up with the ML&C 

Department for advice and after decision it will be intimated to Audit 

accordingly. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. The DAC settled the DP subject to verification of 

deposited amount and relevant documents/factual position. 

DP-98-N/2014-15 

2.8.11 Loss to state due to non-recovery of market rent for 

land leased out to Army Welfare Trust – Rs 58.208 

million 

  According to Para (2) of Government of Pakistan, MoD 

Rawalpindi, letter No. 51/1155/Lands/ML&C/4603/D-12/04 dated 3
rd

 

December, 2010. Extension in lease period after 31
st
 December, 2010 for 

land measuring 3628.60 Acres known as Rukh Baikunth leased out to 

Army Welfare Trust will be granted after applying market rental value. 

  It was noticed from the accounts of MEO that the Land 

measuring 3628.60 Acres remained under possession of Army Welfare 

Trust till 10
th

 November, 2011 as evident from MEO office letter No. G-

15/Rakh Baikhunth/II/40 dated 05
th

 June, 2013, but Market rent for the 
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said period was not deposited into Government Treasury. The omission 

resulted in not recovery of Rs. 58,208,042. 

  When pointed out by Audit in May, 2014, the executive 

authorities replied that “Authorities of Army welfare trust has been asked 

to deposit the amount involved vide O.M No. G-15/Rakh 

Baikhunth/II/dated June, 2014, final reply would be forwarded on 

completion of recovery action”. The reply was not accepted as old 

outstanding amount should have been deposited after stern efforts which 

was not made. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015. The DAC settled the DP subject to recovery within (06) 

months and its verification. 

  Audit stresses for early recovery of amount within six 

months and its verification by Audit and to fix responsibility on concerned 

officers/officials.  

DP-135-N/2014-15 

2.8.12 Loss to state due to non-recovery of market rent from 

HQ 4 corps – Rs 239.08 million 

  According to Para 1(C) of GHQ QMG Branch Qtg & Land 

Directorate Rawalpindi, letter No. 5631/342/26/Land-1A-MA55C dated 

27
th

 September, 2012, HQ 4 Corps will be responsible to manage all issue 

related with PAC after taking over land measuring 3628.60 Acres known 

as Rukh Baikunth from Army Welfare Trust. 

  It was noticed from the accounts of MEO Lahore that 

possession of 3628.60 Acres land (known as Rukh Baikunth) with 

infrastructure was handed over to the HQ 4 Corps by Army Welfare Trust 

on 10
th

 October, 2011 as evident from handing/taking over proceeding. 

The said piece of land was under cultivation prior to handing over to HQ 4 

Corps as evident from the Para-2 of Government of Pakistan, MoD 

Rawalpindi, letter No. 51/1155/Lands/ML&C/4603/D-12/04 dated 3
rd

 

December, 2010. Now after taking over the possession i.e. 10
th

 October, 
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2011 HQ 4 Corp was required to deposit 100% rent into Government 

Treasury being category „C‟ under the A-1 Policy (Agro Based), which 

was not done. The omission resulted into non recovery of Rs. 239,084,423 

as shown in the enclosed statement. 

  When pointed out by Audit in May, 2014, the executive 

authorities replied that present user i.e. HQ 4 Corps was requested to 

deposit the amount calculated on the current market rate. The reply was 

not accepted as after passing reasonable time amount was not deposited as 

yet. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. The DAC directed the Department to take up the case 

with MoD for recovery of the dues form HQ 4 Crops and settled the DP 

subject to recovery within (06) months and its verification. 

  Audit stresses for early recovery of amount within six 

months and its verification by Audit and to fix responsibility on concerned 

officers/officials.  

DP-136-N/2014-15 

2.8.13 Un-authorized deposit of government money into non-

public fund instead of public fund – Rs. 805.216 million 

  According to Rule-11 of CLA Rules prescribed that all 

receipts from land entrusted to the management of the MEO shall be 

credited in full to the central Government. 

  While examining the accounts of MEO Lahore 

Cantonment, it was noticed that an amount of Rs. 805, 216,000 were paid 

by the Lahore Ring Road authority to the HQ 4 Cops. Instead of 

depositing into Government Treasury for compensation of buildings / 

infrastructures demolished to construct Lahore Ring Road on the land 

vested with MEO Lahore, the amount was deposited into Non Public 

Fund.    

  When pointed out by audit in May, 2014, the executive 

authorities replied that HQ 4 Corps Lahore Cantonment received an 
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amount of Rs. 805,216,000 on account of compensation from the 

Government of Punjab against removal (demolish) of infrastructure / 

buildings for the construction of Ring Road and Army Authorities (HQ 4 

Corps) directly negotiates the matter with the Punjab Government 

Authorities without involvement of that office. The reply was not accepted 

as the land was held on charge of MEO office and compensation money 

should have been deposited into the treasury.  

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. The DAC directed the Department to take up the case 

with MoD for recovery of the dues form HQ 4 Crops and settled the DP 

subject to recovery within (06) months and its verification. 

  Audit stresses for early recovery of amount within six 

months and its verification by Audit and to fix responsibility on concerned 

officers/officials.  

DP-137-N/2014-15 

2.8.14 Non-recovery of cost of land from Lahore ring road 

project – Rs. 7,994.880 million 

  According to Rule-11 of CLA rules, “all receipts from land 

entrusted to the management of the MEO shall be credited in full to the 

central Government. 

  Contrary to above, it was observed from the accounts of 

MEO Lahore that an area of 104.10 Acres was used by the Lahore Ring 

Road. Government approval was however, not obtained to use the same. 

Moreover, no compensation was paid to the Federal Government against 

land occupied by the Lahore Ring Road Authority. This omission caused a 

huge loss to the State amounting to Rs. 7,994,880,000. 

  When pointed out by Audit in May, 2014, the executive 

authorities replied that Army land (A-I land) measuring 104.10 Acres was 

utilized by the Punjab Government for construction of Ring Road in 

package 6, 7 & 8 and said land was under occupation of Pak Army (HQ 4 

Corps). Further, the executive stated that efforts were being made for 
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recovery of compensation from Provisional Government. The reply was 

not acceptable as concrete steps were not made to recover the huge 

Government money from HQ 4 Corps. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. The DAC directed the Department to take up the case 

with MoD for recovery of the dues form HQ 4 Crops and further directed 

to effect recovery within (06) months under intimation to Audit. 

  Audit stresses for early recovery of amount within six 

months and its verification by Audit and to fix responsibility on concerned 

officers/officials.  

DP-165-N/2014-15 

2.8.15  Unauthorized Change of Purpose without Deposit of 

Premium – Rs. 90.236 million 

According to Para-3 of “General Conditions” contained in 

Sub Para-h to Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence letter dated 

31
st
 December, 2007 “cases of unauthorized change of purpose” 

residential property being used for commercial purposes will be charged 

premium on Revenue rates applicable for the said purpose and after 

approval, composition fee will also be charged as per the existing rules. 

Further, Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence letter No. 

55/305/Lands/ML&C/2007 dated 29
th

 December, 2008 clarified that in all 

such cases whether inside or outside Bazar Area premium will be charged 

at 100% of commercial rates as fixed by the Revenue Authorities for the 

property being used for commercial purpose. 

During audit of Military Estate Office (MEO) Rawalpindi 

in July, 2012, it was observed that various bungalows were originally 

leased out for residential purpose. The said bungalows were being used for 

commercial purpose since long. Several notices had been served upon the 

lessees by the MEO for regularization of the unauthorized use of 

properties. But the said properties were not regularized and the owners of 
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the above leased properties were running their unauthorized business on 

commercial lines.  

It was replied that the 100% revenue rate is to be charged 

for conversion of properties held on old grant into regular lease being used 

for commercial purpose unauthorizedly under current policy of 2007 but 

the instant property is held on lease in Sch-VIII of CLAR, 1937 since 

1980 and it was not covered under the current policy. However there were 

a lot of property which were being used for schools and for their 

regularization a consolidated case had already been taken up with higher 

authority of GHQ. As and when decision is received, it will be applied on 

all such properties accordingly.  

The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. The DAC directed to finalize the issue within (06) six 

months and get it verified from audit accordingly. 

  Audit stresses for early recovery of amount within six 

months and its verification by Audit and to fix responsibility on concerned 

officers/officials.  

DP-201-N/2014-15 

2.8.16 Loss to state exchequer due to non-recovery of premium 

and development charges against un-authorized 

commercial use of land – Rs. 89.097 million 

  According to Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence 

letter No. 72/45/Land/67/3035/D-12/ML&C dated 1
st
 August, 1989, 

commercial building cannot be constructed on residential site unless full 

market price of land is paid as premium. 

  While examining the accounts of MEO Rawalpindi, it was 

observed from the scrutiny of the record that Bungalow No. 156 Mall 

Road Rawalpindi Cantonment Survey No. 400/1 measuring 18.40 Kanals 

was on lease in Schedule-VIII of CLA Rules-1937 for residential purpose 

by M/S Fauji Fertilizer Company. Out of which, land measuring 9.60 

Kanals or 4213.94 Sq meters vide Government of Pakistan Ministry of 
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Defence (Defence Division) Rawalpindi letter No. 

40/30/Lands/ML&C/74/1/28/D-12/2003 dated 28
th

 January, 2004 and 04 

Kanals or 2020.24 sq. meters vide Government of Pakistan Ministry of 

Defence (ML&C Deptt Rawalpindi vide letter No. 

40/30/Lands/ML&C/741/28/D-12/2003 dated 18
th

 June, 2005 was 

sanctioned for commercial purpose in schedule-X (Modified) of CLA 

Rules-1937 on payment of premium and ground rent thus leaving area 

measuring 4.16 Kanals or 2420.28 sq meters as Residential. 

  Accordingly, building plan was approved by the 

Cantonment Board Chaklala regarding construction of FFC Headquarter 

building which in fact was constructed over the whole area of plot i.e. 

18.40 Kanals and was being used as commercial. As the residential area of 

plot is being used as commercial un-authorizedly without sanction of the 

competent authority. Therefore, premium at full market price amounting 

to Rs. 86,202,000 and Development charges @ Rs. 1000 per Sq. Yard as 

detailed below was required to be recovered from M/S FFC and to be 

deposited into Government treasury. 

i. Area of Residential Plot being used as 

commercial un-authorizedly. 

2420.28 Sq meter or 2894.72 Sq. Yd or 

26050.52 Sft or 95.78 Marlas. 

ii. Rate per Marla against Mall Road as per 

proceedings of land evaluation 

committee dated 11-2-2004. 

Rs. 900,000 per Marla. 

iii. Cost of Land (95.78 Marlas x Rs. 

900,000) 

Rs. 86,202,000 

iv. Development charges @ Rs. 1000 per 

Sq. Yard. 

Rs. 2,894,720 

v. Total (iii + iv) Rs. 89,096,720 

 

  When pointed out by Audit in July, 2012, it was replied by 

the executive that the actual area of Sy No. 400 is 9296.59 Sq Mtrs (about 

18 Kanal) out of said area an area measuring 2420.28 Sq meters 

comprising Sy No. 400 is held in Sch-VIII for residential purpose, an area 

measuring 5816.84 Sq meters comprising Sy No. 440/1 is on lease in Sch-

X (Mod) for commercial purpose. An area 1014.47 Sq Meters is converted 

into Class-C for parking purpose. It is further informed that the field staff 
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of this office visited the site and confirmed that commercial building / HQ 

FFC has been constructed on land comprising Sy No. 400/1, which is held 

on commercial lease in Sch-X (Modified). 

  The reply was not satisfactory due to the fact that 

residential area as pointed out in the observation was un-authorizedly 

being used as commercial. Therefore, Audit suggested that full market 

price of land, development charges amounting to Rs. 89.097 be recovered 

from the FFC authorities. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. DAC directed for verification of relevant 

documents/factual position under intimation to Audit. 

  Audit suggests for immediate recovery and its verification 

by Audit.  

DP-202-N/2014-15 

2.8.17 Less recovery of development charges – Rs. 3.495 

million 

  According to Section-259 of Cantonment Act, 1924, any 

tax / money recoverable by Board may be recovered together with the cost 

of recovery either by suit or application to a Magistrate having jurisdiction 

in the Cantonment. 

  While examining the accounts of CB Abbottabad, it was 

observed that on sub-Division Khasra number at Abbottabad, 

Development Charges @ Rs. 50% of prevailing rates i.e. Rs. 250 per Sq 

yard each sub-division plot was required to be recovered. But recovery 

was made @ Rs. 50 Sq Yard instead of Rs. 250 Sq Yard. Therefore an 

amount of Rs. 3,495,258 was recoverable. (Statement attached).   

  When pointed out by Audit in March, 2013, the executive 

authorities replied that the notices were served to the lessee for payment of 

balance amount of development charges. Progress of recovery may be 

intimated to audit. 
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  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. DAC directed to recover the amount within (06) months 

and its verification by audit. 

  Audit stresses for early recovery of the said amount within 

six months and its verification. 

DP-203-N/2014-15 

2.8.18 Non-recovery of house tax – Rs. 2.138 million 

  According to Section-92 (1) of Cantonment Act-1924, if 

the person liable of the payment of any tax does not, within 30 days from 

the service of notice of demand, pay the amount due or show sufficient 

cause of nonpayment of the same to the satisfaction of the C.E.O, such 

sum, with all cost of recovery, may be recovered under a warrant, issued 

in the form set forth in schedule-II, by distress and sale of the movable 

property of the defaulter. 

  While examining the accounts of CB Abbottabad, it was 

observed from the Case File in respect of PTCL Ltd. that House Tax of 

Property No. 39/1 to 39/2 PTCL Property at Pine View Road, Abbottabad 

had not been recovered w.e.f 2007-08 which comes to Rs. 2,138,182. 

Cantonment Board authority had issued the legal notice to PTCL for 

recovery but no response had been received. It is, therefore, requested that 

a sum of Rs. 2,138,182 may please be recovered from PTCL authority.  

  When pointed out by Audit in March, 2013, the executive 

authorities replied that an application under section-259 of the 

Cantonment Board Act, 1924 had been filed with the Cantonment 

Magistrate, Abbottabad against the defaulter. 

  Reply is not tenable, progress of the subject case may be 

intimated to test audit. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. DAC decided to pend the para as the case is subjudice. 

DP-207-N/2014-15 
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2.8.19 Loss to cantonment fund due to non-regularization of 

un-authorized construction – Rs. 3.339 million 

  According to Ministry of Defence Letter No. 

75/853/Lands/92/4970/D-12/ML&C/84 dated 6
th

 November, 1994 and 

Section 185 of the Cantonment Act, 1924, un-authorized construction / 

addition, alteration carried out by the offenders within the limits of 

Cantonment be dealt strictly by demolition or regularization of such 

construction by way of composition Fee. 

  While examining the accounts of CB Abbottabad, it was 

observed that the Case File No. 4/4/730 of Property No. 945/1 to 945/12 

Mansehra Road, Abbottabad Cantonment it was observed that owner of 

the building had constructed its building on extended area without 

approval of fresh / revised building plan as confirmed from Notice No. 

4/4/736/2318 dated 12
th

 April, 2006   

  As per site plan enclosed the owner had raised construction 

on an area of 5850 Sft without approval which was regular to be 

demolished / regularized by way of Composition Fee, which comes to Rs. 

3,339,000 as per calculation given below: - 

i. Area involved in un-authorized Construction 

A+B+C = 1409+3721+720   = 5850 Sft or 21.5 Marlas 

ii. Cost of Land @ Rs. 900,000 Per Marlas 21.5 = Rs. 19,350,000 

iii. Total area covered (area constructed un-authorizedly 

 A+B+C=4227+1163+2160)   = 17550 Sft 

iv. Total Cost (ii + iv) 

Composition Fee @ 10% of Total Cost  = 3,339,000 

 

  It is therefore, requested that un-authorized construction be 

got regularized by imposition / recovery of Composition Fee from the 

owner concerned. 

  When pointed out by Audit in March, 2013, the executive 

authorities replied that the notice under section 185 and reminder had been 

issued to the owner for regularization of un-authorized construction or 

demolish of un-authorized construction that involves imposing 

composition fee and obtaining sanction from competent authority. 
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  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. DAC directed to finalize the regularization action of 

unauthorized construction within (02) months and got verified from audit 

accordingly. 

DP-222-N/2014-15 

2.8.20 Un-authorized execution of work due to taking excess 

quantity of pipe – Rs. 1.344 million 

  According to Rule-4 (1) of Cantonment Accounts Code-

1955, every public officer is expected to exercise the same vigilance in 

respect of expenditure incurred from public money as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of expenditure of his own money.   

  While examining the accounts of CB Rawalpindi, it was 

observed from the scrutiny of final bill revealed that payment for quantity 

of “S/F tubes water quantity GI with fittings where required 150 mm dia 

(medium) and 80 mm dia (light) all as spd” has been made in excess as 

provided in the relevant drawings and approved estimates of contract 

which is not in order and resulted into an overpayment of Rs. 1,343,357 

which may be recovered from the contractor under intimation to Test 

Audit.  

  When pointed out by Audit in February/March, 2013, the 

executive authorities replied that in the sanctioned estimates the length of 

the GI pipe was taken as 487.67 million and 1584.96 million, however, 

during execution at site the length of the said pipe was extended by 254.82 

million and 371.24 million as per actual site requirement in order to 

facilitate the esteemed residents of the locality and accordingly the length 

of the pipe was recorded as 742.49 million and 1956.20 million in the 

relevant M.B. as per actual work done.  

  The reply was not acceptable work was to be carried out as 

per Drawing and estimates. Overpayment may be got recovered. 
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  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

27
th

January, 2015. DAC directed to recover the amount within 02 weeks 

under intimation to Audit.  

  Audit stresses for early recovery of the said amount within 

two weeks and its verification. 

DP-265-N/2014-15 

2.8.21 Loss to cantonment fund due to un-authorized 

possession of petrol / CNG pump and shopping plaza – 

Rs. 17.184 million 

  According to Cantonment Act, 1924, all class “C” Defence 

land belongs to and its administration is vested in the concerned 

Cantonment Board. If the Army requires a particular piece of land, it is, in 

the first instance, required to be reclassified into class-A meant for active 

military use with prior sanction of Government of Pakistan. Further as per 

section 78 (a) of Cantonment Act 1924, “No person shall erect or re-erect 

a building on any land in Cantonment limits without getting building plan 

sanctioned by the Board”. Moreover, Government of Pakistan Ministry of 

Defence vide their letter No. 75/853/Lands/92/4970/D-2/DGML&C/94 

dated 06
th

 November, 1994 provides that “Un-authorized construction 

within the limits of Cantonment is an offence and the Board is empowered 

to demolish the unauthorized construction or regularize it on payment of 

composition fee”. 

  While examining the accounts of CB Kamra, it was 

observed that case file No. VIII/42 regarding reclassification of land that a 

piece of land measuring 68620.9297 Sq.m. was reclassified from A-1 to 

Class „C‟ land vide Government of Pakistan MOD ML&C Department 

letter No. 19/19/Lands/ML&C/2002 dated 18
th

 February, 2003. However, 

possession of Shell petrol pump, shops and restaurants (18 Nos) and AMF 

shopping plaza (25 shops) was yet to be handed over to the C.B Kamra by 

MRF authorities PAC Kamra since 2003, which was not justified and due 

to un-authorized possession of above property by the PAC authorities the 

Cantonment fund suffered a loss of Rs. 17.84 million.  
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  When pointed out by Audit in March, 2013, the executive 

authorities replied that PAC filling station with allied services was initially 

established on A-1 land/Defence land by MRF through contractor in 1996. 

After reclassification of land from A-1 to “C” category in 2003 it was 

mandatory to handover the possession of Filling Station/CNG Station to 

Cantonment Board Kamra, but instead of handing over the possession of 

land to Cantonment Board Kamra, MD MRF Kamra applied for 

reclassification of land from “C” to A-1 land vide MRFPACB Kamra 

letter No. MRF/2004/1/Wks dated 19
th

 May, 2008 and its management 

remained under the control of Mirage Rebuild Factory since 1996. A 

board of officers was constituted by the Chairman to work out the 

modalities to hand over the property to the Cantonment Board but Board 

proceeding was not finalized. 

DAC in its meeting held on 2
nd

 January, 2015 directed that 

recovery be completed from Factory authorities along with possession of 

class C land be handed over to cantonment board within one month time 

period  

Audit urges requires immediate implementation of the 

DAC directives.  

DP-278-N/2014-15 

2.8.22  Encroachment of Government Land – Rs. 9.358 Million 

According to Rule-26 (ix) of CLAR, 1937 lays down that 

encroachment on government land should not be permitted to remain in 

existence under any circumstances unless it is properly regularized. 

During audit of Military Estate Office (MEO) Peshawar in 

September, 2012, it was observed from letter No. CP-12/18 dated 5
th

 

January, 2012 and Station Headquarters, Peshawar letter No. 

89/5/Gen/PC-W2H510 dated 30
th

 January, 2012, that the owner of the 

bungalow No. 8 & 8-A Jalil road, Peshawar Cantonment encroached on 

government land measuring 9,256 Sft resulting in encroachment of land 
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amounting to Rs. 9,357,975 on the basis of revenue rate of Rs. 275,000 per 

marla. 

When audit raised the said observation, it was replied that 

the land was not under encroachment and is lying vacant and available at 

site. 

The reply was not considered tenable because notices 

regarding the encroachment had been issued to the owner by the MEO and 

Station Headquarter which confirms encroachment.  

The DAC discussed the para in its meeting held on 

1
st
January, 2015. The DAC was apprised that the case for 

approval/sanction regarding surrendering of access area in occupation of 

lessee is under process. The DAC directed that the case be finalized within 

(03) months and got verified from audit accordingly. 

Audit recommends that the requisite documents be verified 

after implementation of the DAC directives. A justification for misstating 

the facts regarding the case be sought from the concerned officers/dept as 

it tantamount to creating delusion. 

DP-166-N/2013-14 

2.8.23 Non-imposition of Premium on Parking Area of 

Commercial Building 8.255 Million 

According to Government sanction bearing No. 

40/30/Lands/ML&C/74/1/28/D-12/2003 dated 28
th

 January, 2004, 

regarding commercialization of Bungalow No. 156 Mall Road was 

containing the following measures: - 

a. Surrender of existing lease in Schedule-VIII of the CLR Rules-

1937 of Land comprising survey No. 400 measuring 9296.56 

Sq.m. through proper surrender deed by the existing lessees at 

their own expense. 

b. Segregation of an area measuring 4856.07 Sq.m. from Survey 

No. 400 thereby reducing of an area measuring 4440.525 Sq.m. 
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and allotment of Survey No. 400/I under Rule-3 (2) of CLA 

Rules-1937 

During audit of Cantonment Board Chaklala in September, 

2012, it was noted that a sanction was granted vide Ministry of Defence 

letter No. 40/30/Lands/ ML&C/74/1/28/ D-12/ 2003 dated 28
th

 January, 

2004 for surrender of land comprising Survey No. 400 measuring 9,296.56 

Sq. meters. In the sanction an area measuring 4,856.07 Sq. meters was 

segregated out of which area measuring 642.12 sq. meters was further 

segregated and re-classified for parking area. Lease was granted for the 

remaining area 4,213.94 to M/s Fauji Fertilizer Company for using it for 

commercial purpose on payment of premium of Rs. 50,398,688.  

It was further noted that another sanction was granted for 

the same property vide Ministry of Defence letter No. 40/30/Lands/ 

ML&C / 74/1/28/ D-12/2003 dated 18
th

 June, 2005 for further segregation 

of an area measuring 2020.24 sq meters from the remaining area and its 

lease was also granted to M/s Fauji Fertilizer Company for its commercial 

use on payment of premium of Rs. 25,983,750. An area measuring 372.35 

was segregated and was re-classified for parking purpose. 

Audit observed that that in the second case premium was 

collected for the land segregated for parking area whereas in the first case 

premium was not collected on the land segregated for parking area which 

resulted in loss to Cantonment Fund amounting to Rs. 8,255,000 i.e. 50% 

of revenue rate of 25.4 marlas @ 650,000 per marla.   

When audit pointed out, executive was replied that the 

property was under the management of MEO Rawalpindi and premium 

calculation and its respective recovery is responsibility of MEO, therefore 

the observation pertains to that office. The case be referred to MEO 

Rawalpindi for reply. 

The DAC in its meeting held, decided that recovery may be 

executed without delay and verification be made by audit. 
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Audit insists expeditious recovery as per the directions of 

DAC without any delay and insists that recovering the amount of the 

premium by the concerned office that is MEO. 

DP-169-N/2013-14 

2.8.24 Unauthorized Retention of Income Tax Deducted from 

Contractors – Rs. 2.795 Million 

According to Section-50 of Income Tax Act 1979, tax @ 

5% shall be deducted from the contractor.   

During audit of Cantonment Board Rawalpindi in March, 

2013 it was noted that income tax amounting to Rs. 2,795,416 was 

deducted from different contractors. However instead of depositing it to 

Federal Board of Revenue, the same was retained by the Cantonment 

Board in violation of rules. 

It was replied that there is dispute going on between 

Income Tax Department and Rawalpindi Cantonment Board. The Income 

Tax Department forcibly and fraudulently withdrew from the RCB 

account Rs. 10,513,230 on 29
th

 September, 2012 which has been agitated 

through writ petition and other relevant litigation. 

The reply submitted holds little water as retention of 

Government dues is inacceptable. 

  The DAC discussed the para in its meeting held on January 

1, 2015. DACdecided to pend the para as the case is subjudice.  

DP-170-N/2013-14 

2.8.25 Loss to state due to non-commercialization of 

residential property and non-conversion of old grand 

lease into regular lease – Rs. 670.98 Million 

According to Para-3 of “General Conditions” contained in 

Sub Para-h to Ministry of Defence letter No. 3/6/D-12(ML&C)/97-2007 

dated 31
st
 December, 2007, residential property being used for commercial 

purpose will be charged premium on 100% revenue rates applicable for 
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the said purpose and after approval composition fee will also be charged 

as per the existing rules. Further as per Para-5, the said policy is applicable 

for five years. Those who failed to get the relief their property will be 

resumed thereafter. 

During audit of Military Estate Office (MEO) Peshawar in 

October, 2012, it was noticed from case file of Bungalow No. 8 (New) 29 

(Old) bearing Survey No. 484 and Bungalow No. 49, Survey No. 263, 

Mall Peshawar Cantonment that the said properties were held on lease in 

Schedule-VIII of CLA Rules, 1937 for residential purpose in favour of 

National Bank of Pakistan and Habib Bank Ltd. Peshawar. But the same 

are being used by the lessees for commercial purposes as banks since long. 

Several notices were issued to the management of the banks to regularize 

the issue but the matter is still lying pending and no action for 

commercialization of said property has been taken. Due to non-

compliance of above orders the Government sustained a loss of revenue to 

the tune of Rs. 386.40 million and Rs. 284.58 million. 

It was replied that the notices had been served upon the 

grantees informing them about the policy of old grant property but they 

did not apply so far for grant of lease. They will be treated as per 

instruction in the policy after expiry of the policy. 

The reply was not satisfactory as final outcome of the case 

may be intimated as agreed during discussion that notice will be served to 

the National Bank of Pakistan and Habib Bank of Pakistan and for non-

compliance services would be discontinued. 

   The DAC discussed the para in its meeting held on January 

1, 2015. The DAC was apprised that:- 

(i). The property i.e. Bungalow No. 49, Svy No. (623), is held 

in name of HBL Peshawar for residential purpose. The 

Bank has applied for change of property from residential to 

commercial purpose. 
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(ii).  Property No. 8, Svy No. 484, is held on old grant terms in 

name of NBP Peshawar. The grantee has been advised to 

take regular lease.  

DAC directed that the cases be reviewed under the 

Government Policy, finalized within (06) months and got verified from 

audit. 

  Audit urges the case to be analyzed according to the Old 

Grant Policy for leased land and outcomes ensured expeditiously 

following verification by audit. 

DP-179-N/2013-14 

2.8.26 Loss to state due to illegal occupation of land by NLC – 

Rs. 189. 290 million 

 According to Rule-14(3) of Cantonment Land 

Administration Rule-1937, land in class “A” shall not be used or occupied 

for any other purpose other than those stated in sub Rule-(i) of Rule-5 

without the previous sanction of the Central Government or such authority 

as they may appoint in this behalf.  According to Rule-10(2) (viii) and 

Note (ii) below Rule-14(5)(b) of CLA Rules1937, Military Estate Officer 

is responsible for watching that Department of Government and 

Administration make no encroachment beyond the boundaries of their 

belonging.  The MEO is solely responsible for the detection and removal 

of encroachment.  According to Rule-26 Note ix (a) of CLA Rules 1937, 

an encroachment is an unauthorized occupation of Government land and 

should not be permitted to remain in existence under any circumstances 

unless it is properly regularized.   

a) In MEO Hyderabad it was observed that 20.71 acres land is 

under un-authorized occupation of N.L.C is being used on commercial 

basis without the approval of Government. 

 When pointed out by Audit in February, 2014, department 

replied that above land was classified as A-1, A-2 & B-4 and could not be 

disposed off in the light of policy letter No 3/6/D-12/(ML&C)/97-2007, 
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dated 31
st
 December,2007. The matter was reported to Army Authorities, 

and QMG branch vide their letter dated 15
th

 April,2006 sought proposal 

for rent/premium for entire land. Consequently the Cantonment Board 

vide letter dated 28
th

 April,2007 proposed a rate of Rs18,150/ Sq yard as 

premium for leasing 20.7910 acres of land. Furthermore, ML&C 

department had requested Ministry of Defence to constitute a board to 

resolve the issue with N.L.C but further progress was awaited. An amount 

of Rs. 189,290,660 [Rs. 18150 x Rs. 4840 x 20.71 acres] is yet to be 

recovered even after a seven years since the date when rate of premium 

was proposed.   Action for recovery needs to be expedited under 

intimation to Audit.   

b) MEO Hyderabad allotted 12.415 Acres of land to NLC in 

June, 1986 subject to condition that when required by Army the same 

would be vacated. The land is still in the possession of NLC. Record 

indicates that no ground rent has been recovered from NLC since 1986 

which resulted in loss to state amounting to Rs. 7,450,986. 

 When Pointed out by audit in February 2014, department 

replied that land classified as A-1, A-2 & B-4 could not be disposed off in 

the light of policy letter No 3/6/D-12/(ML&C)/97-2007, dated 31-12-

2007. ML & C department requested Ministry of Defence for constitution 

of committee to resolve the matter with NLC. Reply from Ministry of 

Defence was awaited.   

 DAC in its meeting held on 5
th

January, 2015 directed that 

categories of the encroached land be determined.  Thereafter case for 

vacation or regularization be taken up with concerned authorities.  Further 

progress was not intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit requires implementation of DAC directive without 

delay, the regularization of encroachment following the categorization of 

encroached land needs to be intimated to audit authorities at earliest. 

DP-S-67 & 95/2014-15 
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2.8.27 Non-recovery of outstanding conservancy charges – Rs. 

70.218 million 

 According to Section 60 of Cantonment Act 1924, 

empowers the cantonment board to impose taxes as approved by central 

government in the cantonment area. 

 Cantonment Board PanoAqil Cantonment, executed 

conservancy services agreement with Station Headquarters PanoAqil 

Cantonment on May 30, 2012.  However, since 2008 to date Station 

Headquarters did not pay the agreed amount of conservancy charges to 

Cantonment Board PanoAqil.  The outstanding dues till end of financial 

year 2012-13 were Rs. 70,217,645, which requires prompt realization.  

When pointed out by Audit in June-2014, executive replied 

that the case for recovery of balance amount Rs. 70,217,645 had already 

been taken up with Army Authorities.  DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 

2015 directed for recovery and its verification.  No further progress was 

intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit recommends expeditious recovery as per the 

directions of DAC and insists that recovering the conservancy charges is 

an administrative function which has not been dealt well by the executive 

resulting in paras of similar nature raised every year. The initiative in 

recovering the conservancy charges has to be taken seriously by the 

executive to avoid such audit objections in future. 

DP-S-109/2014-15 

2.8.28 Loss to state due to non-receipt of ground rent & 

premium of encroached land – Rs. 65.701 million  

  According to Rule-10(2) (viii) and Note (ii) below Rule-

14(5)(b) of CLA Rules 1937, Military Estate Officer is responsible for 

watching that Department of Government and Administration make no 

encroachment beyond the boundaries of their belonging.  The MEO is 

solely responsible for the detection and removal of encroachment.  

According to Rule-26 Note ix (a) of CLA Rules 1937, an encroachment is 
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an unauthorized occupation of Government land and should not be 

permitted to remain in existence under any circumstances unless it is 

properly regularized.   

 In MEO Hyderabad, Survey No. 221/C was allotted to 

Cantonment Board as C land for commercial activity at the rate of Rs. 

453.75 per annum in 1961 having area of 4840 Sq yards (1 Acre). The 

Cantonment Board allotted the said property to Sainjees Hotel. Since 

allotment, the hotel encroached 1.03 acres of land, pertaining to the MEO.  

In 2002, the building was leased out to County Girls College and it 

encroached an additional 3 Kanals, roughly equal to 0.40 acres.  The total 

encroachment of land beyond allotment comes to be 1.43 acres.  The 

above land may either be vacated or may be regularized.   Due to non-

regularization state suffered a loss of Rs. 65,701,064 on account of 

premium and ground rent. 

 When pointed out by audit in February 2014, executive 

replied that demarcation was being carried out shortly and further action 

for recovery of land if found encroached would be taken accordingly.  

Recovery of Government dues /land has already been delayed 

inordinately; immediate steps need to be taken for recovery.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 5
th

January, 2015 directed the 

Department to finalize the demarcation immediately and submit report to 

MoD / Audit. Thereafter, the recovery of Government dues be made 

within (03) months and got verified from audit accordingly. No further 

progress was intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit suggests that directives of DAC to be implemented 

without delay and demarcation be intimated to audit when completed, 

followed by regularization of the encroached land.   

DP-S-64/2014-15 
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2.8.29 Non-collection of Octroi/GST share from Provincial 

Government – Rs. 37.647 million 

 According to The president Order No.1 of 2006 regarding 

allocation of share of provincial government states that the sum assigned 

to Provincial Government under Article 3 an amount equal to net proceeds 

1/6
th

 of sales tax shall be distributed among the Provinces at the specific 

ratio (Sindh-34.85%) and the provincial Government shall further transfer 

the whole of such amount to the District Government and the Cantonment 

Board without retaining any part thereof.    

 In Cantonment Board PanoAqil Cant. it was observed that 

Octroi share of Cantonment Board Pano Aqil amounting to Rs. 37.6474 

million was not collected from Sindh Government since 2000-01 to 2012-

13. 

 When pointed out by Audit in June 2014, executive replied 

that the case had already below taken up with ML&C Department and 

Sindh Government for the payment of Octroi share.  The case may be 

pursued with higher authorities and final outcome of the case will be 

intimated.   

 DAC in its meeting held on 5
th

January, 2015 directed to 

pursue the case with Federal Adjuster, got finalized and verified from 

Audit.  No further progress was intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends prompt implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-106/2014-15 

2.8.30 Non-recovery of transfer of property dues from PTCL – 

Rs. 30.497 million 

 According to section 92 of Cantonment Act 1924, if the 

person liable for the payment of any tax does not pay within thirty days 

from the service of notice of demand, pay the amount due, or show 

sufficient cause for non-payment of the same to the satisfaction of the 

Executive Officer, such sum with all costs of the recovery may be 
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recovered under a warrant issue in the form set for in the schedule 11, by 

distress and sale of the moveable property of the defaulter.  

 In Cantonment Board PanoAqil Cantonment, MoD letter 

dated 29
th

 August,2011 and HQ ML&C Department letter dated 7
th

 

September,2011 conveyed the sanction of the President for leasing out 

Defence lands / properties to PTCL in Sch IX-A of the CLA Rules 1937 

on payment of annual ground rent of Rs4 per Sq.Yd.  The lease was 

executed with PTCL on February 15, 2012, but recovery of Rs. 

30,496,994 was still outstanding 

 When pointed out by audit in June 2014, executive replied 

that the case was already taken up with the PTCL Authorities for recovery 

of premium and development charges.  Amount may be recovered under 

intimation to test Audit.   

 DAC in its meeting held on 5
th

January, 2015 directed that 

the amount in question when recovered be got verified from audit, 

accordingly.  No further progress was intimated till finalization of this 

report.  

 Audit recommends that effective initiative should be taken 

to recover the amount of premium and development charges from PTCL 

and the lacunas be highlighted causing delays.  

DP-S-107/2014-15 

2.8.31 Illegal operation of different commercial activities on A-

2 & B-4 land without approval from competent 

authority – Rs. 26.834 million 

According to the policy of use of A-1 land for welfare and 

other project of the Armed Forces” issued vide Government of Pakistan 

Ministry of Defence Rwp Letter No. F.2/5/D-12/ML&C/99 dated 02-04-

2008, the rent shall be charged @ 6% per annum of existing revenue rate 

(earlier known as DC rates) of the said land used in commercial projects 

and 25% of the calculated rent will be deposited into Government 
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Treasury and 75% in Army head. The whole income relating to A-I land 

for agricultural purposes etc will be deposited into Government treasury. 

 In MEO Hyderabad, A-2 & B-4 category land was being 

used for commercial activities since 2000 in violation of rules.  In-fact, the 

use of A2 and B4 lands for commercial purposes is illegal. The revenue 

generated from these activities was also not deposited into government 

treasury amounting to Rs. 26,834,862. 

 When pointed out by Audit in February 2014, the 

department replied that Army authorities have taken up the matter with 

higher authorities for reclassification of land from A-2 and B-4 to A-1 for 

regularization and payment / deposit of governments share.  Reply is not 

tenable as 100% revenue is to be treated as government share as the above 

lands are under unauthorized use.  

 DAC in its meeting held on 5
th

January, 2015 directed that 

the case be finalized and got verified.  No further progress was intimated 

till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends quick initiative in this case, and the 

reclassification of the land is required to be done at the earliest as the 

Government share is being retained un-authorizedly which is in 

acceptable. 

DP-S-98/2014-15 

2.8.32 Loss to state due to non-recovery of premium on 

conversion of purpose amounting to Rs. 6.012 million 

and non-recovery of ground rent – Rs 0.178 million 

 According to Policy framed by the Government of Pakistan 

Ministry of Defence letter No. 3/6/D-12(ML&C)/97-2007 dated 31-12-

2007 for conversion of properties held on Old Grant/Cantonment Code 

Lease into regular lease, the owners were made liable to get fresh 

commercial lease on payment of premium to be worked out @ 50% on DC 

rates of land. In case of non-compliance of Government orders, the owner 

had to surrender their properties to Central Government at equivalent 
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value. Part II Para 7`c states:  the policy shall also apply mutatis mutandis 

to cases of expired leases for granting fresh leases in schedule IX-C for 

residential/commercial purpose, overriding all government orders issued 

in this behalf till the date of issue of this policy. According to Para 7(e) of 

above letter, all consequential action in respect of change of purpose 

expired leases and conversion of leases from one Schedule to another in 

respect of CLA Rule-1937 shall be taken by respective MEO.  

 In MEO Hyderabad lease of property No. 42/A, survey No. 

55/1, measuring 1275 Sq Yards was expired on Sept 17, 2002. The lease 

was required to be renewed on a premium of 50 % of DC rate. The then 

DC rate was Rs. 9,430 per Sq Yard.  Due to non-renewal state suffered a 

loss of Rs. 6,011,625.  Ground rent was also outstanding against the above 

property amounting to Rs. 178,500. 

 When pointed out by Audit in Feb 2014, department replied 

that lease schedule VIII expired on 16
th

 September, 2002. Notice was 

served upon the lessee and advised him to apply for conversion under the 

current policy. Premium along with ground rent will be recovered. DAC in 

its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed the Department to proceed further 

under the rules and after finalization requisite action the same got verified.  

No further progress was intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit recommends quick initiative for the implementation 

of the decision taken by the DAC in this case, the premium as well as the 

ground rent comprising the total revenue needs to be recovered from the 

lessee. 

DP-S-66/2014-15 

2.8.33 Loss to state due to non-recovery of ground rent –Rs. 

3.700 million  

 According to Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence 

Rawalpindi letter No 3/6/D-12/(ML&C)/97-2007, dated 31-12-2007, 

ground rent @ Rs. 4 per SqYds per annum on commercial properties will 

be charged. 
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  In MEO Hyderabad, land measuring 3291.20 Sq yards was 

allotted for the construction of shops and flats on commercial rate in the 

year 1986.  The ground rent paid at the time of lease agreement was Rs. 

550,000 and rest of amount equal to Rs. 3,700,000 was to be paid within 5 

years. No documentary evidence was available to prove that amount in 

question has been deposited. 

 When Pointed out by Audit in February 2014, department 

replied that entire leased period ground rent of Rs. 70,210 was recovered 

from the lessee up to 18
th

 July,2014 on 16
th

 February,1990 and 16
th

 

April,1990.   

 Reply is not tenable as documentary evidence of recovery 

was not produced.   

 DAC in its meeting held on 5
th

January, 2015 directed that 

recoverable amount be reconciled with audit and relevant documents / 

factual position be got verified.  No further progress was intimated till 

finalization of this report. 

 The audit suggest verification of the documentary evidence 

by executive be carried out without inordinate delay to instigate the 

instructions of the DAC 

DP-S-97/2014-15 

2.8.34 Non-deposit of Sales Tax – Rs. 1.174 million 

 According to Finance Bill 2010, after amendments in the 

Sales Tax Act, 1990, the applicable rate of sales tax on items in Third 

Schedule has been increased to 17% with effect from 1
st
 July 2010”. 

Further as per Rules 2(2) and (3) of the Sales Tax Special Procedure 

(Withholding) Rules, 2007 under S.R.O. 660(1)/2007, Islamabad, the 30
th

 

June, 2007, “A withholding agent shall deduct an amount equal to one 

fifth of the total sales tax shown in the sales tax invoice issued by the 

supplier and make payment of the balance amount to him” and “All 

withholding agents shall make purchase of taxable goods from a person 

duly registered under Sales Tax Act, 1990, provided that under 
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unavoidable circumstances and for reasons to be recorded in writing, if 

purchases are made from unregistered persons, the withholding agent shall 

deduct sales tax at 16% of the value of the taxable supplies made to him 

from the payment due to the supplier”. And according to Rule-2 of FR 

Vol-II, 1986 income tax recovered should be promptly deposited into 

government account. 

 In Cantonment Board Pano Aqil Cantonment, different 

items were procured from the different suppliers through local purchase 

during the financial year 2011-12 and 2012-13. Sales Tax was deducted 

from the suppliers at the prescribed rate from the bills of supplier 

amounting to Rs. 1,174,087 but the same amount was not transferred to 

FBR, besides, depositing the amount in government treasury immediately.  

 When pointed out by Audit in June 2014, executive replied 

that financial position of the Board was not sound. However, amount of 

Rs. 1,174,087 would be paid on availability of funds. Thereply is not 

tenable, as tax recovered should have been transferred to FBR without 

delay.  DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed that the amount of 

sales tax be deposited in Government treasury and got verified from Audit 

accordingly.  No further progress was intimated till finalization of this 

report. 

 Audit recommends expeditious recovery of the 

Government revenue that has been un-authorizedly retained by the 

concerned Cantonment board. Further the responsibility may be fixed for 

the said retention on the concerned officer. 

DP-S-208/2014-15 

2.9 Loss to State 

2.9.1 Loss to Cantonment Board due to Encroachment & 

illegal use of class ‘C’ land worth – Rs. 4,821.209 million 

  According to Rule-10 of the Pakistan Cantonment Property 

Rules, 1957, “The Board may at the instance of the Government, transfer 

to the Government any immovable property which vests in and belongs to 
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it under section 108 of the Act on payment of such compensation and on 

such conditions as may be agreed upon in each case”. 

  It was observed that a piece of class „C‟ Land measuring an 

area of 8.488 acres had been encroached upon by Army authorities since 

long by including it in Polo Ground located in Lahore Cantonment without 

reclassification, compensation and without payment of any rent. Either the 

land might be got vacated or re-classified on payment of compensation 

and recovery of rent from army authorities amounting to Rs. 

4,821,209,804. 

  When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013 it was 

replied by the executive that the case was being taken up with local 

Military Authorities for vacation of the land and prompt action to recover 

the amount. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015. DAC directed the executive to take necessary action for 

the regularization of the encroachment.  

  The audit suggests that land which is unauthorized use of 

the army authorities may be reclassified, however the revenue for the time 

it was under use as C land be calculated for its deposit into the 

Government treasury without delay. 

DP-11-N/2014-15 

2.9.2 Less imposition / recovery of conversion charges and 

composition fee & development charges-Rs. 21.174 

Million. 

According to Government GHQ QMG Branch Qtg & Land 

Directorate Rawalpindi letter No. 5631/517/37/Land-2-LD2CC dated 24
th

 

December, 2012 and read with CB Sargodha letter No. 

SC/Bldg/P/68/KS/26 dated 7/3/2013 on a/c of building plan-construction 

of commercial plaza. 

  It was observed from the record held with Cantonment 

Board Sargodha that Al-Rehman business Tower (Chen-One) that 20% 
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mandatory parking area was built five feet‟s higher than the road level due 

to illegal construction of shops in such a way that cannot be used for 

parking and the whole area was constructed on the roads breams. The 

unauthorized construction was neither demolished nor composition fee 

was imposed, moreover outstanding amount on account of conversion 

charges, development charges and TIP tax amounting to Rs. 7,803,802 

was not yet recovered. 

When pointed out by audit in June, 2014, it was replied by 

the executive authorities that subject OL pertain to a transaction which 

was done in 2007. Many items have lapsed since then and ground realities 

have starkly changed. Having said that it was intimated that TIP had to be 

recovered on the consideration money paid by the transferee in this case 

the amount was calculated on consideration money as shown in the sale 

deed Rs. 1,287,500 were calculated & deposited vide receipt no. 42/150 

dated 7
th

 February, 2007 and 65/153 dated 14
th

 February, 2007. However 

audit authorities had raised the objection against development charges for 

an amount off Rs. 835,555 but this office had recovered the development 

charges Rs. 2,224,863 which is increase from observed amount. The reply 

is not agreed to as the un-authorized construction was neither demolished 

nor notices under section-185 & 256 of the Cantonment act-1924 were 

served to owner. Moreover outstanding amount was not recovered after 

the lapse of 07 years. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015. The DAC instructed that the unauthorized construction 

be regularized along with the payment of composition fee, TIP as per rates 

applicable and composition charges. The inordinate delay of almost 7 

years without any concrete steps taken by the executive needs to be 

investigated. 

DP-71-N/2014-15 
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2.9.3 Loss to cantonment board due to non-auction of land – 

Rs. 6.131 million 

  According to Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence 

(ML&C Deptt) Rawalpindi letter No. 55/146/Lands/ML&C/2004 dated 8
th

 

July, 2004, cases have come to the notice of this HQ that sites held on 

lease for Petrol Pumps in different schedules of the CLA Rules, 1937 are 

not being handled property and the possession of land is not taken over for 

putting the sites to re-auction on their expiry. This attitude is highly 

objectionable and leads not only to loss of revenue but the Government is 

also dragged into unnecessary litigation. 

  It was observed from the record held with Cantonment 

Board Okara that sanction was accorded to lease out of a piece of land 

measuring 5109.50 Sq meter (55000 sft) located inside Bazar area having 

classification B-4 under the management of Cantonment Board for the 

purpose of installation of CNG Filling Station and construction of 

Restaurant vide Ministry of Defence (ML&C Department) letter No. 

45/43/Lands/ML&C/2005, dated 12
th

 September, 2005. Whereas 

Cantonment Board Okara could not obtain N.O.C from G.H.Q for CNG 

Filling Station due to certain reservations of local Military authorities 

which persist still as per CBR No. 05 dated 24
th

 January, 2012. Due to this 

reason said place of land is still lying vacant/unused and resulted into loss 

of Rs. 6,131,400 on account of rent.  

  When pointed out by audit in November, 2013, the 

executive replied that the Federal Government has put an embargo on 

CNG Stations. Shortly the case would be placed before the Board for 

change of purpose from CNG Station to Petrol Pump and the same would 

be referred to HQ ML&C for their sanction. Afterwards the site would be 

put to auction following grant of NOC by the GHQ. Reply advanced by 

audittee was not tenable please regularize the loss under intimation to test 

audit.  

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015. DAC was apprised that the case for regularization is 
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under process. DAC directed that the same be finalized within (06) months 

and to be verified from audit accordingly at earliest. 

  The audit urges implementation of the DAC directives.  

DP-73-N/2014-15 

2.9.4 Loss to cantonment fund due to less imposition of 

composition fee – Rs. 7.01 million 

  According to Para-6(2)(b) of Government of Pakistan 

MOD Rwp letter NO. 79/853/Lands/92/4970/D-12/ML&C/94 dated 6
th

 

November, 1994. That “minimum of 10% of assessed capital cost of land 

and building” will be imposed on composition of un-authorized 

construction. 

  It was observed from the record held with Cantonment 

Board Sargodha that Al-Rehman Trade Center Sargodha that unauthorized 

construction was compounded @ 5% instead of @10% of assessed capital 

cost of land and building. This resulted in loss to Cantonment Fund of Rs. 

7,014,450 due to composition at lower rate.  

  When pointed out by audit in June, 2014, it was replied by 

the executive authorities that the subject case regarding imposition of 

composition fee was placed before the Board vide CBR No. 12 dated 9
th

 

April, 2013 considered and approved the composition fee @ 10% which 

comes to Rs. 9,482,900 later on the applicant has submitted an application 

to this office regarding reduction in composition fee. The same was 

forwarded to DML&C Multan for an advice. The DML&C vide letter No. 

01/constr-CBs/RD/MTN/112/10 dated 19
th

 June, 2013 advised the Board 

to reconsider its decision and composition fee may be charged at 5% 

instead of 10%. The same was placed before the Board vide CBR No. 16 

dated 28
th

 June, 2013, the Board reduced the composition fee @ 5% which 

comes to Rs. 4,741,450. The reply was not tenable as the Board was not 

competent to overrule the above mentioned Government orders. 
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  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015. DAC directed that necessary steps be taken and relevant 

documents be verified by audit.  

  Audit asserts that 10% may be charged from owner of the 

shopping plaza. Audit views imposition of composition fee in case of 

unauthorized construction as a way to curb the trend and hence not be 

viewed as a way out. By imposing less than 10% composition fee, the 

board/executive seems inclined towards extending permission to such 

perpetrators.  

DP-84-N/2014-15 

2.9.5 Less imposition / recovery of conversion charges and 

composition fee & development charges – Rs. 21.174 

million 

  According to Para-6(2)(b) of Government of Pakistan 

MOD Rwp letter No. 79/853/Lands/92/4970/D-12/ML&C/94 dated 6
th

 

November, 1994. That “minimum of 10% of assessed capital cost of land 

and building” will be imposed on composition of un-authorized 

construction. 

  It was observed from the record held with Cantonment 

Board Sargodha that the property named connoisseur school bearing 

Khewat/Khatooni No. 3 Sq No. 36, Chak No. 47/NB, Queens Road 

Sargodha, that conversion charges from agricultural to commercial, 

development charges and composition fee were imposed @ 5% 

(composition fee) instead of 10% minimum to be imposed. This resulted 

in a loss to Cantonment Board amounting to Rs. 21,174,312.  

  When pointed out by audit in June, 2014, it was replied by 

the executive authorities that the said site is not situated at Queen Road. 

The said site is located at SQ No. 36 and the rate is Rs. 70,000 per Marla 

fix by the District collector Sargodha and the conversion charges were 

calculated correctly. However the imposition of composition fee was 

placed before the board and the Board compound the offence at 5% under 
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the Cantonment Act, 1924, it is prerogative of the Board to impose any 

composition it deems appropriate. Moreover, as the word “composition: 

connotes, it was to be consented by the owner and mutually agreed in the 

given situation. The reply is not agreed to as the Board is not competent to 

impose its discretion on above mentioned Government orders. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015. DAC instructed that necessary steps be taken by the 

executive and related documents be verified by audit immediately. 

 Audit recommends that 10% may be charged from owner of the 

unauthorized commercial property. Audit views imposition of composition 

fee in case of unauthorized construction as a way to curb the trend and 

hence not be viewed as a way out. By imposing less than 10% 

composition fee, the board/executive seems inclined towards extending 

permission to such offenders. The development charges may be deposited 

immediately and record may be produced for verification. 

DP-85-N/2014-15 

2.9.6 Less recovery of premium – Rs. 3.061 million 

  According to Para-1 (9) of revised policy of conversion of 

properties held on old grant / Cantonment Code leases into regular lease 

under the CLA Rules 1937 and conversion / change of purpose of regular 

leases into fresh lease issued vide Government of Pakistan Ministry of 

Defence Rawalpindi letter No. 3/6/D-12 (ML&C) 97-2007 dated 31
st
 

December, 2007, if a property is contiguous to two rates zones / roads, the 

average of the two rates will be applied to the whole site while calculating 

the premium. 

  While examining the accounts of MEO Gujranwala, it was 

observed that sanction was granted by DML&C Lahore Region vide No. 

21/320/RD/LR/2, dated 5
th

 December, 2012 for conversion / sub division 

from old grant into regular lease in schedule IX-C of the CLA Rules-1937 

for residential purpose in respect of Bungalow No. 58, Survey No. 361, 

Sialkot Cantonment while preparing the case for obtaining the sanction, 
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MEO authorities first divided the rates of different roads into front and 

rear. The front and rear rates were applied to the sub-divided plots and 

amount was worked out as Rs. 589,363,63 contrary to the above policy, 

whereas, actual calculation as per Conversion Policy by application of 

average rates comes to Rs. 61,997,530. This resulted into loss of premium 

Rs. 3,061,167 as shown in statement.  

  When pointed out by audit in July, 2013, it was replied by 

the executive authorities that matter was being examined and detailed 

reply would follow. Reply yet to be furnished.  

  The DAC during the meeting held on January 1, 2015 

directed that the matter may be expedited and the factual position as well 

as the related documents be verified by audit immediately. 

The audit recommends prompt action regarding the issue so that financial 

loss to the Government may be avoided without any further delay. 

DP-96-N/2014-15 

2.9.7  Un-authorized allotment of A-I land to army officers 

housing scheme Abbottabad measuring 4.5 & 6.348 

acres. 

According to Government of Pakistan Ministry of Defence 

vide letter No. 7775/951/HD/F-51/D-14/82 dated 20
th

 May, 1982 sanction 

the Officers Housing Scheme to provide house to the officers on their 

retirement on payment basis. Para-8 of Annex-A of this letter Housing 

Directorate shall pay the premium and yearly rent to the competent 

authority until the house has been handed over to a member, where after 

individual members shall be responsible to clear such dues and other 

conditions provided in the term of lease. 

Further, as per Rule-26 of the Cantonment Land 

Administration Rules (CLAR), 1937 “Notwithstanding anything contained 

in rules 16-24, the Military Estate Officer may, in exceptional cases for 

exceptional reasons to be recorded in writing, and subject to the approval 

of Federal Government, or such other authority as the Federal Government 
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may appoint for this purpose, dispense with the deposit of the cost of 

survey and demarcation, as prescribed by rule-20, or with the auction of 

the lease, as prescribed by rule-22, or both and may lease any site by 

private agreement, at such rate of rent, and on payment of such premium, 

as the Federal Government or appointed authority may approve in each 

case”.  

While examining the accounts of MEO Abbottabad, it was 

observed from the record that two pieces of A-I land one measuring 4.50 

allotted to Army Officers Housing Scheme in 1986. Another measuring 

6.384 acres were allotted in May, 2002 subject to the condition that 3 x 

sheds in the area would be demolished and out of retrieved material 1 x 

shed would be constructed by Housing Directorate at a site indicated by 

Station Headquarter, Abbottabad but neither lease sanction from ML&C 

Department was issued (as evident from the GHQ, Rawalpindi letter dated 

14
th

 December, 2012) nor 3 x sheds were constructed. There was no 

record found about payment of rent / premium to the Government in the 

absence of lease agreement, the construction of buildings in the said 

housing scheme was un-authorized. 

When pointed out by Audit in February, 2013, it was 

replied by the executive that under the provision of Government of 

Pakistan Ministry of Defence letter dated 20
th

 May, 1982, GHQ issued 

NOC for transfer said land dated 22
nd

 December, 1986. Later on, GHQ 

issued another NOC for an area measuring 6.348 acres for extension of 

above said housing scheme. The proposal for lease of subject land could 

not be finalized on the plea that private land measuring 03 kanals was 

involved which was needed to be acquired. Acquisition process was 

underway, as and when the acquisition process was finalized the case for 

drawing up the lease deed would be taken up. The reply was not tenable as 

lease agreement has not yet been finalized / sanctioned by Government 

and colony has been erected and houses are ready for sale.  

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015 asserted that the lease sanction from Government of 

Pakistan be obtained and produced to Audit. 
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  The audit recommends that the serious matter of 

unauthorized occupation of private land may be investigated and 

responsibility be fixed on the concerned officials. The process of land 

acquisition may be expedited for removal of anomaly by the dept.  

DP-235-N/2014-15 

2.9.8 Loss to cantonment fund due to non-mutation of A-I 

land – Rs. 86.0 million 

  According to Rule-8 of Cantonment Property Rule-1957, 

“Immovable property which vests in an belongs to the Board shall not be 

transferred to any person by the Board by way of sale, mortgage, exchange 

or otherwise except with the previous sanction of the Government and in 

such manner and on such terms and conditions as the Government may 

approve either generally for any class of cases or specially in any 

particular case”.   

  While examining the accounts of Cantonment Board 

Abbottabad, it was observed that a Case File that initially measuring 

Cantonment Board Land as 2.361 Acres (18.888 Kanals) Class “C” land at 

Kakul Bazar was proposed to exchange after re-classification with PMA, 

Kakul acquired land measuring 19 Kanals (Toba Camp) A-1 land after re-

classification into Class “C” after approval of Competent Authority. 

  Later on PMA Kakul withdrawn said proposal and offered 

the A-1 land known as “Sewerage Disposal Plan” measuring 18.7 Kanals 

at MuzaDhamtour near Cricket Stadium Abbottabad having current 

market value of Rs. 86,015,625 (per marla Rs. 234,375 x 18.7 Kanal (367 

Marlas). The Board videCBR No. 20 dated 6
th

 July, 2000 agreed to with 

second proposal and planned that front portion would be used for 

construction of shops (commercial activities) and backside for graveyard. 

CB submitted the case to ML&C Department. DG ML&C directed the 

Cantonment Board authority to process the case through MEO 

Abbottabad. 
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  Accordingly case was referred to DG ML&C, MOD, 

Rawalpindi dated 1
st
 February, 2010 and GHQ, QMG Branch, Qtg & Land 

Defence, Rawalpindi dated 17
th

 June, 2010 for amendment in the NOC 

already issued by in the light of suggestion made by MEO, Abbottabad 

vide Para-8, which was still under process which is un-authorized.  

  Following observation were noted: - 

i. Mutation of Cantonment Land to PMA Kakul was done in 

1998 even through PMA had not handed over in exchange 

of land already occupied by PMA measuring 19 Kanals to 

Cantonment  Board Abbottabad even after lapse of more 

than 14 years. 

ii. Non-recovery of Rs. 814,000 estimated cost for re-

construction of shops/slaughter house and staff quarters in 

place of those which were on site at the time of mutation 

(as agreed vide CBR No. 15 dated 21
st
 December, 1980)?  

  When pointed out by Audit in March, 2013, the executive 

authorities replied that the Board had already processed the case with 

ML&C. As and when it would be decided by Government of Pakistan 

Ministry of Defence ML&C Department accordingly be intimated to audit. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 27, 2015. DAC directed that final outcome may be produced to 

Audit within 04 weeks.  

  The audit recommends implementation of the DAC orders 

within stipulated time. 

DP-240-N/2014-15 

2.9.9 Un-due favour to lessee due to application of incorrect 

property rate for recovery of premium – Rs. 31.921 

million 

  According to Para-2 (2)(b) of Government of Pakistan, 

Ministry of Defence Rawalpindi letter No. 3/6/D-12(ML&C)/97-2007 
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dated 31
st
 December, 2007, 50% of the Revenue rates (commercial) will 

be charged for conversion from residential to commercial lease in 

Schedule-IX-C. Further as per DML&C Rawalpindi Region Rawalpindi 

letter No. 26/3090/DRR/94 dated 12
th

 July, 2008. It was also proposed that 

premium should be calculated on the basis of Revenue rates, rate for 

Peshawar road nearest to Peshawar road i.e. as the subject site in just 70 

feet away. 

  While examining the accounts of MEO Rawalpindi, it was 

observed that a reference to Case file of Plot No. 2 to 9 (in the compound 

of Bungalow No. 2) Svy No. 167/3 to 167/10 situated at Mehfooz Road 

Rawalpindi Cantonment revealed that on the basis of MEO Rawalpindi, 

sanctions were accorded for conversion of area for commercial purpose in 

Schedule-IX-C of CLA Rules 1937 on payment of premium and ground 

rent vide Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Defence Rawalpindi letters 

of different dates. Finally extension in time limit upto for completion of 

lease formalities was conveyed subject to the payment of all dues payable 

including premium of @ Rs. 350,000 per Marla (being 50% of enhanced / 

revised revenue rate fixed by the DOR Rawalpindi i.e. Rs. 700,000 per 

marla for commercial purpose for Railway Road, MEO Rawalpindi letter 

dated 29
th

 February, 2012 refers) with the condition that the lessee will be 

liable to pay the premium at revised / enhanced rates.   

  In this regard, audit is of the view that Bungalow No. 2 is 

infact situated at Mehfooz Road Rawalpindi Cantonment and rates of 

which have not been mentioned in DOR Rates list due to which an 

irrelevant rate of Railway Road @ Rs. 700,000 per marla was applied. 

Whereas average rates of Mall and Haider Road @ Rs. 612,500 per marla 

being 50% of average rate of Rs. 1,225,000 per marla was required to be 

applied for calculation of premium in the instant case. 

  Due to application of incorrect property rate for calculation 

of premium, public exchequer sustained a loss of Rs. 31,921,444 which 

needed recovery from the lessee of the said property. 
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  When pointed out by Audit in July, 2012, the executive 

authorities replied that Bungalow No. 2, Svy. No. 167 was sub-divided 

into 9 plots and as per sub division plan Plot No. 1 is situated at the Mall, 

Plot No. 3,4,5,6 are situated at inter road. Therefore premium of Plot No. 1 

had been calculated by applying revenue rate of “The Mall” and premium 

of Plot No. 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 had been calculated by applying revenue rates 

of Mehfooz Road / Railway road. 

  Reply advanced was not based on facts due to the reason 

that due to non-availability of Revenue rates of Mehfooz Road, average 

rate of the Mail and Haider Road was required to be applied instead of 

irrelevant rate of Railway Road. 

The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 27, 2015. DAC directed the executive to produce the documents 

related to rate issued by the District Officer (Revenue) Rawalpindi to 

audit. 

The audit urges the implementation of DAC directives 

immediately so that due Government revenue may be realized without 

delay. 

  DP-260-N/2014-15 

2.9.10 Loss to cantonment funds due to non-assessment of 

income of BTS towers for tax purpose – Rs. 9.349 

million 

  According to Section 64 of Cantonment Act 1924, 

assessment of buildings for property tax is required to be made as per 

formula prescribed in Cantonment Act 1924, no person can erect or 

construct any building within the limits of cantonment without getting 

building plan sanctioned by the Board on payment of prescribed charges, 

further all the owners are liable to pay property tax @ 15% of annual 

rental value of their buildings. Moreover under Section 64 (b) of 

Cantonment Act 1924, in the case of a building or land not assessed under 

clause (a) the gross annual rent for which such building (exclusive of 
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furniture or machinery therein) or such land is actually let or where the 

building or land is not let or in the opinion of the (Board) is let for a sum 

less than its fair letting value, might reasonably be expected to let from 

year to year. Moreover ML&C Department vide letter No. 19/25/DRR/97 

dated 06-09-2004, clarified that the exemptions from payment of property 

tax have been granted by the Government in respect of houses and not in 

respect of any property in commercial or any other non confirming use.  

  While examining the accounts of Chaklala Cantonment 

Board, it was observed that a large Nos. of BTS Towers of different 

Companies are installed in jurisdiction of Chaklala Cantonment. A 

handsome amount on account of Annual Rent is being received by the 

owner since last many years but the income / rent of Towers was not 

assessed for Tax purpose which resulted into loss to Cantonment fund 

amounting to Rs. 9349950 (62333000 x 15%). The same needed recovery.  

  When pointed out by audit the executive, stated that as per 

section 60 to 64 of the Cantonment Act, 1924. Property tax is levied upon 

buildings / lands, whereas the B.T.S Towers are installed at roof top of the 

buildings, some of them on Cantonment Board properties / PTCL 

buildings it is further stated that all the Towers are moveable type. 

Property tax Rs. 9,349,500 was calculated without any proof of rent 

agreement by the audit, which is mandatory as per law. However the point 

has been noted for guidance as and when owner got building plan 

approved by the owner, then the property may be assessed accordingly.  

  The reply was not satisfactory. Huge amount on account of 

rent is being received by the owner every year but the same was not 

assessed for tax purpose which resulted into loss to Cantonment Fund. 

Therefore income of towers may be assessed for tax purpose according to 

rent agreement and amount as objected may be recovered. 

The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 27, 2015. DAC pended the para. 

DP-356-N/2014-15 
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2.9.11 Encroachment of Cantonment Land – Rs. 16.288 

Million 

  Para-3million of Revised Policy of Conversion of 

Properties issued vide Ministry of Defence letter No. 3/6/D-

12(ML&C)/97-2007 dated 31-12-2007 stipulates to carry out a detailed 

survey of encroachments by the respective Garrison / Station Headquarters 

through MEO concerned and all encroachment be removed. 

  During audit of Cantonment Board Murree, it was noted 

that building plan of a commercial building “Millennium Mall” on plot 

measuring 5 kanals and 17 marlas in Survey No. 47/5 Rink Estate Murree 

was approved by the Board vide Resolution No. 7 dated 01-06-2004, 

communicated to the lessee vide letter No. 47/5/565 dated 14
th

 June, 2004. 

It was however, observed that the above commercial building was 

constructed on three plots by encroaching two additional plots measuring 

6 marala and 4.18 marlas in violation of the approved plan. This resulted 

into encroachment of cantonment land valuing Rs. 16,288,000 @ Rs. 

1,600,000 per marla in violation of above Government policy. 

  It was replied that revised building plan was submitted to 

this office but it was returned vide letter No. Sy-47/726 dated 5-10-2012 

for conversion of land measuring 5 Kanal 17 Marlas of Schedule – X 

(Modified) lease in Schedule-IX-e of the CLA Rules as well as conversion 

of old grant (residential) measuring 1632 Sft into regular lease in 

Schedule-IX-C of the CLA Rules 1937 for commercial purpose and also 

apply for merger of two pieces of land on which the plaza has been 

constructed. 

  The reply was not tenable as no action under the 

government policy was intimated for removal of encroachment despite 

elapse of long time.    

The DAC discussed the para in its meeting held on January 

1, 2015. The DAC directed that conversion of residential land into regular 

lease for use of commercial purpose and other irregularities have to be 
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regularized from competent authority within (02) two months and verified 

from audit accordingly. 

The audit contends that probe may be conducted to find out 

how no efforts were taken by the executive in time for the removal of the 

encroachment in the initial phase of construction as the whole Mall was 

not constructed over night. Audit recommends imposition of heavy 

composition on the Mall owner as the property is under commercial use. 

DP-163-N/2013-14 

2.9.12 Unauthorized Lease of Government Land for Naval 

Housing Scheme – Rs. 2.880 Million 

According to Rue-6 (b) & (d) of Financial Regulations 

(Volume-I), no authority shall exercise its power of sanctioning 

expenditure to pass and order which will directly or indirectly to its own 

advantages. Government revenues shall not be utilized for the benefit of a 

particular person or a section of the community.    

According to Rule-7 of CLAR, 1937, no alteration in the 

classification of land which is vested in the crown or in the Board shall be 

made except by the Central Government, or by such other authority as 

they may empower in this behalf and the conditions on which land may be 

transferred from one class to another shall be governed by the orders of 

the Central Government or by the provisions of any law or rule for the 

time being enforce. 

During audit of Military Estate Office (MEO) Rawalpindi 

in August, 2012, it was noted that Pakistan Navy acquired private land 

measuring 1,463 kanals and 3 marlas (Approx 183 acres) at Rawat, 

Rawalpindi at a cost of Rs. 1,215,974 for setting up Naval Transmitting 

Station (NTS) through an award announced by Land Acquisition Collector 

Rawalpindi on 11
th

 January, 1973. 

However in the year 2000, the NTS was shifted to E-9, 

Islamabad and the land at Rawat was not used for Defence purpose and 

was declared surplus. Military Lands and Cantonments Department 
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conveyed sanction vide letter No. 20/2438/Lands/ML&C/2009 dated 20
th

 

July, 2011 for reclassification of an area measuring 150 acres from A-1 

land to B-4 land and leasing it to Naval Housing Directorate NHQ, 

Islamabad on payment of premium of Rs. 3,630,000 @ Rs. 5 per Sq yard 

and annual ground rent of Rs. 72,600 @ paisas ten (10) per Sq. yard for 

establishing Naval Officers Housing Scheme. Audit has following 

observations on it: 

i. The land was required to be reclassified with the sanction of the 

Federal Government. But the above mentioned sanction was 

conveyed by ML&C Department which was not competent for it. 

ii. The prevailing revenue rate of the land is Rs. 120,000 per marla 

which comes to Rs. 2,880 million for this land. However only 

nominal amount Rs. 3,630,000 has been paid as premium. Thus 

Government resources have been utilized for personal benefit of 

certain individuals.    

It was replied that as the land in question was acquired by NHQ in 1973 

and now 150 acres also being used by NHQ, therefore, audit observation 

may be shifted to naval authorities. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 01, 2015. DAC directed that the relevant documents be produced 

to audit for verification after the needful steps taken. 

The audit views this case as a serious violation and against Government 

interest hence recommends prompt action for the regularization of the 

reclassification and Government dues be deposited as per prevalent rates 

into the treasury. 

DP-164-N/2013-14 
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2.10  Unauthorized Expenditure 

2.10.1 Unauthorized payment / non-refund of loan – Rs. 8 

million 

  No provision exists in any section of Cantonment Act 1924 

for grant / payment of loan out of Cantonment Fund to any department or 

any authority for construction of a Government Building / Institute etc. 

  Contrary to above Rule provision, it was observed from the 

record of Cantonment Board Walton that sum of Rs. 8,000,000 was paid 

to Cantonment Board Mangla as loan for Construction / Re-carpeting of 

Board Colony Mangla Cantonment which was irregular.   

  When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013 the 

executive replied that the efforts were being made to recover the loan. The 

reply given by executive was not tenable because it was an un-authorized 

payment and after lapse of six months no action was taken to recover the 

loan. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015. The DAC decided that recovery be made from the 

cantonment board Mangla and record be produced for audit verification.  

  The audit suggests that executive disregarding the judicious 

use of public money may be held responsible for this irregularity, recovery 

be expedited immediately and record be presented to audit for verification. 

DP-14-N/2014-15 

2.10.2 Un-authorized transfer of lease property valuing – Rs. 

2.581 million 

  While examining the accounts of CB Wah, in February, 

2013, it was observed that Plot NO. C-664 Lala Rukh Wah Cantonment 

(6.22 marlas) valuing Rs. 2,581,300 (6.22 marla x Rs. 415,000 per marla) 

was allotted by POF to Mst Nasim Akhtar W/o Late Maula Dad Ex-Hav, 

POF Hospital in 1986. However, lease agreement was executed by 

Cantonment Board Wah in 2008 i.e. after 23 Years of allotment. Further 
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lease agreement was executed in the name of Nasim Akhtar W/oMoula 

Dad Khan instead of Mst Nasim Akhtar w/o late Moula Dad on the basis 

of copy of CNIC and Pension Book without any heirship certificates from 

legal authority. As per pension book, the name of her husband was Moula 

dad, whereas as per CNIC her husband name was Moula Dad Khan. The 

plot was allotted in 1986 whereas pension book was issued on 27
th

 

November, 1997. Further as per GLR Register, lease rights in respect of 

above Plot were not registered against any name and shown as vacant plot. 

Moreover, the building plan of the above property was approved in the 

name of attorney instead of the lessee. The facts of the case made the 

whole matter doubtful. 

  When pointed out by Audit in February, 2013, it was 

replied that the plot was allotted to Mst Nasim Akhtar W/o Late Moula 

Dad Ex Hav POF Hospital. Accordingly, the lease was executed in her 

favour on the basis of NIC provided by the allottee. The allotment 

committee after complete verification / satisfaction, finalized the allotment 

proceeding. The available copy of pension book indicated the year of 

issuance of Pension Book as 1969. The attorney holder Mr. Muhammad 

Bashir S/o Sandal Hussain was empowered by the lessee to get the 

building p lan approved from the Board. 

  The reply was not satisfactory as the lease was required to 

be executed in the name of Mst Nasim Akhtar w/o late Moula Dad and not 

Mst Nasim Akhtar w/o late Moula Dad Khan. Neither the required legal 

formalities were completed nor any proper justification for execution of 

lease was provided even after a lapse of 23 years.   

 The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 1, 2015, it was directed that the said amendment in the name of 

the owners husband be made and the documents be produced to audit for 

verification.  

The audit suggests that no further delay be observed in making the 

amendment in the lease.  

DP-204-N/2014-15 
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2.10.3 Un-authorized refund of transfer of immoveable 

property (TIP) tax – Rs. 1.489 million 

  According to CBR No. 41 dated 9
th

 April, 2010 an amount 

of Rs. 1,489,323 was refunded to Mr. Ishaq Badshah S/O Badshah Khan 

on account of TIP Tax which was recovered on sale of property No. 43 & 

43/B situated at Topi on the plea that rates were wrongly applied.   

  While examining the accounts of CB Chaklala in 

September, 2012, the following reservation on the refund of tax and 

considered the refunded as irregular. 

a)  The rate on which TIP Tax was calculated and deducted 

Rs. 1,800,900 based on CBR-13 dated 4
th

 January, 2008 wherein two 

method for calculation of TIP Tax was chalked out by the Board. First on 

the basis of cost of land & cost of construction on the rates provided in the 

said CBR and secondly rates exclusively for shops under caption 

“Schedule Containing Cost of Shops” on the basis of per Sqft. For 

basement, ground 1
st
 2

nd
 3

rd
 and 4

th
 floors. This clearly indicates that there 

were separate rates for the purpose of TIP tax for residential / commercial 

properties and shops.   

b)  The dead on which TIP tax was calculated firstly as Rs. 

1,800,900 and secondly Rs. 322,577 was indication of the fact that 

commercial property consist of shops. Hence rates for the shops provided 

in the schedule issued vide CBR No. 13 dated 4
th

 January, 2008 had been 

correctly applied and a sum of Rs. 1,800,900 was deducted on account of 

TIP Tax. 

c)  Later the Board in its decision made vide CBR No. 41 

dated 9
th

 April, 2010 revised the TIP tax and refund was made to the 

owner of the building which was not in order. 

d)  The refund of TIP Tax was also not in line to the decision 

of Board dated 9
th

 April, 2010. Board decided that if one shop or one floor 

in the Plaza was sold out then rates of per sq feet would be applicable. In 
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the instant case, shops were sold out and rates relating to the shops are 

applicable. 

  When pointed out by Audit in September, 2012, the 

executive authorities replied that TIP tax of property No. 43 and 43/B on 

the whole floor at Rs. 24,000 per square feet as fixed by the Board vide 

CBR-13 dated 4
th

 January, 2008 and total amount of TIP tax came to Rs. 

1,800,900 and deposited in Cantonment Fund. After payment of TIP tax 

the owner of property approached the Regional Director Office (ML&C) 

Rawalpindi and the Director advised for calculation of TIP tax on the basis 

of cost of land and cost of construction. The case was re-considered and 

TIP tax came to Rs. 311,577 and balance amount of Rs. 1,489,323 was 

refunded to the owner.  

  The reply was not satisfactory, as the TIP tax was required 

to be calculated on the basis of “Schedule containing the cost of shops”. 

  The para was discussed by the DAC in its meeting held on 

January 27, 2015. DAC ordered that record be verified from audit 

confirming recovery made to the owner of the said property. 

The audit suggests production of record for verification and fixing 

responsibility for erroneous calculation and subsequent collection of TIP 

from the owner causing him inconvenience.   

DP-277-N/2014-15 
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Pakistan Air Force 

Audit Paras 

2.11  Recoverable / Overpayments  

2.11.1 Non-recovery of House Rent Allowance – Rs. 16.45 

million 

  According to Rule-26 & 44 of Quarter & Rent 1985, 

“House rent Allowance is not admissible to Government servant provided 

with married accommodation” and according to Para-4 of Government of 

Pakistan Ministry of Housing and Works Islamabad office memorandum 

No. F.11 (330/2012-Policy dated 17
th

 May, 2013 this Ministry does not 

support any proposal made by Ministry of Defence as it will lead to 

disparity between the Civil and Military establishments. Therefore, the 

alottees belonging to armed forces may not be paid 45% House Rent 

Allowance and 5% rent of their running basic pay should be charged to 

bring them at par with civilian setup”. 

  While examining the record of the following Units/ 

Formations, it was observed that Officers of Armed forces were living in 

MOQs but House Rent Allowance was not deducted from their pay. This 

resulted into an overpayment of Rs. 16.45 million. 
(Rs. in million) 

S # DP # Name of Unit / 

Formation 

Amount  Nature of Violation 

1 132/N/14-15 PAF Base Lahore 3.70                Non deduction of HRA 
2 133/N/14-15 PAF Base Mushaf 12.750 Non deduction of HRA 

Total 16.45 
 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2013-14, the executive 

agreed to recover the amount i.e. 5% of basic pay only. The reply was not 

accepted as payment of HRA to above officers was un-authorized. 

DAC in its meeting held in January and February, 2015, 

pended the draft para till finalization of House Rent Policy by the MoD. 

Audit desires immediate finalization of the policy.  

DP-132, & 133-N/2014-15 
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2.11.2 Non-recovery of BTS towers fee – Rs. 1.92 million 

 According to Rule-14(3) of Cantonment Land 

Administration Rule-1937, land in class “A” shall not be used or occupied 

for any other purpose other than those stated in sub Rule-(i) of Rule-5 

without the previous sanction of the Central Government or such authority 

as they may appoint in this behalf. According to Rule-10(2) (viii) and 

Note (ii) below Rule-14(5)(b) of CLA Rules1937, Military Estate Officer 

is responsible for watching that Department of Government and 

Administration make no encroachment beyond the boundaries of their 

belonging.  The MEO is solely responsible for the detection and removal 

of encroachment.  According to Rule-26 Note ix (a) of CLA Rules 1937, 

an encroachment is an unauthorized occupation of Government land and 

should not be permitted to remain in existence under any circumstances 

unless it is properly regularized.   

  Further a policy for installation of Towers Base 

Transmission Station in Cantonment area was circulated through Ministry 

of Defence ML&C Department Rawalpindi during June, 2005. An 

agreement was to be executed with the cellular companies to install Base 

Transmission Station towers/antennas in Cantonment areas after issuance 

of NOC. The cellular companies were required to pay an antenna / tower 

fee @ Rs. 20,000 per month (in C Land) and Rs. 40,000 per month (in A-I 

Land) with 10% increase per annum. 

  Contrary to above, it was observed from the record held 

with the Units/formations that BTS Towers of various cellular companies 

were installed on A-1 land but no rent / revenue was being deposited into 

Government treasury. The detail of amount recoverable is given below:- 

(Rs. in million) 

S # DP # Name of Unit 

/ Formation 

Amount 

in  

Nature of Violation 

1 39/N/14-15 
PAF Base 

Lower Topa 
___ 

Non-recovery of Tower Fee installed 

on A-1 land into Government treasury. 

2 298/N/14-15 
PAF Base, 

Lahore 
1.92 

Non-recovery of Tower Fee installed 

on A-1 land into Government treasury. 

Total     1.92 
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  When pointed out by Audit in 2013-14, the executive 

replied that efforts were being made to recover the amount. The reply was 

not tenable as no concrete steps were taken by the executive departments 

to recover the dues.  

DAC in its meetingsheld in January and February, 2015 

directed the quarters concerned to recover the dues and deposit into 

Government treasury. 

Audit requires immediate recovery of the amount to the 

stated extent besides fixing responsibility against the officers/officials 

involved.  

DP-39 and 298-N/2014-15 

2.11.3 Non deposit / recovery of Rent from Officers Mess 

Guest Rooms into Government Treasury for – Rs. 

15.360 Million 

According to Rule-6 of Financial Regulations Volume-I 

1986, “Every person should exercise the same vigilance in respect of 

Government revenue as a person of ordinary prudence should exercise in 

respect of his own money”.  

During Audit of PAF Base Kala Bagh, it was observed 

from Scrutiny of record pertaining to the FY 2012-13, revealed that 

officers' Mess had 16 guest houses, 14 BOQs & 2 VOQs which were 

being rented out to visiting officers and their families by PAF 

authorities. Only Rs. 36 to Rs. 75 rent per room per month was being 

recovered by the AGE, whereas, a lot of revenue was being generated by 

the Mess authorities who were charging approx. Rs. 2,200 per day from 

visiting officers on duty which was being deposited into nonpublic fund 

account causing a huge loss of Government revenue. Since the buildings 

had been constructed from public fund & their day to day maintenance 

was also being done by MES, therefore crediting of rent into non-public 

fund stood as irregular. The Government sustained a loss of Rs. 

15,360,000 (Rent of Rs. 40,000 per month x 32 guest rooms x 1 year). 
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When pointed out by Audit in July 2013, the executive 

authority stated that PAF Base, Kalabagh was established with an aim to 

impart survival training to PAF Officers specially air crew. At least 30 

survival courses are being conducted at Kalabagh during one calendar 

year. Each course is conducted for a span of 6 to 10 days with inflow of 15 

to 30 Officers. The guest rooms at PAF Base Kalabagh are constructed for 

the PAF Officers who are visiting this Base for these courses. The officers 

are not authorized for the accommodation charges as they are visiting this 

Base on attachment.  

Reply advance was not acceptable as these buildings had 

been constructed from public fund & their day to day maintenance was 

also being made by MES, therefore retention of rent earned stood 

unauthorized.  

DAC in its meeting dated 2
nd

 January, 2015 apprised that 

these guest rooms are being used by the officers detailed for courses. As 

such, the guest room charges are not received from these officers. DAC 

directed that UAGE bills be produced to audit for verification. 

The audit recommends implementation of the directives 

immediately. 

DP-24-N/2014-15 

2.11.4 Non-recovery of rent and allied charges – Rs. 1.836 

million. 

 As per Rule-2 of the Financial Regulation Volume-II “all 

transactions to which any officer of Government in his official capacity is 

a party, shall, without any reservation, be brought to account and all 

moneys received by or tendered to Government officer which are due to, 

or are required to be deposited with Government shall, without undue 

delay, be paid, in full, into a Government treasury”. 

 It was observed during audit that a branch of Habib Bank 

Limited located at Government land and Beauty Parlour in Officers mess 
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at PAF Base Lower Topa but rent and allied charges was not being 

recovered and deposited into Government treasury.   

 When pointed out by Audit in July, 2013, no reply was 

furnished by the Executive.   

 The rent and allied charges @ Rs. 50,000 per month from 

HBL and @ Rs. 1000 per month from Beauty Parlour for the period from 

1
st
 July, 2010 to 30

th
 June, 2013 (36 months) amounting to Rs. 1,836,000 

be recovered and deposited into Government treasury.  

DAC in its meeting dated 2
nd

 January, 2015 directed that 

the amount be recovered and record be verified by audit. 

The audit urges that the amount payable by both HBL and 

the beauty parlour be recovered respectively and verified by audit 

immediately. The reason for the lapse in recovering the amount needs to 

be probed.  

DP-38-N/2014-15 

2.11.5 (i) Non-recovery of HRA from officers – Rs. 0.901 

Million 

 (ii) Un-authorized payment of Adhoc Relief Allowance – 

Rs. 0.756 Million 

  According to Rule-26&44 of Quarter & Rent 1985, “House 

Rent Allowance is not admissible to Government servant provided with 

married accommodation” and Para-4 of Government of Pakistan Ministry 

of Housing and Works Islamabad Office memorandum No. F.11 

(33)/2012-Policy dated 17
th

 May, 2013 this Ministry does not support any 

proposal made by Ministry of Defence as it will lead to disparity between 

the Civil and Military establishments. Therefore, the alottees belonging to 

armed forces may not be paid 45% House Rent Allowance and 5% rent of 

their running basic pay should be charged to bring them at par with 

civilian setup”. According to Government of Pakistan Finance Division 

regulation wing decision No. 8/99-viii/1166 dated 21
st
 February, 2012 
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Adhoc increases will not be admissible to those who re-employed before 

1
st
 December, 2011. 

  It was observed from the record i.e. married 

accommodation register of PAF Hospital Lahore that certain economy 

flats were allotted to officers but house rent allowance was not deducted 

from them which was against the above rule. Moreover, 5% rent was also 

less deducted. The irregularity resulted into an overpayment of Rs. 

901,192. Further, it was noticed from pay bills/occupation reports that four 

PAF officers were re-employed after retirement from PAF. The Adhoc 

relief was granted to the re-employed in PAF Hospital Lahore officers 

both sides i.e. in pension and pay in contravention of above order. This 

resulted into an irregular payment of Rs. 756,400. As shown in statement. 

  When pointed out by audit in May, 2014, it was replied by 

the executive authorities that the officers were allotted temporary 

accommodation whereas they were authorized cat A-E as per Air 

Headquarters letter No. AHQ/5502/Wks-(Policy dated 22
nd

 June, 2006) 

and they were authorized to draw the HRA because said accommodation 

was declared MOQ i.e. economy flats reclassified as MOQs through board 

of officersThe reply was not tenable as the HRA was not authorized to 

officers living in E type/MOQ as per above decision. Copies of pay bills 

were not supplied to verify the recovery of 5% of pay. As regards to 

irregular payment of Adhoc increases to re-employed PAF employees, the 

executive replied that pension was being distributed by the CAAF 

Peshawar and that office did not deal with pension affairs at any stage. 

However, correct calculation as per pension books was Rs. 756,400 and 

said objection be raised against CAAF Peshawar for recovery. The reply 

was not accepted as overpayment worked out was not correct when 

compared with pay bills/slips. 

DAC in its meeting dated 2
nd

 January, 2015 directed to 

pend (a) portion of the DP till finalization of policy for recovery of HRA 

from the Officers of Pakistan Armed Forces and settled the (b) portion of 

the DP subject to recovery and its verification. 
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DP-108-N/2014-15 

2.11.6 Non-deposit of Rent of Agriculture Land into 

Government Treasury – Rs. 440.85 Million 

  According to the “policy on use of A-I Land for welfare 

and other projects of the Armed Forces” issued vide Government of 

Pakistan Ministry of Defence Rawalpindi No. F-2/5/D-12/ML&C/99 dated 

2
nd

 April, 2008, the competent rent realized from agricultural land shall be 

deposited into Government Treasury and per Para-2 of Financial 

Regulation Volume-II 1986, all transactions to which any officer of 

Government in his official capacity is a party, shall without any 

reservation be brought to account and all moneys received by or tendered 

to Government Officer which are due to or are required to be deposited 

shall, without undue delay be paid in full into Government treasury or into 

the bank.  

  While examining the record of PAF Base Mushaf, it was 

observed that Military / Government Land register being maintained in the 

office of the MEO Sargodha that vast area of agricultural land was in 

possession of PAF Base Mushaf Sargodha which was leased out to the 

farmers for cultivation purposes but nothing was being deposited into 

Government Account.  

  When pointed out in April, 2014, the executive replied that 

in the year 2008 policy for use of A-I land was issued by Ministry of 

Defence which was being implemented and the income received from 

agriculture land was being deposited into Government treasury. The reply 

was not based on facts as no proof of depositing the agriculture income 

into Government Treasury/MRO was produced for verification. 

DAC in its meeting dated 2
nd

 January, 2015 apprised that 

the audit of similar period has already been carried out by the office of the 

DGADS (South). DAC directed that verification of the audit of the 

DGADS (South) be completed in connection with this case.  
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  The audit recommends that the issue be discussed with the 

issue raised by DGADS (South) and proof of the Government money be 

deposited into the treasury be produced for verification of audit. 

DP-118-N/2014-15 

2.11.7  Non-replacement of rejected store – Rs. 13.284 million 

According to Rule-6 (a) of Financial Regulations (Volume-

I) 1986, “Every officer should exercise the same vigilance in respect of 

expenditure incurred from Government revenue as a person of ordinary 

prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money”. 

While examining the accounts of 103 ALC Chaklala in 

November, 2013, it was observed from EMB rejection register and other 

connected documents that the following store was rejected during 

functional check and was still outstanding, which required replacement / 

recovery.  

S.

No 

CA No. M/S Description Qty Amount C. Rate 

(Rs.) 

Amount in 

Rs. 

1. 423693/P-42 dated 

29-4-2010 

Zubair 

Brothers 

Cable output 

400 Hz 50a 

30 USD  

51298.50 

107 5,488,940 

2. 423693/P-42 dated 

29-4-2010 

Zubair 

Brothers 

Cable output 

28.5 VCD 

60 USD  

51105 

107 5,468,235 

3. 423789-DETK/P-42 

dated 20-12-2012 

DETK 

International 

Cable VCD 

output 30sft 

20 PAUND 

9000 

175 1,575,000 

4. 423789-DETK/P-42 

dated 20-12-2012 

DETK 

International 

400HZ AC 

cable output 

50ft 

5 PAUND 

4300 

175 752,500 

Total 13,284,675 

 

When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013, the 

executive replied that the quantity received in May 2013 and rejected by 

user activity. DP Air had asked the supplier to provide the new cable as 

per requirement immediately. Further at S.No. 3 and 4 Functional check 

authority asked the quality certificate for acceptance of subject store. DP 

Air had asked the supplier to provide the said certificate for acceptance of 

subject store. After evaluation of the certificate AHQ would advised the 

user for acceptance of the subject store and after acceptance CRV would 

be released.   
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Reply advanced by the executive was not agreed. The 

action proposed may be expedited. 

DAC in its meeting held on February, 16, 2015. DAC gave 

3 months time for replacement of cable. 

Audit recommends expeditious recovery of the dues or 

replacement of the cable.  

DP-329-N/2014-15 

2.11.8 Loss due to non-deposit of Government share of 

commercial activities on A-1 land in Government 

treasury – Rs. 151.691 million 

According to Para 5 of A-1 Land Policy 2008, all the 

activities undertaken so far on A-1 lands shall be governed by this policy 

with immediate effect.  The rent shall be fixed for the current financial 

year and accounted for in the light of the above policy.  According to Para 

9(b) of A-1 Land Policy 2009, 25% Government share of rent of A-1 land 

(Category „A‟ Activities) and 100% Government share of rent of A-1 land 

(Category „C‟ Activities) will be deposited by the PAF Admin Authority 

within one month of its receipt on Treasury Receipt (TR).  TRbe sent to 

the respective Controller of Accounts under intimation to the MEO 

concerned and the respective Service Headquarters. 

In Directorate of Welfare Accounts, AHQ Islamabad, 

Government share amounting to Rs. 151,690,777 against 203 Cat „A‟ and 

„C‟ activities was received from 11 PAF bases in AHQ with effect from 

2007-08 to 2012-13 but the same was not deposited in Government 

Treasury, which resulted in loss to state.  

When pointed out by Audit in June 2013, the executive 

stated that recovery action is in hand.The reply was not satisfactory as 

despite lapse of considerable period the public money could not be 

deposited in Government treasury. DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 

directed to recover in installments and its verification by audit.  No 

recovery was affected till finalization of this report.   
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Audit desires expeditious deposit in Government treasury. 

DP-S-110 & 111/2014-15 

2.11.9 Loss to state due to wrong application of lease rates 

against Cat-‘C’ activities – Rs. 18.843 million 

According to Para 4 of A-1 Land Policy 2009, a board of 

officers will be detailed by the respective PAF Admin Authority to 

recommend total area being or required to be utilized for the purpose, 

determination of rent for each category of land separately as per the 

nature/category of land (Irrigated or Barani) and availability of water etc, 

in consultation with the local Revenue Officer.   

The examination of record in Directorate of Welfare 

Accounts, AHQ Islamabad, revealed that Board of Officers (BoO) was 

assembled at PAF Base Mushaf on 03 March, 2011, the Pata rates of 

agricultural land were assessed by NaibTehsildarHafizabad @ Rs. 20,000 

per acre for Chandar Air Base on 24
th

 March,2011 and the same rates were 

placed in the BoO for the year 2008, 2009 and 2010 along with rates of 

other areas but all the other rates were applied as they were except the 

rates for Chandar. The rates of Chandar area were reduced by the BoO 

from Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 2,600 for barren and Rs. 10,500 for cultivable land 

per acre per annum.  As a result of this unjustifiable decision of BoO the 

state suffered a loss of Rs. 18,842,500.   

When pointed out by Audit in June 2013, the executive 

stated that rent of agriculture activities on A-1 Land was as per rent 

schedule issued by Revenue Department.  The lease rate was Rs. 10,500 

for cultivable land and Rs. 2,600 for barren land per acre per annum.  

Efforts were in hand to develop this piece of land which had not been 

achieved so far.The reply furnished by the executive was not correct as the 

rates fixed by the Revenue Department for Chandar area were Rs. 20,000 

per acre per annum and were not as Rs. 10,500 for fertile land and Rs. 

2,600 for barren land.  DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed 

PAF to get revenue ratesverified from audit.  No record was produced till 

finalization of this report. 
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Audit desires expeditious recovery as suggested. 

DP-S-191/2014-15 

2.11.10 Loss to state due to wrong application of rates on Cat-

‘A’ activities in Board of Officers – Rs. 10.197 million 

According to Para 2(b)(1) and Para 2(a)of A-1 Land Policy 

2008 and Accounting procedure 2009 respectively, a board of officers will 

be detailed by the respective PAF Admin Authority for Bases/units and 

survey will be conducted by a board of officers to determine the actual 

area under usageexcluding roads, free parking space(s) and areas left for 

utility services etc.  Based on the survey, the following calculation of rent 

and accounting procedure shall be followed.  The rent shall be charged @ 

6% per annum of existing Revenue Rate (earlier known as DC Rate) of the 

said land, notwithstanding the tenancy/rent agreements of the military 

authorities with the users.   

In Directorate of Welfare Accounts, AHQ Islamabad, 

Board of Officers assembled at PAF Base, Faisal and Masroor Karachi on 

24
th

January, 2011 and 18
th

January, 2011 respectively. The BoO calculated 

Government share by applying DC rates in the light of Sindh Government 

Notification dated 18
th

 November, 2006 and 2
nd

 July,2010falling under 

column “Open plots commercial”.  Audit pointed out that relevant DC rate 

was that falling under the column “Built-up Commercial”.  By virtue of 

application of incorrect rate, the state suffered a loss amounting to Rs. 

10,197,290, which requires recovery. 

When pointed out by Audit in June 2013, the executive 

stated that the land was given on “open plot commercial” basis for the 

reason that only open plot as contract agreement was provided and no built 

up area was given for said activity.   The reply was not satisfactory as the 

area let out to users as per agreements was more than as indicated in the 

BoO for calculation of Government share. Therefore, Audit emphasizes 

that both areas as per agreement and BoO should be same and rate of 

“built-up commercial” should be applied.  The issue was pended by DAC 
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in its meeting held on 5
th

January, 2015. Further progress was not intimated 

till the finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of Audit stance. 

DP-S-112/2014-15 

2.11.11 Non-recovery of sales tax on services – Rs. 26.062million 

According to Sindh Act No. II OF 2012, Schedule second 

Part-B, No. 9814-2000 Contractor of building (including water supply, gas 

supply and sanitary works), electrical and mechanical works (including air 

conditioning), multi-disciplinary works (including turn-key projects) and 

similar other works tax at rate of 17% charged. 

In GE (Air) Korangi Creek, it was observed that sales tax 

on services was not recovered from contractors @ 17% during the 

financial year 2013-14. An amount Rs. 26,062,939 was to be recovered 

against the works. 

When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, it was 

stated by the executive that, Sindh Finance Act-II of 2012 was not 

applicable on departments‟ works under Federal Government. Sales Tax 

Circular No. 02/2006 services of construction and civil works did not 

attract the levy of sales tax. The reply was not tenable as sales tax on 

services was provincial subject after 18
th

 amendment and Sindh Revenue 

Board through notification has directed to recover the tax at source. The 

issue was pended by DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015.  No further 

progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of Audit stance. 

DP-S-154/2014-15 

2.11.12 Non-recovery of rate of electricity from residents as 

charged by K Electric – Rs. 15.235 million and sales tax 

– Rs. 3.504million 

According to Rule-747 of DSR 1998, the “all-in” unit cost 

of electricity and water in any installation is obtained by dividing the total 
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quantity actually supplied per annum into the total “all-in” cost of the 

operation of the installation concerned.   

In GE (Air) Korangi Creek, it was observed that K Electric 

charged average rate on bulk meter Rs. 14.31 per unit.However the GE 

office initiated the recovery at the rate averaging Rs. 8.00 per unit 

(calculated from ROR) resulting in less recovery of Rs. 6.31 per unit.Total 

units consumed during June 201211 (officeRs. 45,658, officials 84,073 

and civilians 71,480). As such, yearly consumption comes to 2414532 

units. The Government therefore suffered loss Rs. 15,235,697 . Adding 

sales tax at the rate of 23% that isRs. 3,504,210 the total loss comes to Rs. 

18,739,907. 

When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, it was 

stated by the executive that, K-Electric was recovering electric charges 

from PAF (MES) on Bulk Tariff and recovery was affected from 

occupants on domestic rate inclusive of all taxes.The reply was not tenable 

as rule stipulated that the amount paid would be charged to consumers by 

dividing on unit cost paid. 

The issue was pended by DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 

2015.  Further progress was not intimated till finalization of this report. 

DP-S-153/2014-15 

2.11.13 Non-recovery of allied charges from private consumers–

Rs. 8.801 million 

According to Rule-442 of DSR 1998, GE is responsible for 

making demands for payment of all revenues and for taking steps for its 

prompt realization. 

In GE (Air) Korangi Creek, it was observed that the 

recovery of allied charges outstanding against the private consumers was 

Rs. 8,801,981 which resulted in loss to state. 

When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, it was 

stated by the executive that matter has been taken up with the Base 

authorities and notices were also issued to the defaulters, the recovery 
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when affected will be intimated accordingly to audit. DAC in its meeting 

held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for recovery and its verification.  No further 

progress was intimated till finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-158/2014-15 

2.11.14 Loss to state due to excess sales tax charged by K 

Electric – Rs. 5.590million 

According to Financial Rules “Every officer should 

exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure incurred from 

Government revenue as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in 

respect of the expenditure of his own money”. As per Finance Bill 2010 

“After amendments in the Sales Tax Act, 1990, the applicable rate of sales 

tax on items in Third Schedule has been increased to 17% with effect from 

1
st
 July 2010”. Further as per Rules 2(2) and (3) of the Sales Tax Special 

Procedure (Withholding) Rules, 2007 under S.R.O. 660(1)/2007, 

Islamabad, the 30
th

 June, 2007, “A withholding agent shall deduct an 

amount equal to one fifth of the total sales tax shown in the sales tax 

invoice issued by the supplier and make payment of the balance amount to 

him” and “All withholding agents shall make purchase of taxable goods 

from a person duly registered under Sales Tax Act, 1990, provided that 

under unavoidable circumstances and for reasons to be recorded in 

writing, if purchases are made from unregistered persons, the withholding 

agent shall deduct sales tax at 17% of the value of the taxable supplies 

made to him from the payment due to the supplier”.  

In GE (Air) Korangi Creek, it was observed that K Electric 

charged sales tax in three stages that is, 17+5+1=23% as an Industrial 

unit.However, GE office was service providing agency working under 

Federal Government. Sales tax was paid at the rate of 23% amounting to 

Rs. 20,349,841 instead of 17% amounting to Rs. 14,760,778.Hence, 

excess payment Rs. 5,589,063 was made which requires recovery from K 

Electric. 
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When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, it was 

stated by the executive that, K Electric charged bill in light of notification 

issued by Government of Pakistan notification  No 509 (1) 2013 dated 12
th

 

June,2013. The reply was not tenable as G.E office is a service providing 

agency and not an industrial/ commercial unit that requires registration 

with Sales Tax Department.  The issue was pended by DAC in its meeting 

held on 5
th

January, 2015. Further progress was not intimated till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of Audit stance. 

DP-S-155/2014-15 

2.11.15 Loss to state due to less recovery of water charges from 

consumers – Rs. 4.286 million  

According to Note below Para 2 of  Annexure „A‟ to 

Appendix „O‟ of DSR 1998, any increase of rates as & when notified / 

imposed by the provincial Government / supplying  agency shall be 

recovered in addition to the rates specified. 

In Garrison Engineer (Air) Faisal, it was noticed that water 

charges were being recovered from married Officer @ Rs. 54 & 39 per 

month whereas the recovery was required to be made @ Rs. 960 per 

month (Married accommodation). The working detail is as under. The less 

charging of the rate of water had resulted in loss to state amounting to Rs. 

4,285,728 during the year 2012-13. 

Married accommodation: 9600 gallons @Rs. 100per 1000 gallon as per 

KW&SB rate permonth = Rs. 960   

BOQs 4800 gallons @ Rs. 100 per 1000 gallon as per 

KW&SB rate permonth = Rs. 480 

 When pointed out by Audit in April, 2014, it was stated by 

executive that water charges were being recovered according to JSI-

21/80.The reply furnished by the executive was not acceptable as the rule 

is very clear and there is no ambiguity.  Further in sister organization i.e. 
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MES(Navy) Karachi, the recovery rate was being charged @ Rs. 960 per 

month. 

 DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed to get 

verification of proceeding of Board of Officers on determination of 

consumption of water.  No progress was reported till finalization of this 

report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-146/2014-15 

2.12  Loss to State 

2.12.1 Loss to state due to less area accounted for in Board of 

Officers –Rs. 9.520 million 

According to Para 2(b)(1) and Para 2(a)of A-1 Land Policy 

2008 and Accounting procedure 2009 respectively, a board of officers will 

be detailed by the respective PAF Admin Authority for Bases/units and 

survey will be conducted by a board of officers to determine the actual 

area under usageexcluding roads, free parking space(s) and areas left for 

utility services etc.  Based on the survey, the following calculation of rent 

and accounting procedure shall be followed.  The rent shall be charged @ 

6% per annum of existing Revenue Rate (earlier known as DC Rate) of the 

said land, notwithstanding the tenancy/rent agreements of the military 

authorities with the users.  

a) The examination of record in Directorate of Welfare 

Accounts, AHQ Islamabad, revealed that two Board of Officers 

(BoO)were assembled at PAF Base Peshawar on 07 June, 2010 and 27 

September, 2011. The BoOs‟ accounted for less area of land of certain 

Cat-„A‟ activities as compared to Contract Agreements concluded with the 

contractors, which resulted in loss of Rs. 8,522,607 to the state.  

When pointed out by audit in June 2013, the executive 

stated that measurement of area of each activity in the BoO dated 2011 
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were the actual land being utilized by each activity.  The area mentioned 

in the BoO of 2010 was wrongly calculated including the surrounding / 

left over area of the site which is not in use. The reply was not satisfactory 

as the area let out to users as per agreements was more than as indicated in 

the BoO for calculation of Government share. Therefore, Audit 

emphasizes that both areas as per agreement and BoO should be same.  

The issue was pended by DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015.  Further 

progress was not intimated till the finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of Audit stance. 

b) Similarly, an area of 20 marla has been accounted for out of 

total 58 marla by excluding 38 marla, for the valuation of Fazaia Welfare 

Filling Station (FWFS) near RafiqiChowk. It was pointed out that the 

excluded area was 66% and was not acceptable, because, the exclusion 

percentage was on higher side and it was a blind decision due to non-

availability of site plan. Without site plan, the area can neither be 

calculated nor certified.  Further, it was pointed out that rates applied i.e. 

Rs. 200,000 (CB STR Rates) per marla was not only irregular but also 

unjustified, because, as per policy, actual old DC rates (Revenue Rates) 

were required to be applied whereas as per (Standard Table of Rates) 

(STR) for the Financial Year 2008-09 in respect of different areas in the 

Cantonment Board Shorkot, the rates would have been Rs. 550,000 per 

marla for RafiqiChowk Area. The rates have been applied by using 

discretion that was not permissible as per A-1 Land Policy.  Due to wrong 

application of rates, the state sustained a loss of Rs. 997,500, which 

needed to be deposited in Government treasury.  It was further pointed out 

that annual rates w.e.f. 2009-10 to 2012-13 may also be obtained and rent 

thereof be re-calculated and difference be deposited in Government 

treasury. 

When pointed out by Audit in June 2013, the executive 

stated that FWFS was established on an area of 20 Marla, whereas the 

remaining 38 Marlas comprised of road and parking space.  FWFS was 

situated adjacent to PAF Colony and the gate of Fazaia College opened on 

this side.  Thus, the area was required to be kept vacant for smooth 
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entry/exit of the students.  Moreover, this area was also being used for 

parking of vehicles of strike force.  Due to aforesaid facts the excluded 

area %age was on higher side.  As far as the rates were concerned, the 

same were levied as per Cantonment Board Rates. The rates of 

RafiqiChowk could not be levied as this place was away from main Bazar. 

The reply furnished by the executive was not satisfactory as the policy is 

silent about as to how much area is to be used for utilities which should be 

rationalized, however, site plan may be furnished. As per Policy the DC 

rate should be applied therefore, application of Cantonment Board (STR) 

rates was incorrect. As per Policy DC rates should be applied whereas 

BoO reduced the rates for which Board was not competent. The issue was 

pended by DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015.  Further progress was 

not intimated till the finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directions. 

DP-S-190/2014-15 

2.13 Un-authorized expenditure 

2.13.1 Non-accountal of 52503 Liters Aviation Fuel (JP-8) – 

Rs. 5.880 million 

  According to Para 136 of chapter 6 of AFM 20-3, it is the 

responsibility of officer in charge POL Flight to ensure preparation of 

summary of total receipt in the bowzer from bulk installation and total 

issue from the bowzer and also to maintain manuscript register at refueling 

section giving detail of daily transfer of fuel from bulk installation to 

refuellers. 

  It was observed from the record issue/turn in record of 

refueling flight for the months of May and June 2013 held with PAF Base 

Rafiqui that a quantity of 52,503 liters of JP-8 worth Rs. 5,880,336 

(52503x112) was shown as issued to 27 TA sqn on various dates. The 

record of flight line 27 TA sqn was shown as “NIL” receipt of JP-8 on 

those dates. At the end of May & June the closing balance of JP-8 was 
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shown as 8784613 and 9208999 respectively by refueling flight of the 

base and same was further transmitted to AHQ through monthly CIV thus 

become incorrect. The aspect of misappropriation of fuel cannot be ruled 

out. 

  When pointed out by Audit in November, 2013 the Base 

authorities stated that due to clerical mistake the entries were not jotted 

down on the Register and those entries were made on Register after 

pointing out by the audit. The reply was not agreed as irregularities 

occurred on various dates during 2012-13 cannot be regularized by taken 

up the fuel on charge after close of year. Further, as regards to the physical 

state of JP-8 at charge, the base authorities continuously intimated the 

same to HQs Peshawar through monthly certified issue vouchers 

(CIVs).The change of entries on Register as an afterthought  is not 

acceptable. The cost of the fuel not taken on charge may be deposited. 

  DAC in its meeting dated 2
nd

 January, 2015 settled the DP 

subject to verification of Formal Investigation, Fuel Book (F-361) and 

advisory instruction issued to the Bases/Units by AHQ.  

DP-05-N/2014-15 

2.13.2 Un-authorized Expenditure on Purchase of Furniture – 

Rs. 5.24 million 

  According to Para-21 (C) (ii) and Para-181 & 182 of 

Defence Services Regulation 1998, “Special work should not be approved 

if the effect would introduce a new practice on change of scales and 

sanction for the provision of special furniture / non-scheduled item is 

required to be obtained from Government of Pakistan. 

  While examining the record at GE (Air) Rafiqui, it was 

observed that a sum of Rs. 5,249,152 was paid to M/s Khokhar Wood 

Crafts for purchase of special furniture but Government sanction was not 

obtained as required under above quoted para. 

  When pointed out by audit in January, 2014, the executive 

authorities replied that the work was approved by Air Headquarters after 
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obtaining prior sanction from Ministry of Defence, Government of 

Pakistan Islamabad. The reply was not agreed as Government sanction 

was not produced to audit for verification. 

DAC in its meeting dated 2
nd

 January, 2015 settled the DP 

subject to verification of the fact that shops are being run under category 

“B” activities on A-I Land Policy. 

DP-50-N/2014-15 

2.13.3 Un-authorized receipt of Allied Charges from the 

Airmen and taken on cash book – Rs. 14.452 Million. 

  According to Para 442 of MES Regulations-1998, GE is 

responsible for making demands for payment of all revenues and taking 

steps for its prompt recovery and according to Sr. No. 09 to Annexure-A 

to Rule-9 of Financial Regulation Volume-I 1986, sanction of Government 

of Pakistan is required in case of any change in procedure. 

  It was observed from Monthly Return of receipts and 

expenditure for the month of June, 2013 shown at PAF Base Rafiqui and 

PAF Hospital, Rafiqui that a sum of Rs. 14,452,010 was recovered from 

Airmen on above account and was taken on cash book which was un-

authorized. 

  When pointed out by audit in October, November, 2013, 

the executive authorities replied that rent & allied charges of PAF 

employees were recovered by the UAGE (Air) and then their feeding in 

system which facilitates the whole process of generating and deducting 

rent and allied charges. The reply was not tenable as GE (Air) is 

responsible to recover rent & allied charges through UA and finally 

compiled under separate head of accounts maintained by the GE.    

DAC in its meeting dated 2
nd

 January, 2015 settled the DP 

subject to verification of relevant documents/record. 

DP-115-N/2014-15 
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2.13.4 Payment to contractors without Government sanction – 

Rs. 3.78 Million 

  According to Para-17 (2) (a) Scale of Accommodation 

2000, perimeter lights will only be permitted with the prior concurrence of 

Government of Pakistan. 

  While examining the record of GE (Air) Shorkot, it was 

observed that a sum of Rs. 3,774,551 was paid to contractors for provision 

of security lights but no Government sanction was obtained. 

  When pointed out by audit in January, 2014, the executive 

authorities replied that contracts were approved by Air Headquarters 

Islamabad. The reply was not tenable as sanctions issued by Government 

of Pakistan (Ministry of Defence) were not produced to audit.    

DAC in its meeting dated 2
nd

 January, 2015 settled the DP 

subject to verification of the sanction of the competent authority. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC stance. 

DP-121-N/2014-15 

2.13.5 Un-authorized payment of Pay and Allowances to the 

staff deputed in Air Force Officers Housing Society 

(AFOHS) – Rs. 7.364 Million. 

  According to Rule-5 of Financial Regulations Volume-I, 

1986, Defence expenditure may be sanctioned by the Ministry of Defence 

and by the authorities subordinate to it subject to the condition “It shall 

pertain to Defence”. In terms of Articles 169 and 170 of the constitution of 

the Islamic Republic of Pakistan read with the Auditor General Ordinance 

2001 and present orders of the Supreme court of Pakistan passed in 

CMA‟s 3330,3471,3594/13 in constitution petition No. 105-12 audit is 

constitutional mandated process and after 18
th

 amendment in constitution 

there is no room for denial of disclosure and withholding of accounts from 

Auditor General for audit. 
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  It was noticed from the accounts of PAF Base Lahore that 

certain officers JCOs / Airmen and civilian were appointed in Air Force 

Officers Housing Societies and their pay and allowances were being paid 

out of public fund. Detail of warrant officers, Airmen & civilians detailed 

to perform full time duty with Air Force Housing Society was not 

provided to audit in contravention of above rule. The irregularity resulted 

into an irregular payment of Rs. 7,326,254 as worked out in enclosed 

statement. Moreover, Rs. 38,480 was paid to officers on account of 

command / staff pay whereas it was not authorized against these posts and 

also required recovery. 

  When pointed out by Audit in April, 2014, it was replied by 

the executive that AFOHS was established under Government of Pakistan 

Ministry of Defence letter No. HQ/74301/5/HD/6/10/D-10 (AF-II)/92 

dated 20
th

 October, 1992, in order to provide houses to PAF officers on 

their retirement. The Department was maintaining contingency record and 

consumable registers. The reply was not accepted as the documents 

regarding formation of AFOHS and other expenditures incurred on 

account of Pay and Allowances as well as on MT were not provided to 

audit. 

DAC in its meeting dated 2
nd

 January, 2015 settled the DP 

subject to verification of the Government letter No. 

AHQ/74301/5/HD/6/10/D-10(AF-II)/92, dated 20
th

 October, 1992. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directives besides fixing responsibility on the concerned officer.  

DP-134-N/2014-15 

2.13.6 Un-authorized acceptance/distribution of Store 

Amounting to – Rs. 19.95 million 

According to Clause-03 (d) “terms of payment” of contract 

agreement 80% of contract value will be paid to M/s HIT on submission 

of bills on Form DP-5 duly supported by copy of Inspection Note and 20% 

balance payment will be paid to supplier by CMA (DP), Rawalpindi on 
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submission of bill duly supported by consignee certification Receipt 

Voucher (CRV). 

While examining the accounts of 110 Air Logistic Depot 

PAF Badaber Peshawar in September, 2013, following discrepancies have 

been observed by audit during scrutiny of contract No. 459029/P-45 dated 

3
rd

 June, 2011: - 

i) Indent was based on “EMERGENT” and date of delivery 

was extended upto 31
st
 January, 2013 whereas store was 

received on 09
th

 May, 2013 without imposition of 

LD/amendment in contract. 

ii) CRV and payment was released without inspection of store 

which is against the C.A clause 03 and undue favour to 

supplier. 

iii) Asstt. Director Quality Control (Armament) AHQ, 

Islamabad vide its letter No. AHQ/37009/3/663/QC dated 

27
th

 May, 2013 intimated to No. 110 ALD, PAF that this 

Directorate has not cleared the store for delivery to 

consignee as certain anomalies were highlighted during 

physical inspection of subject store vide this Directorate 

letter No. AHQ/37009/3/663/QC dated 29
th

 April, 2013 and 

stated that “Inspection Note” cannot be issued without 

fulfillment of contractual requirement. Whereas, No. 110 

ALD, PAF Badaber, Peshawar vide letter No. 110 

ALD/22F/2120/2010/Prov dated 30
th

 May, 2013 distributed 

Qty-187 out of Qty-372 (50%) to different Bases without 

final inspection which is unjustified. 

iv) Now No. 110 ALD, PAF requested to concerned Bases for 

immediate return of Bullet Proof Jackets already delivered 

for inspection to be conducted by inspection team of AHQ 

as evident from the record of formation. Transportation / 

packing cost for already delivered / return of store (Qty-

187) to different PAF Bases including TA/DA paid to staff 
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deputed for collection of the store may be worked out and 

intimated to audit.  

When pointed out by Audit in September, 2013, the 

executive replied that the stores were received on 9
th

 May, 2013. Due to 

security threat at PAF bases/units these jackets were dispatched 

immediately.   

The reply was not tenable as the store was not cleared due 

to certain anomalies were highlighted during physical inspection of store 

by Quality Control (Armament) AHQ, Islamabad therefore distribution of 

store without inspection and contrary to CA clause-03. Final inspection 

report be provided to audit and expenditure incurred on distribution / 

return of bullet proof jackets to different PAF Bases may be regularized 

beside imposition / recovery of LD. 

DAC in its meeting dated 2
nd

 January, 2015urged 

verification of relevant documents/record.  

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC stance. 

DP-326-N/2014-15 

2.13.7 Irregular expenditure due to execution of work without 

Government Sanction – Rs. 43.979 million 

According to Rule-17(b)(2)(a) of Defence Services 

Accommodation Scale 2000, Perimeter lighting will only be permitted 

with prior concurrence of Government of Pakistan. 

In GE(Air) Masroor against two contracts concluded by 

DW&CE(PAF), a sum of Rs. 43,979,072 (Rs. 29,434,937 + Rs. 

14,544,135) was incurred for provision of perimeter lights at PAF Base 

Masroor without obtaining sanction of Government of Pakistan resulting 

in irregular expenditure. 

When pointed out by Audit in June, 2014 it was stated by 

executive that PAF Masroor was the largest flying Base of area. Due to 

law & order situation in country, security was the main issue and we were 
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trying to save our assets. Therefore works for security lights were awarded 

after approval of AHQ.The reply furnished by executive is not tenable as 

Audit did not question the necessity of work but pointed out the non-

completion of codal formalities.  DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 

directed to get Government sanction verified from Audit. No Government 

sanction was produced till finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-145/2014-15 

2.13.8 Irregular conclusion of CA by CMES in piecemeal – Rs. 

6.685million 

According to Rule-6(a) of FR 1986 (Volume-I), every 

officer should exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure 

incurred from Government revenue as a person of ordinary prudence 

would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money.  

According to Rule-21(d), 29 & 163 read with table “A” of 

DSR 1998 revised vide letter dated12-06-2006, all repairs costing more 

than Rs. 1,000,000 fall under the category of abnormal repairs which 

requires Government sanction.  According to Rule-389 of DSR 1998 

amended time to time vide para-2(d) of  Government of Pakistan Ministry 

of Defence Rawalpindi letter  No.2/12/D-15/2001,  dated 12-06-2000 

contractual powers by CMES is 5,000,000 and Rs. 10,000,000 with prior 

approval of DCAS(Air) and services FA.  According to Rule-27 of DSR 

1998, no project will be split up merely to bring it within the powers of a 

lower/approving authority. 

In CMES (Air) Faisal,two CAs of abnormal repair were 

concluded by CMES in piecemeal to avoid sanction from competent 

Authority relating to technical, financial and contractual powers during the 

financial year 2013-14. Approval from Government of Pakistan was also 

not obtained in violation of rules. 
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When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, it was 

stated by the executive that due to emergent work Phase 1 & II has been 

sanctioned by Air HQ under the head “normal maintenance”.   

 The reply was not tenable as work was split up to avoid 

sanction of competent authority and work of abnormal repair was executed 

from improper head.  DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed to 

obtain ex-post facto approval of the competent authority of the work 

executed.  No further progress was reported till finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-170/2014-15 

2.14 Mis-procurement of Store/ Mismanagement of 

Contracts 

2.14.1 Irregular Award of Contracts in Violation of Public 

Procurement Rules – Rs 3.852 million 

  According toRule-12 (1, 2) of PPRA-2004, all procurement 

over one hundred Thousand Rupees and up to the limit of Rs. 2.00 million 

shall be advertised on the authority‟s website. Further procurement over 

Rs. 2.00 million should be advertised on the authority‟s website as well as 

in two national dailies one in English and the other in Urdu. Further,PPRA 

Rule-51, stipulates that “the provisions of these rules shall have effect not 

withstanding anything to the contrary contained in any other rules 

concerning Public Procurements; provided that the prevailing rules and 

procedures will remain applicable only for the procurement of goods, 

services and works for which notice for invitation of bids had been issued 

prior to the commencement of these rules unless the procuring agency 

deems it appropriate to re-issue the notice for the said procurement after 

commencement of these rules.” 

Furthermore, according to Rule-38 of Public Procurement 

Rules, 2004, “The bidder with the lowest evaluated bid, if not in conflict with 
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any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Government, shall be 

awarded the procurement contract, within the original or extended period of 

bid validity”. 

 Following units / formations were concluded contracts 

without observing laid down procedure of Public Procurement Rules 2004. 

Details are listed below: 

(Rs. in million) 

S # DP # Name of Unit / Formation Amount  Nature of Violation 

1 36/N/14-15 PAF Base Lower Topa 2.05 Rule 12 of PPRA 2004 

2 350/N/14-15 PAF Base Peshawar 1.802 Rule 38 of PPRA 2004 

Total 3.852 
 

 The violation of Public Procurement Rules were pointed 

out in respect of above mentioned formations against which different / 

unjustified reasons for non-observance of Public Procurement Rules 

furnished by executive.   

 DAC in its meeting held during the month of January and 

February, 2015 directed the executives concerned to hold facts finding 

inquiry besides regularization from the competent authority.  

 Audit desires prompt action for regularization.   

 DP-36 and 350-N/2014-15 

2.14.2 Irregular conclusion of conservancy contract – Rs. 

1.894 million 

Rule-12(1) of Public Procurement Regulatory Authority 

(PPRA) 2004 states that procurement over one hundred thousand rupees 

and up to the limit of two million rupees shall be advertised on the PPRA 

website. 

In PAF Base Malir a conservancy contract valuing Rs. 

1.894 million was concluded with M/s. Majeed Ahmed during the 

financial year 2013-14. However, no advertisement was placed for the 

contract on PPRA website and NTN certificate of M/s. Majeed Ahmed 
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mentioned the address of one of the rejected bidders. Therefore, incurred 

expenditure stood as irregular.  

When pointed out by Audit in July, 2014 the executive did 

not furnish any reply for the discrepancies pointed out.  DAC in its 

meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for verification of advertisement 

publish in the Newspaper.  Further progress was not reported till 

finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-205/2014-15 
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Pakistan Navy 

Audit Paras 

2.15  Recoverable / Overpayment 

2.15.1 Non-recovery of BTS towers fee – Rs. 4.308 million 

 According to Rule-14(3) of Cantonment Land 

Administration Rule-1937, land in class “A” shall not be used or occupied 

for any other purpose other than those stated in sub Rule-(i) of Rule-5 

without the previous sanction of the Central Government or such authority 

as they may appoint in this behalf. According to Rule-10(2) (viii) and 

Note (ii) below Rule-14(5)(b) of CLA Rules1937, Military Estate Officer 

is responsible for watching that Department of Government and 

Administration make no encroachment beyond the boundaries of their 

belonging.  The MEO is solely responsible for the detection and removal 

of encroachment.  According to Rule-26 Note ix (a) of CLA Rules 1937, 

an encroachment is an unauthorized occupation of Government land and 

should not be permitted to remain in existence under any circumstances 

unless it is properly regularized.   

  Further a policy for installation of Towers Base 

Transmission Station in Cantonment area was circulated through Ministry 

of Defence ML&C Department Rawalpindi during June, 2005. An 

agreement was to be executed with the cellular companies to install Base 

Transmission Station towers/antennas in Cantonment areas after issuance 

of NOC. The cellular companies were required to pay an antenna / tower 

fee @ Rs. 20,000 per month (in C Land) and Rs. 40,000 per month (in A-I 

Land) with 10% increase per annum. 

  Contrary to above, it was observed from the record held 

with the Units/formations that BTS Towers of various cellular companies 

were installed on A-1 land but no rent / revenue was being deposited into 

Government treasury. The detail of amount recoverable is given below:- 
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(Rs. in million) 

S 

# 

DP # Name of Unit / 

Formation 

Amount  Nature of Violation 

1 49/N/14-15 GE (Navy) Lahore 1.056 
Non-recovery of Tower Fee installed 

on A-1 land into Government treasury. 

2 245/N/14-15 
GE (Navy) 

Maintenance, Isld. 
3.252 

Non-recovery of Tower Fee installed 

on A-1 land into Government treasury. 

Total 4.308 

  When pointed out by Audit in 2013-14, the executive 

replied that efforts were being made to recover the amount. The reply was 

not tenable as no concrete steps were taken by the executive departments 

to recover the dues.  

DAC in its meetingsheld in January and February, 2015 

directed the quarters concerned to recover the dues and deposit into 

Government treasury. 

Audit requires immediate recovery of the amount to the 

stated extent besides fixing responsibility against the officers/officials 

involved.  

DP-49 and 245-N/2014-15 

2.15.2 Loss to state due to payment of salaries without bona 

fide duties – Rs. 127.668 million 

 According to Establishment Division O.M. No.1/20/76-D-

IV, dated 6-3-1976 available at Sl. No. 26 of ESTACODE,“it has been 

brought to the notice of the Prime Minister that in order to supplement 

their income, a large number of low paid Government Servants do private 

work in addition to their Government jobs.  Some of them work as ushers 

in the afternoon, evening and night shows of cinemas while others are 

often absent from their jobs under Government as they attend to private 

work even during office hours.  Government work inevitably suffers on 

account of these Government servants performing private jobs during or 

outside office hours.  It also aggravates the unemployment problem. The 

Prime Minister has, therefore, been pleased to direct that action should be 
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taken to put a stop to this objectionable trend among Government 

servants.” 

 In PNS Shifa, Karachi government employees posted in 

PNS Shifa were performing their duties at Bahria University (Private) as 

Doctors/ Assistant Professors and Professors, and were simultaneously 

drawing the salaries from both places during the financial year 2012-13. 

The timing of university and hospital OPD/ ward was also the same. 

Hence government work inevitably suffered. It is a clear violation of 

government instructions and wastage of government funds in shape of 

salary amounting to Rs. 127,668,467. 

When pointed out by Audit in June 2014, department 

replied that hospital was approved teaching hospital, doctors were defence 

service employee while as per MOU of PNS Shifa and BUM&DC it is 

duty of doctors to teach. The reply was not tenable as the BUM &DC was 

not declared a public university but considered as a private entity. 

Government employees are not allowed to work in a private institution 

during official hours and in addition, draw salary from both, the 

government as well the institution.  

The issue was pended by DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 

2015 due to non availability of positive response by the executive.  

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC stance. 

DP-S-193/2014-15 

2.15.3 Non-recovery of sales tax on services from doctors – Rs. 

30.155 million 

 According to Sindh Sales Tax Act No.XII OF 2011, issued 

by Sindh Revenue Board (SBR), Government of Sindh, implemented 

through Notification No. S.R.B, 3-4/1/2011 dated 24
th

 August, 2011, 

Schedule second Part-B, No. 109821.1000, sale tax would be charged @ 

16% on health care services. 

 In PNS Shifa Karachi, sales tax on services was not 

recovered from doctors on their share of income generated from private 
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practice @ rate of 16%.  An amount of Rs. 30,155,301 was required to be 

recovered on this account during the financial year 2012-13. 

When pointed out by Audit in June 2014, department 

replied that private practice was being carried out in the light of directives 

of NHQ/GHQ.Further there were no directives issued by NHQ/GHQ/MoD 

especially on recovery of sales tax on private practice by the hospital. The 

reply was not tenable as sales tax on services becomes a provincial subject 

after 18
th

 amendment and Sindh Revenue Board through notification had 

directed to recover the tax at source since the year 2011.   

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position. No verification / 

provision of record was provided till finalization of the report.  

Audit desires expeditious recovery of the amount involved. 

DP-S-200/2014-15 

2.15.4 Less recovery of Income Tax from doctors on private 

practice – Rs. 14.190 million  

 According to Para 2 of GHQ (Med Directorate) letter 

No.3532/32/DMS-3 dated 13Oct, 2010, IT department has changed its 

rules with effect from 2010-11 and now every specialist income from 

salary and private practice will be combined and subjected to income tax 

according to its accumulative slabs.  Further, Para 4 of letter instruct all 

hospitals / institutions under jurisdiction to deduct 10% income tax from 

private practice of their specialists at source instead of 6%.  

 In PNS Shifa Karachi, income tax was deducted @ 6% 

instead of 10% at source of their doctors / specialists from income of 

private practice and visiting faculty members of BUM&DC, which 

resulted in less recovery of Rs. 14,190,042.   

When pointed out by audit in June, 2014, executive replied 

that letter from NHQ was received in September 2013, and the deduction 

has been made since 1
st
 July 2013. Further less recovery of income tax 

was liable to be recovered by FBR. Reply of the executive was not tenable 
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as the recovery was to be effected at source, however, recovery of 

government dues needs to be made good.    

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced to Audit for verification till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directives. 

DP-S-196/2014-15 

2.15.5 Non-adjustment of advance payment on temporary 

duty US $ 84,768 (Rs. 8.477 million) 

 According to Para-1 (b) of Rule-0606 of Financial 

Regulations (Navy) 1993, adjustment of claims shall be submitted within 

04 month on permanent transfer and 02 months on temporary duty. 

 In PNS Dilawar Karachi, a sum of US $ 84,768 was paid in 

advance to two officers during the year 2013-14to meet the expenses of 

Air Craft Handling/Parking, Fuel, Contingencies, Flying Meals and Misc. 

Charges in foreign exchange. The advance payment was not adjusted even 

after the expiry of permissible time limit. 

When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, no reply 

was given by the executive. Audit opines that the rules of FR may be 

followed in true letter and spirit.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of recovery by Audit. No record was produced till finalization 

of this report. 

Audit proposes expeditious recovery. 

DP-S-223/2014-15 
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2.15.6 Loss due to non-deposit of Government share of 

commercial activities on A-1 land in Government 

treasury– Rs. 6.477million 

  According to Para 5 of A-1 Land Policy 2008, all the 

activities undertaken so far on A-1 lands shall be governed by this policy 

with immediate effect.  The rent shall be fixed for the current financial 

year and accounted for in the light of the above policy.  According to Para 

9(b) of A-1 Land Policy 2009, 25% Government share of rent of A-1 land 

(Category „A‟ Activities) and 100% Government share of rent of A-1 land 

(Category „C‟ Activities) will be deposited by the Navy Admin Authority 

within one month of its receipt on Treasury Receipt (TR).  TRbe sent to 

the respective Controller of Accounts under intimation to the MEO 

concerned and the respective Service Headquarters. 

In PNS Rahat, A-1 land of hospital was let out to two 

commercial entities and revenue generated there from amounting to Rs. 

6.477 million was deposited into Ships fund account of PNS Rahat instead 

of Government treasury during the financial year 2012-13, which resulted 

in loss to state. 

When pointed out by Audit in August 2013, it was replied 

by executive that all revenue generated from these activities was being 

utilized for welfare of troops and uplift of hospital facilities.  The reply 

furnished by the executive was not tenable as the action of naval 

authorities was against A-1 land Policy, however, government share needs 

to be deposited in Government treasury, in line with A-1 land policy.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced to audit for verification till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-94/2014-15 
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2.15.7 Irregular payment of conveyance allowance to 

Officers/Officials residing within work premises– Rs. 

4.970 million 

 According to Para-8 of Finance Division office 

memorandum No.F(1) Imp.I/77, dated 28-04-1977, conveyance allowance 

shall not be allowed to the employees residing within their work premises. 

According to Rule-496 Passage Regulations, conveyance allowance will 

be admissible to those living out-side the unit lines or work premises 

irrespective of the distance.   

 In PNS Shifa, Karachi staff living within the work premises 

were paid conveyance allowance amounting to Rs. 4,970,000 for different 

periods falling between March 2008 to January 2014 in violation of the 

rules quoted above.  

When pointed out by Audit in June 2014, department 

replied that conveyance allowance was drawn by officers/ officials and 

was admissible vide Government of Pakistan Finance Division O.M. 

No.F.1(6) Imp/2011-420 dated 4 July 2011. Audit opines that the said 

notification was for the revision of rates of conveyance allowance. 

Therefore, regularization action may be initiated by recovering the whole 

amount from the concerned staff.  

The issue was pended by DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 

2015. Further progress was not intimated till the finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directives. 

DP-S-197/2014-15 

2.15.8 Irregular payment of Internal Security Allowance – Rs. 

4.913 million 

 According to Para 7 of Joint Services Instructions No. 4 of 

1978, all bills, vouchers, etc, pertaining to extra expenditure specified 

above together with a statement showing itemized summary of the 

expenditure, duly countersigned by the Divisional Commissioner or 
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Deputy Commissioner will be forwarded by the stations/units/ formations/ 

installations concerned to the respective services HQs for settlement with 

the Federal/ provincial Government.  

 In PNS Dilawar Karachi, a sum of Rs. 4,913,205 was paid 

to individuals on account of Internal Security Allowance (ISA) during the 

financial year 2013-14. The Regulating officer (RO) PNS Dilawar 

certified a list of 16 staff members working on deputation to ISA. 

However the allowance was being drawn by 257 officers and officials 

without production of requisition from the Provincial Government. 

Certificate duly signed by Divisional Commissioners confirming the 

performance of IS duty of the individuals was not found/ provided. 

Adjustment/re-imbursement of payment from Provincial Government was 

not provided in the light of Para 9 of above mentioned notification. Most 

of staff working was posted in ISI, however they are drawing salary from 

the PNS Dilawar irregularly.  

When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, it was 

stated by the executive that, Copy of letter issued by Government of 

Sindh, nominal roll duly signed by Divisional Commissioners and 

Reimbursement cheque adjusted through C.N.A had been attached with 

the reply. The reply was not tenable as the strength that has been certified 

by RO PNS Dilawar did not match with the actual strength of the 

officers/officials drawing the IS allowance. The notification by the Home 

Department did not indicate detail of staff who performed duties in the 

light of above notification. Notification from the Government was 

required in respect of the persons who were authorized to draw IS 

allowance from PNS Dilawar.   

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced till finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-218/2014-15 
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2.15.9 Irregular re-adjustment of medical bills from outside 

the institution – Rs. 4.527 million 

 According to MoD letter No. AC/0202/NHQ/PC E-

4/8/85/D-8(N-1) dated 1
st
 December, 2005, revised list of items authorized 

for purchase from incidental and miscellaneous fund, lists 139 items.  

 In PNS Shifa, Karachi a sum of Rs. 4,526,947 was paid 

during the financial year2012-13 for specialized procedure/ investigation 

from INC& MISC Fund for treatment from outside the hospital. Patients 

did not visit PNS Shifa as outdoor/ indoor patients before being referred to 

other hospital. NOC from concerned department was not obtained for non-

availability of facility at PNS Shifa. The Commandant was not competent 

to sanction the expenditure in the light of MoD letter No. 

AC/0202/NHQ/PC E-4/8/85/D-8(N-1) dated 1st December, 2005. For the 

said reasons expenditure needs regularization. 

When pointed out by Audit in June, 2014, executive replied 

that expenditure was paid for those specialized investigation/ procedure 

which were being carried out from outside civil/ private hospitals / 

institute etc for which facilities were not available. No documentary 

evidence of emergency was kept on record. Furthermore, record indicated 

that none of the patients visited PNS Shifa for treatment nor the concerned 

department referred them to other hospital due to non-availability of 

facility. Rules describe that government civil hospital facility may be 

availed.  Items were not part of the MoD approved list of 139 items 

against which expenditure was incurred. 

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position but in vain till 

finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires verification of relevant records involved. 

DP-S-195/2014-15 
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2.15.10 Non-recovery of sales tax on services – Rs. 3.238 million 

According to Sindh Act No. II of 2012, Schedule second 

Part-B, No. 9814-2000, contractor of building (including water supply, gas 

supply and sanitary works), electrical and mechanical works (including air 

conditioning), multi-disciplinary works (including turn-key projects) and 

similar other works would be charged tax @ 16%. 

a) In GE (N) Dockyard, sales tax on services was not 

recovered from contractors @ 16% during the financial year 2012-13.  An 

amount Rs. 2,183,907 (excluding supply items) was to be recovered 

against the works. 

When pointed out by Audit in March, 2014, executive 

replied that Board of Revenue Government of Pakistan through letter No. 

1/33-STB/2004 dated 20 March, 2000, had clarified that GST was not 

applicable on works. The reply was not tenable as sales tax on services 

becomes a provincial subject after 18
th

 amendment and Sindh Revenue 

Board through notification had directed to recover the tax at source since 

the year 2011.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced till finalization of this report. 

Audit desires that action proposed may be taken and 

recovery effected. 

DP-S-93/2014-15 

b) Similarly in PNS Dilawar, sales tax on services amounting 

to Rs. 1,053,780 was not recovered from suppliers/ service providers @ 

16%, which needs recovery. 

When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, it was 

stated by the executive that sales tax at the rate of 1/5
th

 was recovered 

from M.R and Noble enterprises, and conservancy charges were paid 

through C.N.A therefore recovery may be verified from C.N.A. 
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Documentary evidence of recovery of sales tax on services was not 

produced, hence the outstanding amount may be recovered.   

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of recovery made on account of sales tax.  No record was 

produced till finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious recovery as suggested. 

DP-S-179/2014-15 

2.15.11 Outstanding allied charges – Rs. 2.853 million 

 Under Rule-442 of DSR 1998 GE is responsible for 

demand of all revenue and taking steps for its prompt realization. 

 In GE Navy South an amount of Rs. 2,853,352 was 

outstanding on account of allied charges against various consumers.  

When pointed out by audit in August 2014, executive stated 

that the recovery when affected would be intimated to Audit. Recovery as 

agreed, when affected may be intimated. The irregularity was again 

reported to the executive in June 2014 but no reply was received.   

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for its 

recovery and verification.  No recovery was reported till finalization of 

this report. 

Audit desires expeditious recovery. 

DP-S-42/2014-15 

2.15.12 Non-recovery of rent from commercial consumers – Rs. 

1.980 million 

 According to Rule-442 of DSR 1998, GE is responsible for 

making demand of all revenue and taking prompt action for its realization. 

 In AGE (Navy), Mehran Karachi rent amounting to Rs. 

1.980 million was not recovered from various shops during the financial 

year 2013-14. Recovery of rent may be affected at market rate and 

deposit into government treasury. 
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When pointed out in August 2014, the executive replied 

that the rent was being recovered from the shops and reserved by PNS 

Raza as assessed by the Board of officers which was in finalization 

process at NHQ, the Government share would be deposited into 

government treasury after finalization of the case.  Reply furnished by the 

executive is not tenable as the A-1 land policy has been implemented with 

effect from 2008 despite lapse of six years the policy is still lying in 

abeyance.    

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  Neither record was 

not produced nor recovery affected till finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious recovery. 

DP-S-161/2014-15 

2.15.13 Non-deposit of sign board charges into Government 

Treasury – Rs. 1.500 million 

 According to Rule-626(1) of Financial Regulations (Navy) 

1993, all transactions to which any officer of the Government, in his 

official capacity is a party may without any reservation be brought to 

account and all money received be paid in full, without undue delay, into 

the State Bank or Government Treasury to be credited to the appropriate 

head of account or taken no charge in the public fund (Main Cash) account 

and deposited with the supply officer. The appropriation of departmental 

receipts to departmental expenditure, except when specially authorized, is 

strictly prohibited. Rule-0104(d) of F.R (N) 1993 provided that 

Government revenue shall not be utilized for the benefit of a particular 

person or section of the community. 

 PNS Dilawar, received installment of sign board 

advertisement charges through cheques amounting to Rs. 1,500,000 during 

2013-14. The amount was deposited into Ship fund account instead of 

government treasury, which resulted in loss to state. 
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When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, no reply 

was furnished. However, later, in their reply dated September 26, 2014 

executive stated that Ship Fund account was purely no public fund, no 

public money was taken on charge of said fund.  The reply furnished by 

the executive is not tenable as all income generated through Government 

resources is public money that needs to deposit in public fund.    

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

recovery and its verification by Audit. Neither recovery was reported nor 

record produced to Audit for verification till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-152/2014-15 

2.15.14 Non-recovery of Sales Tax on purchases – Rs. 1.425 

million 

As per S.R.O. 660(1)/2007, Islamabad, the 30
th

 June, 2007, 

“A withholding agent shall deduct an amount equal to one fifth of the total 

sales tax shown in the sales tax invoice issued by the supplier and make 

payment of the balance amount to him” and “All withholding agents shall 

make purchase of taxable goods from a person duly registered under Sales 

Tax Act, 1990.  

In PNS Shifa Karachi, sales tax was not recovered from 

suppliers @ rate of 16% in case of un-registered and 1/5
th

 in case of 

registered supplier on supplies during the financial year2012-13.  

When pointed out by Audit in June, 2014, executive replied 

that sales tax had been exempted in the light of SRO 4(5),TR/06 dated 10 

July, 2008. Audit opines that exemption was allowed only for imported 

items while item pointed out above were procured from local market, 

therefore, sales tax may be recovered.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced till finalization of this report. 
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Audit desires expeditious recovery as suggested. 

DP-S-194/2014-15 

2.16  Loss to State 

2.16.1 Loss to state due to illegal provision of electric 

connection to private projects – Rs. 16.182 million 

a) According to Rule-6(d) of Financial Regulations (Navy) 

1986, Government revenues shall not be utilized for the benefit of a 

particular person or a section of the community. 

The AGE (Navy) Mehran made payment of Rs. 

12,450,924(approx.) to KESC for providing electric supply to a private 

commercial concern viz M/s APOLLO Hyundai through MES sources, 

which resulted in illegitimate burden on public exchequer. 

When pointed out by audit in March, 2014 the executive 

stated that electric connection provided to APPOLO Centre (I-II) after 

getting approval from competent authority in the light of Appendix „K‟ of 

DSR for the MES 1998 which is quite in order. Reply furnished by the 

executive is not tenable as MES is not responsible for providing electric 

connection to any Private Project/Consumer.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced to Audit for verification till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

b) Similarly in GE Navy South, Bahria University of Medical 

& Dental College (BUMDC) was provided electric connection through 

MES. Owing to provision of electric supply to said Project MES had to 

incur extra payment to KESC which was not the responsibility of MES. It 

caused extra burden on Defence budget amounting to Rs. 3,731,312 per 

year. 
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When pointed out by Audit in August, 2014 the executive 

stated that notice had been served to BUMDC for arrangement of their 

own electric connection vide GE (Navy) South letter No.4000/112/E-4 

dated 19
th

 February,2014. The university was presently generating its own 

electricity as evident from sharp reduction in units consumption. The reply 

furnished by the executive is not tenable as the MES is not responsible to 

provide electric connection to any private project.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced to Audit for verification till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-41 & 05/2014-15 

2.17  Unauthorized Expenditure 

2.17.1 Unauthorized consumption of electricity – Rs. 2.117 

million 

  According to Rule-0104 (a) of Financial Regulations 

(Navy), 1983, “Every public officer should exercise the same vigilance in 

respect of expenditure incurred from Government revenues as a person of 

ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own 

money”. 

  It was noticed from the accounts of Pakistan Naval Ship, 

Punjab that 08 Guest rooms and 01 Chief of Naval Staff Suit were being 

maintained but cost of electricity, gas and water charges viz Rs. 2,117,288 

was not deposited into Government Treasury. 

  When pointed out by Audit in August, 2014, the executive 

authorities replied that the rooms highlighted were part of PNS Punjab 

ward room and the same were not used to facilitate private guests. The bill 

of allied services were cleared by MES. Reply of the executive was not 
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correct as the executive agreed in audit that guest rooms were maintained 

by them. 

  The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 

January 2, 2015, DAC settled the DP subject to verification of relevant 

documents/factual position. No record was produced to audit till 

finalization of the report. 

  Audit proposes immediate recovery.  

DP-127-N/2014-15 

2.17.2 Loss due to un-authorized running of Diesel Generator 

– Rs. 2.331 million. 

  According to Rule-0104 (a) of Financial Regulations 

(Navy), 1983, “Every public officer should exercise the same vigilance in 

respect of expenditure incurred from Government revenues as a person of 

ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own 

money”. 

  While examining the accounts of Pakistan Naval Ship 

Punjab, Lahore, it was observed that a 100 KVA Diesel Generator was 

running in PNS Punjab but its documents pertaining to its authorization 

were not produced to audit for verification. An amount of Rs. 2,331,224 

expended for purchase of fuel and lubricant was thus un-authorized. 

  When pointed out by Audit in August, 2013, no reply was 

given by the authority. 

The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 

January 2, 2015, DAC directed that relevant documents/factual position be 

got verified from audit. No record was produced to audit till completion of 

the report. 

Audit advises for the provision of TO&E besides 

regularization of the expenditure. 

DP-352-N/2014-15 
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2.17.3 Un-authorized payment of Daily Messing Allowance 

(DMA) – Rs. 5.408 million 

  According to Rule-210 (b) of Pay and Allowance 

Regulations 1976 (Navy), “Daily Messing Allowance will be admissible 

to officers and men participating in the Exercise, maneuvers ordered by 

NHQ/Administrative authorities viz Compak, Comkar, Comlog”. 

  While examining the record of Pakistan Naval Ship, 

Punjab, it was observed that a sum of Rs. 5,407,845 was paid to the 

officers / officials on account of DMA in peace area which was required to 

be paid during exercise in operational area. This resulted into unauthorized 

payment of DMA Rs. 5,407,845 was made.  

  When pointed out by Audit in August, 2014, it was replied 

that as per Rule-210 of Pay and Allowance Regulations 1976, Daily 

Messing Allowance would be admissible to officers and men participating 

in exercises, maneuvers ordered by NHQ/Administrative authorities. It 

was further stated that due to prevailing law and order/security situation, 

personnel of the units of respective admin authorities (i.e. HQs 

COMKAR, HQs COMNOR and HQs COMCEP etc) were deployed in 

Defence Watches (Two Watches) in order to thwart imminent terrorist 

attacks, and keep the moral of personnel high, DMA was paid to the 

personnel so that they performed their duties rigorously and asymmetric 

based exercises. The reply was not agreed as DMA was to be paid during 

exercises only and that payment of DMA as a matter of routine was not in 

order. 

The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 

January 2, 2015, DAC directed that revised reply as per existing rules/ 

regulation be furnished to audit and relevant documents / factual position 

be got verified to audit. However, no record was produced to audit till 

materialization of the report. 

Audit suggests that action as proposed may be expedited. 

 DP-353-N/2014-15 
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2.17.4 Irregular payment of Daily Messing Allowance –         

Rs. 5.945 million 

According to Rule-210 (b) of Pay and Allowances 

Regulations 1976 (Navy), Daily Messing Allowance will be admissible to 

officers and men participating in the exercises/ maneuvers ordered by 

Naval Headquarters/administrative authorities viz Compak, Comkar, 

Comlog. 

During audit of Pakistan Naval Ship (PNS) Punjab, Lahore 

in August, 2013 it was noted that a sum of Rs. 5,945,175 was paid to the 

officers / officials on account of Daily Messing Allowance (DMA) during 

December, 2010 to June, 2013. Audit was of the view that the 

officers/officials had not been deployed for any exercise/maneuver Rs 

Hence payment of Daily Messing Allowance to them was irregular. 

It was replied that due to prevailing law and order security 

situation, personnel of the units of respective administrative authorities i.e. 

COMKAR, COMNOR, COMCEP etc had been deployed in Defence 

Watches (Two Watches) in order to thwart imminent terrorist attacks. To 

keep the moral of personnel high, DMA had been paid to the personnel so 

that they performed their duties rigorously and asymmetric based 

exercises. 

The reply was not satisfactory as DMA was to be paid 

occasionally during exercises/maneuvers etc. Continuous and routine 

payment of DMA was not covered under rules.  

The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 

January 2, 2015, DAC directed that revised reply as per existing 

rules/regulations be furnished to audit and relevant documents/factual 

position be got verified from audit. However, till finalization of the report 

no response was received from the executive.  

Audit suggests that action as per laid down rule quoted 

above may be initiated. 

DP-162-N/2013-14 
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2.17.5 Irregular conclusion of contract costing – Rs. 173.233 

million 

  According to Rule-389 of DSR 1998, and Ministry of 

Defence letter No.2/12/D-15/2001 dated 12-06-2006, the contractual 

power of E-in-C is 35,000,000 and full power subject to concurrence of 

Military Finance. 

  As per record of GE(N) Construction Karachi for the 

Financial Year 2012-13, an amount of Rs. 173.233 million was incurred 

on construction of Allied Residential Complex4th Tower RSNF(Royal 

Saudi Naval Force) for trainees at PNS Karsaz Karachi by awarding a 

contract with the approval of Engineer-in-Chief (E-in-C) without 

obtaining concurrence of Military Finance, which is irregular and needs to 

be regularized from Government of Pakistan. 

When pointed out by audit in April2014, it was stated by 

the executive that the record demanded by audit was available with the 

contracting Authority i.e. E-in-C‟s Branch. The contracting Authority 

could not conclude contract without obtaining concurrence of Military 

Finance. Reply is not satisfactory since no evidence was produced to show 

that concurrence of Military Finance was obtained.  Audit is of the view 

that E-in-C may not conclude any contract more than Rs. 35 Million 

subject to the concurrence of Military Finance. Therefore, concurrence of 

the competent authority is necessary. In the absence of concurrence this 

work is treated as unauthorized. The irregularity was again reported to the 

executive in June 2014 but no reply was received.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced till finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious regularization of expenditure. 

DP-S-25/2014-15 
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2.17.6 Irregular execution of repair/maintenance works out of 

Al-Mizan fund – Rs. 95.393 million 

 As per Para-1(v) of MoD letter No.7/6/2004-05/D-

21(Budget) dated 30
th

 Nov 2004, the releases from “Special Transfer 

Account” shall be used for replenishment of stores and for procurement 

and according to Standing Operating Procedure of AL-Mizan Package-

2008 Para 1(a) issued by GHQ Chief of Logistics Staff Secretariat 

Monitoring and Budget Cell  “This fund is utilized only for the 

procurement of store/equipment required for the troops deployed in 

operation AL-Mizan”  

 In GE Navy South, an amount of Rs. 95.393 million was 

incurred on repair/maintenance works during 2013-14 out of AL-Mizan 

grant, which stood as irregular because said grant can only be used for 

procurement of Defence Stores instead of repair/maintenance works.   

When pointed out by audit in August, 2014 executive stated 

that Ministry of Defence allocated Rs. 500 million under revenue works 

(Normal) Head out of Al-Mizan funds during 2012-13.  NHQ Islamabad 

further allocated Rs. 500 million to HQ COMKAR with booking head and 

HQ COMKAR further allocated the funds to respective GEs. MAG vide 

their letter No A/Sec-212-STA-XIV dated 13
th

 March,2013 set a 

procedure to utilize the funds for civil works out of Operation AL-Mizan 

and the set procedure was adopted by GE for utilization of allocated funds. 

The reply was not tenable as MAG letter explains the procedure of 

expenditure whereas Audit quoted MoD letter that should be followed.   

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced to Audit for verification till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-40/2014-15 
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2.17.7 Loss to state due to unjustified contract of consultancy – 

Rs. 33.982 million 

  According to Para 98 of DSR-1998 that the Director 

Planning & Works, Engineer-in-Chief, General Headquarter (GHQ) will 

be responsible for design, consultancy, inspection & evaluation of all 

development works of Defence Services. As per Para 72 & 84 Table “C” 

3(a), Director Works and Chief Engineer of MES are responsible for 

planning, designing and Execution of all works. 

During audit of GE (N) Central Construction for the year 

2012-13, it was noticed that a contract of Rs. 33,982,500 for consultancy 

services for Construction of Allied Residential Complex 4
th

 Tower for 

RNSF Trainees at PNS Karsaz was concluded with M/s NESPAK. The 

contract was unauthorized/ irregular and violated the mandate of MES 

because as per rule and mandate, MES was itself responsible for planning, 

designing and executive of work on sophisticated construction works of 

Defence services. Expenditure incurred on hiring of consultancy services 

by NESPAK stood irregular.  When pointed out by Audit in April, 2014 

no written reply was furnished by the executive.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced till finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious regularization of expenditure. 

DP-S-16/2014-15 

2.17.8 Undue favor to contractor by accepting material prior 

to approval of competent authority Rs. 4.798 million 

and loss to state due to purchase of material at higher 

rates – Rs. 0.503 million 

 According to Rule-6(a) of Financial Regulations Volume-I, 

every officer should exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure 

incurred from government revenue as a person of ordinary prudence 

would exercise in respect of the expenditure of his own money. 
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 The GE (N) Construction Dockyard approached CMES for 

their approval to purchase construction material vide letter dated 

22/1/2013 and approval accorded by CMES vide letter dated 21/3/2013.  

Material at site register and bills showed that stores were purchased prior 

to approval of CMEs.  The indent showed market rate of Sulphate 

Resistant Cement (SRC) was 452 per bag whereas payment made to 

contractor @ Rs. 495, which resulted in excess payment of Rs. 503,100.  

When pointed out by Audit in March, 2014, executive 

replied that Rs. 452 per bag was work-book rate of CDS but market rate 

was Rs. 495 per bag. The reply was not tenable as CDS mentioned the 

market rate which was inclusive of all charges. Excess amount paid should 

be recovered, besides regularization of irregular purchase of cement prior 

to approval of competent authority.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced to Audit for verification till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-100/2014-15 

2.17.9 Irregular repair of vehicles from private workshops – 

Rs. 3.912 million 

 According to Para-4 of Annexure–D ofFOA-5/88,if a 

vehicle is considered beyond repairs by MT Repair organization will adopt 

the following procedure.  Certify that the vehicle is beyond repairs by MT 

Organization, Provide an Inspection Report on the vehicle.  The Manager 

MT will obtain estimates, submit for approval to C.F.A, classify the 

expenditures with date of completion of repairs, The unserviceable spare 

parts replaced by the firm are to be surveyed on Form F(NS)-21 and taken 

on charge by MT ware house for subsequent disposal in the normal 

manner. Manager MT will submit its bills for the work done to the 

controller of Naval Accounts through C.F.A. (4) A certificate from MT 
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Repair Organization that the work has been satisfactorily carried out 

according to the work order and has been entered in the Log Book of the 

vehicle.  Under no circumstances will these vehicles be repaired locally 

without the prior approval of C.F.A. nor any advance payment made in 

respect of these repairs. 

 In PNS Dilawar, funds were allotted for Non Standard 

Vehicles repair during the year 2013-14. The funds were used for repair 

from private workshops outside the unit, although PNS Dilawar and tender 

units had at their disposal Motor Transport Technician (M.T.T) with 2 

mechanics in each unit.  Outside repair services were used even for oiling 

of vehicle, oil and filter changes etc, although equipped section and staff 

were available within the unit. Furthermore, a main workshop 

M.T.R.O.Karsaz under the control of HQ COMKAR and Sub Depot under 

the control of COMLOG, but no measures were taken for repair of the 

vehicles from own resources. Besides, approval from competent authority 

was not obtained for outside repair. Hence expenditure ofRs3,912,150 was 

stood as irregular.  

When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, it was 

stated by the executive that, NHQ letter MT-8403/Policy dated12 May, 

2009 empowered commanding Officer for repair from outside.  The reply 

furnished by the executive was not satisfactory as the above referred rule 

describes the procedure for outside repair of vehicles but in this case the 

procedure was not adopted. Therefore, regularization action may be 

initiated.  

The issue was pended by DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 

2015. Further progress was not intimated till the finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of Audit stance. 

DP-S-182/2014-15 
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2.17.10 Loss to state due to payment of salaries without bona 

fide duties – Rs. 1.917 million 

 According to Rule-0104(d) of Financial Regulations 

(Navy) 1993, Government revenue shall not be utilized for the benefit of a 

particular person or section of the community. 

 Four regular employees of PNS Dilawar were performing 

duties during 2013-14 as employees of Bahria College, NORE-1 without 

obtaining permission from Government. As a result, an amount of Rs. 

1.917 million paid as salaries stood as loss to state.  

When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, no reply 

was given by the executive.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed for 

verification of relevant documents / factual position.  No record was 

produced to Audit for verification till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

 DP-S-181/2014-15 

2.18 Mis procurement of Store/ Mismanagement of 

Contracts 

2.18.1 Irregular award of contracts in violation of Public 

Procurement Rules – Rs 439.025 million 

  According toRule-12 (1, 2) of PPRA-2004, all procurement 

over one hundred Thousand Rupees and up to the limit of Rs. 2.00 million 

shall be advertised on the authority‟s website. Further procurement over 

Rs. 2.00 million should be advertised on the authority‟s website as well as 

in two national dailies one in English and the other in Urdu. Further,PPRA 

Rule-51, stipulates that “the provisions of these rules shall have effect not 

withstanding anything to the contrary contained in any other rules 

concerning Public Procurements; provided that the prevailing rules and 

procedures will remain applicable only for the procurement of goods, 
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services and works for which notice for invitation of bids had been issued 

prior to the commencement of these rules unless the procuring agency 

deems it appropriate to re-issue the notice for the said procurement after 

commencement of these rules.” 

Furthermore, according to Rule-38 of Public Procurement 

Rules, 2004, “The bidder with the lowest evaluated bid, if not in conflict with 

any other law, rules, regulations or policy of the Federal Government, shall be 

awarded the procurement contract, within the original or extended period of 

bid validity”. 

Following units / formations were concluded contracts without 

observing laid down procedure of Public Procurement Rules 2004. Details 

are listed below: 

(Rs. in million)  

S # DP # Name of Unit / Formation Amount  Nature of violation 

1 280/N/14-15 PNS Zafar Islamabad 1.128 Rule 12 (1) of PPRA 2004 

2 228/N/14-15 PNS Hafeez Islamabad 1.761 Rule 38 of PPRA 2004 

3 243/N/14-15 
GE (N) Maintenance, 

Islamabad 
136.125 

Rule 12 (1) of PPRA 2004 

4 244/N/14-15 PNS Hafeez Islamabad 300.011 Rule 38 of PPRA 2004 

Total 439.025 
 

 The violation of Public Procurement Rules were pointed 

out in respect of above mentioned formations against which different / 

unjustified reasons for non-observance of Public Procurement Rules 

furnished by executive.   

 DAC in its meeting held during the month of January and 

February, 2015 directed the executives concerned to hold facts finding 

inquiry besides regularization from the competent authority.  

 Audit desires prompt action for regularization.   

 DP-280, 228, 243 & 244-N/2014-15 
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2.18.2 Irregular local purchase and award of contracts due to 

violation of Public Procurement Rules – Rs. 282.468 

million 

a) According to Rule-10 of Public Procurement Rules 2004, 

specifications shall allow the widest possible competition and shall not 

favour any single contractor or supplier nor put others at a disadvantage. 

Specifications shall be generic and shall not include references to brand 

names, model numbers, catalogue numbers or similar classifications. 

However if the procuring agency is convinced that the use of or a 

reference to a brand name or a catalogue number is essential to complete 

an otherwise incomplete specification, such use or reference shall be 

qualified with the words “or equivalent”. 

In PNS Shifa Karachi medicines and food items were 

purchased through quotations/ tenders using brand names instead of 

generic name in violation of PPRA rules. Thus, the entire expenditure of 

Rs. 7.353 million for food and Rs. 210.619million for medicine stood as 

irregular. 

 When pointed out by Audit in June, 2014, the executive 

replied that the list of medical store items of PNMSD were being revised 

over the last 02 years and presently was up-to date with genuine names 

and qualities. Further it was stated that medicines were purchased after 

approval from Medical Directorate NHQ.28 nutritional items were 

purchased on the recommendation of dietitian who know better what was 

best for patients. Audit opines that the executive procured items by 

referring to brand names which is a clear violation of PPRA rules. 

Therefore regularization action be taken up with the Authority.  

 DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed the 

department to hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action 

against the responsible and submit report to MoD / Audit.   Further 

progress was not intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 
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DP-S-222/2014-15 

b) According to Rule-12(1) of Public Procurement Rules, 

procurements over one hundred thousand rupees and up to the limit of two 

million rupees shall be advertised on the Authority‟s website in the 

manner and format specified by regulation by the Authority from time to 

time. 

  In GE (Navy) Fleet Karachi and CMES COMLOG, 29 

contracts valuing Rs. 24,466,186 were concluded without advertising on 

PPRA website during the financial year 2012-13. 

  When pointed out by Audit in March and August 2014, the 

executive stated that as per DSR 1998, contracts had been concluded & 

executed after due sanction from the competent Authority.  Audit opines 

that violation of PPRA rules may be got regularized from competent 

Authority.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed the 

department to hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action 

against the responsible and submit report to MoD / Audit.   Further 

progress was not intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-126 & 209/2014-15 

c) According to Rule-12(2) of Public Procurement Regulatory 

Authority (PPRA) 2004, procurement over two million rupees should be 

advertised on the PPRA website as well as in other print media or 

newspapers having wide circulation. The advertisement in the newspaper 

shall principally appear in at least two national dailies, one in English and 

the other in Urdu.  

In GE (N) Fleet Karachi and CMES (N) COMLOG, five 

contract agreements valuing Rs. 14,682,691eachmorethanRs2.000 million 

had been concluded without advertising on PPRA website and in 

newspapers during financial year 2012-13. 
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When pointed out by Audit in March 2014, executive stated 

that CMES had concluded the contracts and the point may be raised during 

their audit.  Reply furnished by the executive was not satisfactory, 

therefore, violation of PPRA rules may be got regularized from competent 

Authority.  

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed the 

department to hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action 

against the responsible and submit report to MoD / Audit.   Further 

progress was not intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-125 & 214/2014-15 

d) According to Rule-12 (1) of Public Procurement Rules 

2004, procurements over one hundred thousand rupees and up to the limit 

of two million rupees shall be advertised on the authority‟s website. These 

procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if 

deemed necessary by the procuring agency.  According to Rule-13(1) of 

PP Rules 2004, under no circumstances the response time shall be less 

than 15 days for national competitive bidding.  

  In PNS Rahat, Bahria Pharmacy was awarded contract of 

supply of medicine valuing Rs. 19,407,400 from financial year 2010-2011 

to 2012-13without floating advertisement on PPRA website.  The response 

time was 11 days instead of 15 days. Each year aforesaid contract was 

awarded to Bahria Pharmacy, without any competition. Resultantly, with 

the passage of time, the organization reduced its discount rates from 12% 

to 8 %, a substantial recurring loss to Government exchequer. 

When pointed out but Audit in August 2013, the executive 

replied that advertisement was given in the newspaper but was not placed 

on PPRA website.  Reply furnished by the executive was not satisfactory, 

therefore, violation of PPRA rules may be got regularized from competent 

Authority.  
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DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed the 

department to hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action 

against the responsible and submit report to MoD / Audit.   Further 

progress was not intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-82/2014-15 

e) According to Rule-13(1) of PP Rules 2004, under no 

circumstances the response time shall be less than 15 days for national 

competitive bidding.  According to PPRule35,procuring agencies shall 

announce the results of bid evaluation in the form of a report giving 

justification for acceptance or rejection of bids at least ten days prior to the 

award of procurement contract. 

In PNS Dilawar, conservancy contract was awarded 

valuing Rs5,940,000 with the gap of 10 days instead of 15 days. Results of 

Bid evaluation were not posted on PPRA website. Bid security at the rate 

of 5% was not recovered from contractor amounting to Rs297,000.  As per 

term 3 of tender documents, 4 vehicles were to be arranged by contractor 

but record indicated that no vehicles were arranged by contractor. Hence 

the whole process was in contradiction of PP Rules and the entire 

expenditure stood as irregular. 

When pointed out by Audit in September 2014, no reply 

was furnished. However later on executive in its reply dated 15-09-2014 

stated that advertisement published in daily Jang on 7-5-2013 and web site 

on 16-5-2013.Audit opines that the executive did not address the issues 

raised by Audit, however, adopted process was in violation of rules, 

therefore, the expenditure may be got regularized from the competent 

authority. 

DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 2015 directed the 

department to hold inquiry, fix responsibility, take disciplinary action 
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against the responsible and submit report to MoD / Audit.   Further 

progress was not intimated till finalization of this report. 

 Audit desires expeditious implementation of DAC 

directive. 

DP-S-178/2014-15 

2.18.3 Irregular award of hospital management information 

system (H.I.M.S.) contract Rs. 29.790 million and non-

recovery of government taxes – Rs. 9.53 million 

  Rule-12 (1) of PPRA 2004 provided that procurements over 

one hundred thousand rupees and up to the limit of two million rupees 

shall be advertised on the authority‟s website in the manner and format 

specified by regulations by the Authority from time to time. These 

procurement opportunities may also be advertised in print media, if 

deemed necessary by the procuring agency.  

  In PNS Rahat, a contract of Rs. 29,790,842 for 

development of hospital management information system (H.M.I.S)was 

awarded during the financial year 2010-11 to M/s Bahria Enterprise 

System and Technologies (B.E.S.T), a subsidiary of Bahria Foundation.  

Pilot project of H.M.I.S was neither got approved from Government of 

Pakistan in term of TO&E (Table of organization & Equipment) nor 

inducted into the hospital scales. Entire expenditure on the project was 

made in piecemeal. The project was neither published in newspaper nor 

floated through PPRA web site. M/s BEST failed to complete the work by 

the stipulated date but liquidated damages @ 10% Rs. 

29,79,084(29,790,842 x 10/100 = 29,79,084) as per clause 12.2(c) of the 

contract was not imposed. In violation of clause 6.1 of the contract, 

income tax of Rs. 1,787,451 (29,790,842 x 6/100=1,787,451) and GST of 

Rs. 4,766,535 (29,790,842x16/100=4,766,535) was not deducted on 

hardware and on services respectively. The project was started on 16 June 

2011 with the condition that on successful completion and testing of said 

application at PNS Rahat, the same was to be implemented in other 

Pakistan Navy hospitals namely PNS Hafeez Islamabad, PNS Shifa 
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Karachi and BMCs (Base Medical Centers) at Karachi. However, upto 

August 2013, the work for the development of software application was 

not completed. The application had a number of technical flaws like, it 

was not tested by an independent third party information system, audit was 

not carried out and back up of data was not protected at secured place in 

accordance with information security requirements.  

When pointed out by Audit in August 2013, executive 

replied that this is a pilot project for PNS Rahat and it would be expanded 

in future to cover other hospitals. The application was under verification 

from third party/private consultant and the issues highlighted by Audit 

regarding back up of data, smoke detector, other security measures etc 

were also under consideration.The reply furnished by the executive was 

incomplete but admitted some irregularities pointed out by Audit whereas 

most of the issues were not replied.   

The Para was pended by DAC in its meeting held on Jan 5, 

2015.  Further progress was not intimated till the finalization of this report. 

Audit desires expeditious implementation of Audit stance. 

DP-S-81/2014-15 
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Military Accountant General 

Audit Paras 

2.19 Recoverable/Overpayments – Rs. 20.187 Million 

2.19.1 Non-recovery of Income Tax – Rs. 5.326 million 

  Under Section-153(1)(c) read in conjunction with Division-

III of the First Schedule, “6% income tax of the gross amount shall be 

withheld on the execution of contract”. 

  It was observed from the record held with Medical Store 

Depot PAF Base Mushaf that a sum of Rs. 88,771,631 was paid to 

different suppliers on account of purchase of medicines through contract 

but 6% income tax was not deducted which was irregular as evident from 

clause-6 of all contracts that no tax will be charges. This omission resulted 

into non-recovery of income tax FY 2009-10 to FY 2012-13 amounting to 

Rs. 5,326,298.  

  When pointed out by audit in May, 2014, the executive 

replied that AHQ (DP Air) Nur Khan deals with payment / income tax. 

The reply was not tenable as it was clearly mentioned in Clause-6 of all 

contracts that the above mentioned medicines are non-taxable whereas 

income tax was required to be recovered which was not done.  

DAC in its meeting held on February, 19, 2015. DAC 

directed to provide the proof of registration of company and exemption 

certificates to be verified from audit. No documents were produced to 

audit till finalization of the report.  

Audit advises for provision of relevant records.  

DP-51-N/2014-15 

2.19.2 Non-recovery of LD Charges – Rs. 2.290 million 

  According to Clause-11 2(b) of contract No. 470372/P-47, 

“To purchase from elsewhere stores not delivered, at the risk & expense of 

the supplier and without notice to him, or to recover liquidated damages 
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when the competent purchase officer is satisfied that the failure to supply 

the stores within the scheduled delivery period has been for reasons within 

the control of the supplier, and/or if the Government has suffered loss for 

reasons of belated delivery. These liquidated damages, if imposed, will be 

at the rate up to 2% but not less than 1% (depending on the merit of the 

case as decided by Competent Purchase Officer) of the value of stores 

supplied late per month or a part of a month for the period exceeding the 

original delivery period, subject to the provision that the total liquidated 

damages thus imposed will not exceed 10% of the total value of the stores 

delivered late”. 

  While examining the record of Medical Store Depot, PAF 

Base Mushaf, Sargodha, it was noticed that a sum of Rs. 2,289,805 as 

worked out in enclosed statement on account of L.D Charges was required 

to be imposed/recovered from the suppliers due to delayed supply of 

medicine but it was not done in Contracts Agreement finalized during FY 

2009-10 to FY 2012-13. The omission resulted into non recovery of LD 

Charges amounting to Rs. 2,289,805.  

  When pointed out by Audit in May, 2014, it was replied by 

the executive that AHQ (DP Air) Nur Khan deals with payment / LD 

charges. The reply was not accepted as the suppliers did not supply 

medicines in time. So, LD charges were required to be imposed and 

recovered as per the contact clause which was not done. 

DAC directed in its meeting held on February, 16, 2015 that 

the replacement of rejected cable be ensured. No documents were 

produced to audit till the issuance of the report.  

Audit advises that prompt action be taken for replacement/  

recovery.   

DP-162-N/2014-15 
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2.19.3 Un-authorized expenditure without budget provision 

and non-recovery of outstanding balance against FWO 

– Rs. 12.571 million 

  According to Para-28 of Financial Budget, Accounting and 

Audit Procedure termed as F.B.A& A (FWO), all payments in connection 

with the project will be made by CMA (FWO) or the disbursing officer 

appointed by DG FWO from time to time. The payment in respect of 

different types of claims will be made as per procedure given under para-

29. Rule-30 of Financial Regulation Volume-I 1986, “no expenditure 

which has not been provided for in the budget shall be authorized without 

the concurrence of the Financial Adviser concerned”. Further Rule-47 (e) 

4 also stipulated that “Even sanctioned expenditure shall not be incurred 

until funds have been provided”. 

  While examining the accounts of CMA (FWO) Chaklala, it 

was observed from the scrutiny of the review of balance for the year 2011-

12 and connected documents revealed that an amount of 12,571,583,070 

has been shown debit balance in the head 0/016/12. Amount was released 

by CMA FWO for payment of Pay bills of the certain Engineering 

Battalion / Units of Army which have been attached with FWO in 

different period but no funds/budgetary support on account of Pay and 

Allowances neither been provided by the FWO through TR (as per 

procedure invoke). In fact, the expenditure accumulated on account of 

payment for FWO troops employed on projects. Receipts of sponsoring 

agencies was kept in private bank accounts and expenditure booked to 

deposit head 0/016/12. The organization did not finance of Ration, POL, 

Medicines, clothing etc, supplied from military depots / stores to FWO 

units, resulting into debit of Rs. 12.574 billion from 1982 till now. The 

CMA FWO should not allow payment without receipt of deposit from 

FWO (HQ). 

  Therefore, Justification may be known to audit for the 

expenditure without budget and non-recovery of Rs. 12,571,583,070 from 

the FWO ultimately to be deposited into Government Treasury under 

intimation to audit.  
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  When pointed out by audit in August, 2013, it was replied 

by the executive that the matter of issuance of Defence cheques was 

referred to the MAG and the MOD (Military Finance) who directed CMA 

(FWO) not to stop the obligatory expense of the troops, vide letters No. 

Acct/112/83 (FWO) dated 3
rd

 March, 1985 and UO No. FA-2/97-98/BC-

1/1339 dated 3
rd

 November, 1997. In view of above CMA FWO started 

stopping payments of pay and allowance to FWO troops, on the request of 

HQ FWO to maintain the status up to till the finalization of the matters by 

MOD, Dy. MAG honored the request of DG FWO and advise to 

maintained status upto till 31
st
 March, 2013 after that on direction of MAG 

that no payment to HQ FWO be released without provision of TRs. In 

compliance of this CMA FWO stopped the payment of pay and 

allowances, but was released on direction of MAG that the same may be 

release as an interim measure. Furthermore the MOD vide letter NO. 

PAC/15/SAR-179/2001-2002/para 1.1 dated 26
th

 July, 2013 was also 

declared that continuation of pay and allowances of uniform personals 

made by MAG, till proper mechanism was not finalized. The reply of the 

executive was not agreed payment without TRs / Funds from HQ FWO 

was not justifiable the same may be recovered from the FWO and 

deposited into Government treasury further no documentary evidence in 

support of reply was provided which also be provided.  

  The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 

January 2, 2015, the DAC shifted the para to FWO. DAC again its 

meeting on February 16, 2015 directed FWO to reconcile the figures with 

DGADS office. No record was provided till finalization of the report.  

  Audit suggests for early clearance of debit balances.   

DP-257-N/2014-15 
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2.20 Un-authorized Expenditure – Rs. 13,690.59 

Million 

2.20.1 Irregular payment of commission charges to postal 

authorities – Rs. 13,535.75 million 

  The contract agreement was concluded on 18
th

 May, 1993 

between GHQ Rawalpindi and post office authorities. There in no 

provision to pay any commission to post offices on account of payment of 

pension made by post offices and booked by controller of Military 

Pension, Lahore. 

  It was noticed from the record held with Controller of 

Military Pension Lahore Cantonment that from 1993-94 to 2013-14 a sum 

of Rs. 406,478,948,000 on account of pension was paid to pensioners and 

Rs. 13,535,748,968 was paid to the Post Office Authorities as commission 

charges @ 3.33% against above contract (statement enclosed). This 

resulted into loss to Government Rs. 13,535,748,968. Moreover record 

revealed that pension payment through NBP is without commission. 

  When pointed out by Audit in May, 2014,the Pension 

Authorities replied that commission charges paid to post office authorities 

was according to the AI/05/93 as disbursing agency as per contract of 

agreement. Reply given by Pension Authorities was not acceptable as 

there was no provision in contract to pay commission to postal authorities. 

Moreover the corrigendum issued by postal authorities vide their No. 

REV. 16-1/89/ISLAMABAD-44000 Dated Dec-1993 regarding charges of 

commission @ 3.33% is irregular. Amount paid to Postal Authorities may 

please be recovered. 

  The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 

January 2, 2015, The Department agreed to the observation and apprised 

the DAC that commission deducted by the postal authorities is not 

authorized by any agreement. The Department further explained that after 

2001, payment of pension of Defence Services/ Armed Forces 

Officers/Staff is being made from the Civil Budget. Therefore, contract 
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already concluded between PP&A Directorate GHQ & Postal Authorities 

has become void hence no validity. The Department suggested that a fresh 

contract may be concluded by PMAD with Pakistan Post. DAC directed 

the concerned authorities to take remedial measures immediately and 

resolve the issue within (03) months time. DAC further directed that 

recovery on account of commission paid to the postal authorities so far 

shall not be stressed further.   

  Audit suggests for early finalization of the matter in the 

light of DAC directives.  

DP-126-N/2014-15 

2.20.2  Un-authorized payments – Rs. 154.840 million 

  According to Para 2 of Government of Pakistan, Finance 

Division (Expenditure Wing) letter No. F.7 (2) Exp.IV/2011 dated 17
th

 

August, 2011, “There will be a ban on purchase of assets including all 

types of vehicles. Ban on purchase of vehicles will also be applicable to 

development expenditure”. 

  While examining the accounts of CMA (FWO) Chaklala, it 

was observed that a huge expenditure amounting to Rs. 154,840,000 was 

incurred in the financial year 2011-12 & 2012-13 for purchase of vehicles 

which was not in order. Therefore it was requested that justification for 

payments on account of purchase of vehicle during ban period may known 

to audit and irregularity may be condoned from the competent authority 

under intimation to audit. 

  When pointed out by audit in August, 2013, it was replied 

by the executive that FWO is a self-earning organization, for smooth 

running of projects and to achieve results, there equipments and 

machinery has to be updated requiring expenditure for the same. Further 

the ban is imposed on Expenditure from public money only according to 

the entity. The reply was not tenable approval of competent authority may 

be provided or expenditure may be regularized under intimation to audit. 
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  The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 

January 2, 2015, the DAC shifted the para to FWO.  

  Audit suggests for obtaining approval of the competent 

authority    

DP-258-N/2014-15 
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Inter Services Organization 

Audit Paras 

2.21  Recoverable/ Overpayments 

2.21.1 Non-surrendering of the balance fund to Punjab 

Government and non-provision of auditable documents 

– Rs. 15.00million 

  According to Article 169 and 170 of the constitution of the 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan read with the Auditor General Ordinance 

2001 and present orders of Supreme Court of Pakistan passed in CMAs-

3330,3471,3594/13 in constitution petition No. 105-12 audit is 

constitutional mandated process and after 18
th

 amendment in constitution 

there in no room for denial of disclosure and withholding of accounts from 

Auditor General for Audit. 

  While examining the record of Punjab Armed Services 

Board Lahore, it was observed that an amount of Rs. 15,000,000 was 

allotted by the Punjab Government to Punjab Armed Services Board 

Lahore for distribution among retired personnel and widows etc of Pak 

Army/Air Force/Navy but it was neither distributed nor surrendered to 

concerned Government. Rather it was transferred to private fund. This 

resulted into loss of Rs. 15,000,000.  

  When pointed out by Audit in June, 2014, the executive 

replied that whole amount received from Government of Punjab was 

distributed to Ex-service men, widows, disabled and children of shuhada 

of three forces and no amount was held in balance with the Directorate. 

The reply was not accepted as no detail was provided to audit in support of 

their contention. 

The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 

January 2, 2015, DAC recommended the para for settlement subject to 

verification from audit. No record leading to distribution of the amount 

was produced to audit till completion of the report. 
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Audit desires that relevant record be produced as early as 

possible.    

DP-167-N/2014-15 

2.21.2 Non-deposit of revenue into Government Treasury – Rs. 

1.74million 

  According to Rule-2 of Financial Regulation Volume-II 

1986, “all moneys received on behalf of Government is required to be 

deposited into Government Treasury without delay. 

  According to the “policy on use of A-I Land for welfare 

and other projects of the Armed Forces” issued vide Government of 

Pakistan Ministry of Defence Rawalpindi No. F.2/5/D-12/ML&C/99 dated 

2
nd

 April, 2008, the rent shall be charged @ 6% per annum of existing 

revenue rate (earlier known as DC rates) of the said land used in 

commercial projects and 25% of the calculated rent will be deposited into 

Government Treasury and 75% in army head. 

  While examining the record of Punjab Armed Services 

Board Lahore, it was observed that 3 kanal A-I land converted in B-4 land 

was allotted to Punjab Armed Services board for construction of soldiers 

rest house vide GHQ, QMG branch letter no 5631/341/159/Land-I A dated 

26
th

 February, 1991. The building constructed 38 commercial shops 

including Askri Bank, National saving Centre etc. among which 14 Guest 

houses were being used commercially in addition to Punjab Armed 

Services Board Lahore office but the rent received from guest houses as 

well as commercial concerns had not been deposited into Government 

Treasury against the above rule. This irregularity had resulted into non-

deposit of Government dues Rs. 1,741,500.  

  When pointed out by Audit in June, 2014, the executive 

replied that case was already under process with authorities concerned. 

The reply was not acceptable as revenue was yet to be deposited into 

Government Treasury. 
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The para was discussed in the DAC meeting held on 

January 2, 2015, DAC recommended the para for settlement subject to 

verification from audit. No record was produced to audit till finalization of 

the report. 

Audit suggests that relevant document be verified from 

audit. 

DP-168-N/2014-15 

 


